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PREFACE. 

LITTLE prefatory remark is required in introducing this small 
. book to the public. The present day is especially noticeable 
for the number of amateur workers who are found in every 
department of art and technics. ' That being so, there is 
certainly no branch of work better fitted to claim their time 
and attention than that of Bookbinding, It is of great 
antiquity, of the utmost, utility, and capable of almost any 
degree of artistic development. 

Looking back to the birth and early histoi-y of literature, 
we find all the oldest manuscripts, both classical and oriental,' 
were written on sheets of parchment or papyrus, and rolled 
up when not in use. The bookbinder of those days was 
simply a maker of circular cabinets or repositories, suitable 
for containing these roUs; and these cases, when for bibUo-
phUes, were often beautifuUy ornamented, 'When and by 
whom the plan, of folding the sheet of parchment or paper 
into pages, and stitching sheets together at the back, was 
first introduced, is not exactly known; .but at, that timoj and 
not till then, the booh sprang into existence. This new back-
required the bookbinder as we know him now; and at the very 
outset of the trade, his work, though entirely different to the 
bibliopegistic productions of the present day,, was elaborate 
and beautiful. The whole subsequent history of bookbinding 
has done credit to its brilHant beginning. 

There are many good reasons for commending this craft 
to the attention of amateurs, amongst which we will enumerate 
a few. First, it does not require any great strength or 
mechanical aptitude. Secondly, the plant is not expensive. 
Thirdly, it can be pursued anywhere. Fourthly, it is of 
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unquestionable utility: Low far preferable it is to have your 
cherished books, in handy accessible volumes, instead of in 
heaps of disorderly parts or numbers, almost mere Httei-s, 
in which one can never find what one wants! Fifthly, and 
by no means the least important, well-bound books form an 
ornament to any room, and are satisfactory to show one's 
friends. All amateurs are fond of, and proud of, exhibiting 
specimens of their handiwork to admiring friends and visitors; 
and what better than books ? Fret-cutting, tui-ning, iUuminat-
ing, &o., are so very common now, that they are almost 
"played out." Bookbinding is not so, and if the amateur 
becomes a good finisher, the amount of varied and interesting 
ornamentation that he can produce is infinite. 

In this Httle volume, full particulars of every process and 
detail are given, especially adapted to the wants of the 
amateur. That it may train many skilful bibHopegists, ia 
the. earnest aspiration of the Author. 
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CHAPTER I. 

I N T E O D U C T O B T , 

I N the small book, of which this is the preliminary chapter, 
we purpose to treat, succinctly but completely, of the various 
practical operations gone through in the binding of books, and 
in so doing we'shall keep the wants of the amateur especially in 
mind. Unquestionably, the bibliopegistic art is one which any 
inteUigent and fairly handyman can.practise at home; and as 
the objects upon which his ingenuity would be exercised come 
necessarily much into his o-sm hands and those of his friends 
afterwards, he wiU often experience the lively satisfaction of 
being praised for his taste and skill. Bookbinding is a clean 
and not too laborious occupation, which can be easily practised 
in any spare room, or even airtight shed where light is plentiful 
and the temperatiu-e can be raised to that of an ordinary sitting-
room. 

We may premise that, after' next chapter, we shaU go on to 
describe, consecutively, the vai-ious processes as practised by a 
professional bookbinder, following each by any expedients which 
may seem more -within the power of the amateur, "We shall 
adopt this course for several reasons. In the first place, it is 
best that the amateur should understand the correct process as 
practised by the tradesman, and, where possible, conform to it 
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a BOOKBINDING FOR AMATEITES, 

as nearly as practicable. In the second place, it will render 
the book a complete manual of the art, useful alike to the 
amateur or youl^hful professional woi-kman. 

We must, at the outset, beg those of our readers who purpose 
carrying out our instructions to lend their best attention to the 
subject. Bookbinding is, undoubtedly, a delicate and a difficult 
art, and it is almost impossible to describe some of even its 
simplest processes. In many cases, the slightest deviation from 
the teaching will risk inevitable failure in the process described; 
but to n;iake up, as far as may be, for the lack of personal show
ing "how to do it," we shall sprinkle our text thickly -with 
sketches of the various operations, at diiferent stages, of which 
we bespeak careful obseiwation. 

Bookbinding is comparatively a modem art. The books of the 
ancient and classic nations were, as most people are aware, long 
roUs 'of skins or of Egyptian papyi-us, wliich, when not in use, 
were rolled up and kept each in a species of circular box. When 
wanted, the roll had simply to be drawn out of its case and 
unrolled. The Jews use to this day, in their synagogue services, 
isimilar roUs of vellum, whereon is written the Pentateuch in 
Hebrew characters. 

Doubtless, the earUest specimens of bookbinding were those 
produced in the eastern branch of the Roman dominions, usually 
caUed the Byzantine Empire, These were generally of metal— 
gold, silver, or gilt copper. Of course, this kind of binding was 
produced by the goldsmith, silversmith, and jeweller, the part 
of the bookbinder proper being confined to fastening the leaves 
together and securing them in the metal cover. Of these 
ancient bindings, some few specimens are still extant. 

I t is diifioult to trace the transition of the parchment from the 
roll foi-m •to that of leaves. I t is known that the Romans 
used small tablets of wood, and even leaves of lead, connected by 
rings at the back, so as to form a small book, Pei-haps this 
gave the hint. I t is clear that the book form is more ancient 
than was at one time beHeved, Dr. Hogg says : "Amongst the 
various objects of antiquity which were purchased from the 
Arabs, at Thebes, were two papyri, the one in Celtic, the other 
in.Greek, in the form of books, . , . The leaves were about 
,10in, in length by 7in, in •width, and had been sewn together like 
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those of an ordinary book." Once this step was attained, the 
covering would quickly follow. 

In the reign of Charlemagne the art of bookbinding made 
rapid strides. Italian designers and artificers were em
ployed, and we read of the caskets in which books were pre
served as being of solid gold, and covered •with precious stones. 
The clasps of the covers were often closely studded with jewels, 
and small gold nails were frequently scattered over the leather 
of which the cover was made. Ivoi-y was also a favourite 
material for book sides. This was probably derived from the 

-Roman diptychs. 
The next great step in the history of bookbinding was the 

general adoption of leather as a covering. Hitherto nearly aU 
the binding had been done in monasteries, 'and, although they 
might use velvet, and call in the aid of the silversmith to 
ornament books bound for princes, yet those of the monastic 
library were generally supplied with a binding of plain Vel
lum, or enclosed with heavy carved oaken boards of immense 
thickness. I t is not known precisely who introduced leather 
binding, nor the date of its introduction. I t would seem to us 
to follow naturally on the use of vellum. To Matthias Corvinus, 
the celebrated literary and chivalrous King of Hungary, the 
first use of morocco is credited. This may be true of the dressed 
skin of the goat (morocco), but deerskin had been employed 
long previous in the monastic binderies. Richard Ohandos, 
Bishop of Chichester, mentions, in his will, as early as the year 
1253, a "Bible, with a rough cover of skins;" and the 
"Accounts of the Households of Edwards I, and II,," contained 
in four MS, volumes, presented to the Society of Antiquaries 
by Sir Ashton Lever, were in the original binding of calfskin, 
dressed Hke parchment, but •with the hair on, except where it 
had been removed to give space for the written inscription. 

It' is thus evident that the practice of bookbinding was far 
advanced at the time of the discovery of printing. Of course, 
the introduction of that "ar t preservative" largely increased 
books, and hence bookbinding. As far back as the Wardrobe 
Account of Edward IV, (1480), kept by Piers Oourtneys, we 
find entries for " binding, gilding, and dressing " a certain book, 
and mentions of silk and velvet " purchased therefor,'' Among 
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later monarchs, Elizabeth and the first James seem especially 
well affected towards velvet. Henry VII. appeared to have 
been the fu-st English king who formed a Hbrary, and he 
had a magnificent one—the books being covered with splendid 
bindings. 

Soon after the introduction of vellum, it came into general 
use {circa 14S0), almost ousting velvet, except for livres de 
luxe. Very soon we find the sides of such veUum books covered 
with an elaborate stamping of various designs—sometimes 
crowded and without merit; at others, so sharp, clear and 
weU defined, that they have never been excelled, and scarcely 
rivaUed, by any modern workmen. When we consider that these 
early binders could not have the aid of the powerful arming, 
presses of to-day, we may well wonder how they managed to 
impress the large and elaborate blocks with the success to 
which they attained, 

James I. appears to have been an ardent bibliophile both 
before and after assuming the crown of Great Britain, and 
many of his bookbinders' bHls are extant, showing entries for 
books bound in leather, vellum, and parchment. Although 
plain stamping (" bHnd tooHng") is found' very early in the 
history of leather binding, as is e^vihced by the vellum and 
"basU" book covers so ornamented, there seems little doubt 
that gUding the leather had its origin in Italy, probably 
Venice, and had been derived by the Italian bookbinders from 
Eastern sources. To these same binders we probably owe the 
initiative of the burst of the bibliopegistic glory in the fifteenth 
century. 

I t was in 1479 that Jean Grolier de Servia, Vicomte d'Aguisy, 
the founder of French bookbinding, was boi-n. He was him
self of Italian extraction, and was sent by Louis XII . to Milan 
in a diplomatic capacity. Probably he here imbibed his love 
for fine bindings, for, on his return, his famous library of 
finely bound books soon became celebrated. GroHer gave an 
immense impulse to French bookbinding, and appears to have 
brought Henry II. and his chere amie, Diana of Poitiers, to 
the- same enthusiasm as himself, for they were both la"vi.sh in the 
bindings of their books. Grolier is supposed to have been the 
first man whose books were lettered on the back. 
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By the sixteenth century leather binding had assumed its per
fected form as seen at the present day, and its subsequent history 
showed few changes. Amongst those which have taken place, 
may be mentioned the substitution of " marbled " edges for gilded 
and self-coloured ones, and the introduction of stamped calico 
(cloth) in the present century by English binders (by Archi
bald Leighton, in 1825). The latter, as a cheap medium of 
binding, is an immense boon, and it is now being slowly adopted 
in other countries. I t is, however, only a temporary vehicle 
for new books, and can never take any place as a library 
binding. 

Let us now, before proceeding to practical details, say a few 
words on taste in bookbinding. 

Most book lovers, in all ages, have desired to see their 
treasured volumes fitly, and even splendidly, clad, Chaucer's 
" Gierke of Oxenford " preferred to see 

At his bede's hede. 
Twenty bokes clothed in blake and rede, 

to any other spectacle which the world could aiford; and a 
magnificent binding so enraptured Skelton, the laureate of 
our eighth Henry, that he asseverates 

I t would haue made a man whole that had been right sekely, 
To beholde how it was garnisshyd and bound, 
Encouerede over with golde of tissew fine; 
The claapis and bullyons were worth a thousand pounde. 

I t is a disputed question, among book lovers of taste, whether 
the whole of a small coUection should be bound in the same 
material, and of the same colour, or whether a diversity should 
prevail. There are valid reasons for either plan. A Hbrary 
where both morocco and calf bindings are adopted, in the 
various hues which are given to each leather, has a pleasant 
and lively appedrance, and if glaring contrasts in hues be 
avoided in neighbouring volumes as they stand upon the 
shelves, an air of lightness and vivacity -wiU characterise "the 
apartment. But the contrast must by no means be too pro
nounced, Dr, Dibden, a great authority on aU such matters, 
warns us specially against the employment of either white 
vellum or scarlet morocco as a m'aterial for the jackets of our 
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volumes. Both are too decided in appearance, and impart a 
"spotty" look to the shelves. Of course, this objection applies 
only to single volumes or small, sets in libraries of limited 
extent. If, for instance, a whole press, or set of shelves, could 
be appropriated to vellum-clad volumes of the Fathers and 
patristic theology, the effect would be good. The decision on 
the general question of uniformity versus variety must be left, 
in great measure, to individual taste. 

Where the collection is small, say, sufficient to fill two 
ordinary bookcases (about 500 volumes), an excellent plan is to 
reserve one case for standard BngHsh authors, and bestow in 
the other works on science, art, travels, foreign books, &c. 
Let all the bindings be of morocco, either " whole" binding 
(the term used when the book is whoUy covered with leather), 
or half binding (where the back and corners only are leather 
covered, " cloth," of a similar colour to that of the leather, 
being used for the sides), according to the value and import
ance of the book. If maroon morocco be chosen for the books 
in the first press, and an oHve green for those in the second, 
the efEect wiU be chaste and massive. Both these leathers 
" throw u p " the gilding of the back splendidly. Where 
expense is not a primary consideration, the backs should not 
be scrimped in this matter of gilding, or, as it is technically 
termed, "finishing." A morocco bound book should bear a 
good amount of gold on the back; but the patterns of the 
tools should be carefuUy selected. 

For aU volumes of tolerable size, a bold, clear style of orna
mentation should be adopted, and raised " bands," crossing the 
back of the book, should be a sine qua non with every tasteful 
bibHophile, Not only should all the books in one case be in the 
same kind of leather (if the uniform plan be adopted), but 
the style of "finishing" should be the same. If lines have 
been chosen as the means of ornamentation, let all the books 
be decorated there-with. On the contrary, if a more florid style 
has found favour, let it be adhered to ' throughout. One of ' 
the most effective sets of books that ever came under our 
notice had all the volumes bound in blood-coloured morocco, 
richly gUt in the cinque cento style of ornament. 

The Empress Eugenie is stated to have had her books 
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uniformly bound in sky-blue morocco, thickly sprinkled with 
the golden bees wliich foi-m one-of the emblems of the house of 
Bonaparte, I t is, however, not umHkely that the amateur 
bookbinder will introduce greater variety amongst his bindings, 
for the simple reason that he will be desirous of trying his 
hand on morocco, calf, roan, veUum, and cloth—aU of which 
we shaU, in due course, describe. 



CHAPTER TI. 

TOOLS AND A F F L I A N C E S . 

L E T US now consider the tools necessary for a small bookbinding 
plant. 

The bookbinder's workshop may be fitted up in any spare 
room or weather-tight outbuilding. It should always, if possible, 
be on the ground fioor, beoauee the operations of beating, puUing 
do-wn the standing-press, and even cutting, cause considerable 
concussion to the walls and joists of the place. 

The first fixed tool is the common screw " standing-press," 
which is similar to that used by packers, and in the making of 
cheese and cider. I t usually consists of two heavy cheeks ,of 
wood, and a head and bed of the same, the whole forming a kind 
of parallelogram when put together. Through the head passes 
a brass box, in which revolves a long iron screw, with a 
tolerably fine thread, and from this screw depends a stout piece 
of wood called the " platen," or sometimes the " follower.'' 

The books are piled up between smooth beech boards, in the 
centre of the bed of the press, and the platen screwed down upon 
them, at first by the hands, then by the short iron press-pin, 
and lastly by the long one, to which a oouplo (or more) men lend 
their force, one pulling and the other pushing. Sometimes a 
" purchase " is used; this is a strong post, planted in the ground 
at some distance from the left side of the press. Pixed on this 
are a cogged wheel, pinion, and handle, which turn a wooden 
cylinder, around which a chain can coil. The free end of the 
chain is provided •with a hook, and, this being fixed to the end 
of the long press-pin, when at the right cheek of the press, the 
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windlass handle is worked by one or two men, and as the chain 
is wound upon the barrel, the pin is necessarily brought over 
with more power than by muscular efilort exerted directly. 
Standing-presses are also made whoUy or partly of iron. 

The screw of the press should always be kept well oiled, and, 
to preserve it from, dust, it is well to make a paper cylindrical 
case a little bigger than the screw, and put over it. The iron 
ring sho-wn above the press (Pig. 1) is intended to support tLis 

M 
|l 

FIG. 1.—STANDING-PBESS, 

pasteboard cap. The press should be firmly fixed by strong 
timbers braced to the walls and ceiling, in order to hold it quite 
firm, and resist the shocks of the pulHng down. Each press 
should be supplied with a round piece of wood, about 18in. long, 
with which to screw it up and down when empty, and a short 
(4ft.) and a long (6ft.) iron press-pin, fitting the screw socket. 

There are several modifications of the scri?w press, amongst 
which the "Athol" press (Pig. 2) possesses much mei-it, as, 
from the position of the, lever, this press does not jar the 
premises when fixed so much as the ordinary one, and, more-
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over, requires no separate press-pin—the Isle of Man legs, seen 
on the right cheek, being used to pull it down. 

FIG. Z , — " A T H O L " PRESS. 

- Another novel and excellent press is the American "Boomer" 
(Pig. 3). This press consists essentially of screw pressure 

1-10. 3 . - " B O O M E R " PRESS. 
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applied by a wheel until it is too great, when a lever working 
a racket wheel is brought into operation, and a very intense 
, pressure is obtained—stated by the maker to be greater than 
that of the hydraulic press. With this press also there is 
but Httle jar or shock. 

Of the hydrauHo press it is not needful to speak, as that is 
seldom used except in large establishments, and certainly never 
by amateurs. 

The price of a standing-press ranges from £8 for a small 
wooden press, and from £14 to £26 for an iron one; small 
Athol, £35; small Boomer, £28, 

In most cases (unless, indeed, the purpose is to do a great 
deal of work) it will not be necessary for the amateur to 

FlO. 4.—AUXILIARY SCREW PRESS, 

purchase a standing-press. If he beat his books effectually, 
he can make shift -without one. They can be screwed up in 
the laying-prees sufficiently tightly to get much smoothness. 
A large iron copying-press, or even a good wooden napkin-
press, are not to be despised as auxiliaries. Mr. P, UUmer, 
Cross-street, Farringdon-road, and Mr. Powell, 33A, Ludgate 
Hill, E, C, keep small iron screw bench-presses (Pig. 4), wMoh 
would prove very useful, and cost about £5 each. 

With every etanding-press it is necessary to have a good 
supply of presrsirg-boards. These are rectangular pieces of 
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beech, from Jin, to lin, thick, planed perfectly smooth and 
square, and varying in size, from those capable of receiving 
a folio to those only large enough for a I2mo (these sizes 
wiU be explained in due course). 

Next in importance comes the lying (or " laying," as it is 
invariably called by the professional bookbinders, which foi-m 
we shall follow) press (Pig, 5), This consists of two large 
square cheeks of oak or beech connected by two large wood 
screws and two guide bars. On one side, which is kept upper
most for general purposes, the cheeks are simply planed smooth. 

-^ 
liLi 

^ 
f 

FIG. 5.—LAYIXG OR CUTTING PRESS, 

On the other side, however, which is used for cutting pui-posos, 
the left-hand cheek has two smaU pieces, screwed on in such 
a way as to leave a channel between them, in which the left-
hand cheek of the " plough" sHdes in the operation of cutting. 
When this side is uppermost, the press is termed a " cutting 
press" (it is in this position at Pig, 5), This press can be 
tightly screwed up by the short iron "press^pin" shown at B. 
•Wlien in use, the screws and guide bars should be treated with 
soft soap and blaoklead, or some similar lubricating composition, 
to allow of their working freely. If the two small square pins 
or keys (A, A; Pig. 5) be driven out (which can easily be done 
with a hammer and a square pin of hard wood), the grooves 
in the screws, in which they work, can also be lubricated. 
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With this press is used the "plough," a small apparatus of 
beechwood, sho-wn at Pig. 5. This consists of two fiat cheeks, 
which can be brought together by turning the screw. The 
right cheek of the plough is fui-nished with a sharp pointed 
knife, secured by a screw. When the book is tightly screwed 
up in the cutting-press, -with one of its edges slightly protruding, 
the binder places the plough with its left cheek in the groove, 
takes the plough by the handle in the right hand, resting, 
meanwhile, his left on the other end of the screw, screws up 
the right cheek, until the* point of the knife just touches 
the book, then begins to push the plough along the groove 
backwards and forwards, turning the screw a little every 
time the plough travels from him. The knife, by this method, 
gradually passes over and through the entire edge of the 
book, removing, in a series of shavings, the sm-plus portion 
of it that projects above the level of the press. There are 
various minutiae which will be described particularly when 
we come to the section accorded to "cutting edges," the fore
going brief description being only intended to elucidate the 
uses of the press and plough. 

Plough-knives must be kept very sharp, and require some 
care in grinding. They are kept in two principal forms, the 
common knife, sho-wn at Pig. 5 (0), and the Scotch, or sliding, 
at Fig. 5. (D), The first has a square hole in its butt, through 
which the plough, screw passes, as shown at B (Pig. 5), while 
the Scotch knife has bevelled edges, and the end of the plough 
screw has a channel, G (Pig. 5), foi-med in it, in which the knife 
slides, as shown at P (Pig. 5), Either knife is good, but om-
personal predilection is for the ordinary form, which, moreover, 
takes less grinding than the sliding one. 

The press can be had in various sizes, at different prices. The 
amateur will not require the largest size, and may get one to 
suit him, with plough and pin complete, at from SOs. to £2 2s. 
These two tools the amateur must have. 

The " t u b " (Pig, 6) is a rectangular wooden frame, upon which 
the laying-press rests, whichever side is in use. The andient 
bookbinders used a veritable tub for the purpose, hence the 
present name. This should be strongly morticed and tenoned 
together, and can be made by any local joiner, or by the amateur 
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himself, if handy with carpenter's tools. I t is best to put a 
bottom to it and board up the sides for 1ft, Gin, or 2ft,, to keep 

FIG. 6.—THE " T u a " 

the shavings in. The stuff of an egg-box or two is very suitabfe 
for this pui-pose, ^ 

We must here mention that in a large estabHshment the 
cutting of edges, "out of boards,'' is seldom done -with the 
plough, but is accomplished by the " guillotine cutting-machine," 
in which, by lever power, a horizontal knife is brought forcibly 
dq-wn, and wiU pass through a pile of books at one stroke. As 
the machine is expensive, and not at all in the amateur's line, 
we merely allude to it to render our list of tools complete. 

A "beating-stone" and hammer (Pig, 7) are indispensable. 
The hammer may be either of wi-ought or cast ii-on, something 
in the form shown at A (Pig. 7), with edges weU rounded off and 
pro^vided •with a short wooden handle. I t may weigh from 101b. 
to 141b, Any smith can make one. The "beating-stone" (Fig. 
7) is a piece of York or Portland stone, or any stone capable of 
taking a smooth surface, about 2ft, by 2ft, or 1ft, 6in,, and 2in. 
thick, ground upon its upper surface quite level. I t should be 
fii-mly fixed on an upright support of wood, which should be a 
stout square log, firmly secured to the floor, or let into the 
ground, and covered on the top with saddle-cloth, felt, or 
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several sheets of brown paper, to hinder, as far aa possible, 
shocks or jars through the impact of the heavy beating-

/„ 

B-io 7,—BEATING-STONE AND IIAMMEB. 

I N. 

FIG,' 8.—BOLLING-MACHINB, 
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hammer. Beating-hammers vary in price from about 5s. The 
stone can be bought for a few pence; .but the fitting of it 
up will depend upon the local charges for carpenters' work. 

In all extensive bookbinding establishments the " beating " is 
now superseded by passing the books between the hea^yy roUers 
of the rolling-machine (Pig. 8), which was invented about fifty 
years since. If the amateur resides in a to^wn, he can generally 
discover some binder who " rolls for the trade," and will pass his 
books thi'ough the machine at about an average of Id. per vol,, 
unless very large or thick; in this case he will not need the 
beating-hammer or stone. The rolling-machine costs about £30, 
and is consequently out of the question as an amateui-'s tool, 

A small but important implement is the sewing-press (Fig, 9), 
which consists of a fiat wooden bottom, provided with a vertical 
wooden screw at each end. On each of these screws revolves a 

FIG, 9.—SEWING-PRESS. 

wooden nut, and these sustain the crossbar, from which depend 
the cords upon which the books are sewn. These cords are 
secured beneath the bottom of the press by brass keys of the 
form shown at A (Fig. 9), of which five form a set. Middle-
sized press and keys can be purchased for about 10s. 6d. 

A paif of medium-sized millboard-shears are necessary. These 
cost about 25s,, and consist of a large pair of iron sheai-s, 
precisely similar to those used by the whitesmith to cut up tin 
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plate and zinc. They are screwed up in the laying-press or fixed, 
in a hole in the work-bench, and are used for cutting up the 
millboard covers for the books; though they are now almost 
superseded in establishments of any pretensions by the mill-
board-cuttin^ machine, which consists essentially of a single 
large blade, worked by the right hand, and sundry arrangements 
by which any number of boards can be cut to one gauge (when 
fixed) without marking off. 

There are various other machines used in large establishments, 
to which we need do no more than allude, as in small places, 
where great speed is a secondary condition, their work is accond-
pUshed manually. Amongst these are Starr's backing-machine, 
or some modification of the original patent. This consists of 
two iron vice jaws, between which the back of the book can be 

FiQ, 10,—GRINDSTONE FOR PLOUGH-KNIVES. 

locked, when a smaU iron roller is worked across it to produce 
the proper curvature. The bookbinder's saw-bench, worked 
either by foot or steam, consists of several smaU saws arranged 
on a spindle, and is used for sawing the grooves to admit the 
cords in the back of a book instead of cutting them individually 
by the tenon saw. 

The bookbinder's-trimming-machine consists of a thin plate 
of steel something Hke a small circular saw, but quite sharp 
instead of toothed, usuaUy driven by steam, and used to trim 
off rough edges' and overplus of monthly magazines, &c., while 
still not removing sufficient to leâ ve a smooth surface, as is 
done by the guillotine, 

A small grindstone for grinding plough-knives, &c, will be 
C 
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required. The form shown at Fig. 10 is a good one, and can 
be driven by the foot, A 2ft, stone, costing about 30s,, will 
answer. 

We will now enumerate the minor forwarding tools. Two 
folding sticks (one pointed). These are pieces of flat bone, Hke 
small paper knives but without handles, 4d. and 6d, each; pair 
large scissors, long blades, for squaring plates, 4s, ed.; smaU 
tenon-saw, 3s. 6d,; small wooden tub to hold thick paste, Is,; 
glazed earthenware pan to hold thin paste. Is,; a glue-pot, 28,; 

, several small " sash tools," as brushes for paste and glue, 6d, and 
8d.; backing-hammer, 2s. 6d.; pair Lancashire wing compasses, 
3s. 6d.; 9in. carpenter's square, 3B. 6d.; knocking-down iron, 
2s. 6d.; bookbinder's rule, 48, 6d.; scratcher-up. Is. ; oilstone 
hone, 2s.; snoemaker's knife for cutting out, 8d.; French knife 
for paring leather, 2s.; pair band-nippers for setting bands 
nicely square,, 3s. 6d.; pair trindles, 2s. 6d.; steel scraper for 
edges, Is . ; beech " backing-boards," per pair, according to size, 
from 4d. for I8mo to 2s. for imperial folio; beech "cutting-
boards," per pair, according to size, from 2d', for 18mo to Is. 2d, 
for folio,; agate or bloodstone burnisher, from 4s. 6d,; pressing-
tins, from, 9d, each; pallet knife. Is, 3d.; packet bookbinder's 
needles, Is, The foregoing tools and machines-can be obtained 
of the undernamed firms in London: Mr. Ullmer, Cross-street, 
Farringdon-road; Messrs, Harrild, Farringdon st.; Messrs. J. M. 
Powell & Son, 33A, Ludgate Hill; Messrs. Hughes and Kiuiber, 
West Harding-street. Fetter-lane, E.G.; and most printers' 
brokers. 

Having briefly enumerated the tools requisite for "forward
ing '' a book, let us now advert to those which appertain to the 
" finishing " department. 

In trade technical parlance, "forwarding" comprehends all 
the operations up to and including getting the book covered 
•with leather or cloth; and " finishing " is the affixing the gilt or 
other ornaments, and lettering the title on the back or sides, 

"When space can be spared, the finishing is best carried on, 
not in the forwarding shop, but in a separate room, which should 
be well lighted. Here everything should be kept as clean and 
free from dust as possible, in order that the work ia hand 
shall stand no chance of getting soiled, ' 
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PiNiyniHG TOOLS. 

1& 

The necessary tools and appliances for finishing are neither 
numerous nor expensive, and the amateur would do well to 
obtain those named in the folio-wing pages, 

A smaU gas stove for heating the tools and letters, as iUus-

FiG. 11.—TAIL GAS FINISHING-STOVE. 

trated at Figs. 11 or 12. The tall one, which stands on the floor 
on tripod legs (Pig. 11), costs about £2 10s, j the small one, 

>/-^f , 1 , 
«t — 

FIG. 12.—SSIALL GAS FINISIIING-STOTK 

shown at Fig.. 12, which stands on the bench, costs 16s. Both 
stoves are connected with the gas by an elastic tube. 

A stout bench, for finishing-press, &c., to stand on, is useful 
Some bookbinders do all their finishing at the ordinary laying, 
press; but the use of a finishing-press, which can be moved 

0 2 
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about on a shop bench, is much more convenient. The cost 
of bench would depend upon carpenter's charges in vicinity; 
but a strong large kitchen table without leaves makes a very 
good substitute. 

A useful sized finishing-press, such as is illustrated at Fig. 13, 
costs about 12s. 6d. I t consists of a couple of smaU but soHd 
beech cheeks, connected by a wooden screw at each end; the 
right end of each screw is turned up to a handle for the right 
hand, for in screwing up the book about to be finished in this 
press the hands only are used, a press-pin not being required. 
Larger sizes can be had. The screws should be occasionally 
lubricated with blacklead and soft soap. 

A •'ti 

(I A 

FIG. 13.—FINISHING-PRESS. 

A single line, a two line, and a three line fillet are also re
quired by the bookbinder. These tools are smaU brass wheels, 
the peripheries of which have been, turned up to one, two, or 
three fine lines. Their use will be explained when we come 
to the depai-tment of "Finishing," I t is sufficient here to say 
that when heated, roUed on gold leaf, and applied to the back 
or sides of the book, they leave a gilded impression of owe, two, 
or ihree Unes respectively. Other kinds, either of plain line 
patterns or those which have their periphery, or rim, engraved 
•with floral and other patterns, can be had, and the purchaser can 
consult his wants and means in adding to the three described 
above. The line fillets cost about 5s, each. More elaborate 
patterns run up to lOs. and 12s,, or even more, according to 
intricacy of pattern. 
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Pallets are very useful, and a few should be obtained. These 
are small brass tools, about 4in, or 5in. long, and have line and 
ornamental patterns cut on their curved edge. They are worked 
across the back of the book, either with gold or without, (The 
latter process is termed "blind tooling.")-

The binder should also have several alphabets of letters and 
figures and a brass case. Formerly the letters used in book
binding were cut indi-ridually on the end of a small piece of 
brass, which was provided with a wooden handle, as shown in 
Fig. 15. Great dexterity was needed to properly " let ter" the 
title of a book with these separate letters, and this undoubtedly 
led the bookbinder to use brass type, which he " sets up," as a 
printer might do, in the case sho-wn in Fig. 14. These brass 
types are now sold in complete "founts," or sets of sufficient 
axphabets and figures for any ordinary works. 

The amateur can get price lists and specimens of the cast 
brass type of Messrs. Ullmer, Harrild, PoweU, or any other 
dealer. The price runs from 12s. per 100 letters upwards for 
types. Separate handled letters run from about 10s. to SOs. per 
set of one alphabet and ten figures. In the specimens given— 

BOOKBINDING 
BOOKBINDING 

BOOKBmDINC} 

the smallest size is suitable for 12mo and crown Svo (these 
terms -will be duly explained) volumes; the next size larger, 
for demy 8vo; and the largest for folio. These three alphabets 
should be nearly sufficient for an amateur. Some binders employ 
ordinary printing type (of type metal, which is principaUy com
posed "of lead); but this, although cheap, is so easily melted that 
we cannot recommend it to the amateui-. 

The "cases" or "type holders" (Fig, 14) are 10s, 6d, or 
12s. 6d. each. We may mention that many of the best binders, 
both in London and the provinces, do not adopt this plan, 
although decidedly the easier, but prefer to use the sepai-ate 
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handled letters, under the impression that this expedites the 
work. An alphabet of these, suitable in size for the work in 
hand, is ranged round the top of the gas stove (Fig, 12), the 
handles resting in the recesses; and the finisher catches up' 
each letter from its place as he requires it, brightens its face, 
presses it on its place on the back of the book, and replaces 
it on the stove, I t need scarcely be said that it requires a 
very keen eye and steady hand to "work" a line of small 

FIG. 14.—TvpE-iioLDER. 

separate 'letters straight across the curved back of a larg^ 
-volume. In order to do this more certainly, some binders lay 
a small- piece of se-wing silk across the gold in a straight line, 
as a guide in working the separate letters. 

A selection of various separate " tools," of small pieces 
of brass (handled), on the ends of which are cut different 
ornamental devices—as Maltese and other crosses, acoi-ns, 
anchors. &c,—used in finishing, will also be found useful. 
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The price ranges from 2s. upwards, according to-̂  size and 
intricacy of design (Fig, 15). 

+ u ^ A 

rj^ • 

FIG. 15.—FINISIITNG-TOOL, FIG. 16.—POLISHER. 

Amongst the minor but necessary tools and appliances are 
the f oUowing: 

A polishing-iron (Fig. 16), Used to give increased smooth
ness or gloss to calf books. Price lOs. 

Pressing-tins and boards for the final pressing. 
Gold-cushion. A piece of fin. board, covered first -with 

a couple of thicknesses of fiannel or cloth, and then with 

FIG. 17,—GOLD-CUSHION. 

calf leather, with the "flesh" (rough inside) side uppermost, 
and with a piece of vellum sticking up from one end and part 
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of one side as a guard (Fig, 17), This can be made by the 
binder. If purchased it •will cost 2s. 6d. 

Gold-knife, A small, straight-edged knife, used for cutting 
and lifting the gold leaf. Price Is, 6d, or 2s, 

Gilder's tip, A few fibres of sable, fix:ed between a couple 
of cards. Used for lifting gold leaf. Costs 6d, 

Three small sponges, about the size of a peach, or rather 
larger. 

Small piece of flannel to oU books with. 
Small glazed pipkin in which to bod size, Is, 
Two or three gallipots, 
" De^vil," or " frother." This is a slight piece of tough wood, 

about lOin, long. At one end four or more pieces of a quill, 

FIG, 18.—"DEVIL," OR " F R O T H E R , 

cut about Sin. long and split, are tied tightly to the wood at 
right angles, as sho-wn at Fig. 18, This is used to froth up 
the " glah-e," as will be explained in a subsequent section. 
The Httle -wire "egg-whiskers," sold at American Novelty 
Stores in London, answer excellently. 

Gold-rag, A piece of coarse canvas, well greased, for clear
ing off the gold first. 



CHAPTER III. 

ItIATEKIAI.S. 

THE materials brought into requisition in the binding of books 
are not very numerous, and the following may be talren as being 
all that will be required by the amateur, or even the professional 
bookbinder; unless the latter be in a very large way of business, 
when crocodile skin and other novel coverings are sometimes 
called for: 

.Morocco and Calf.—These leathers can be had in different-
colours, from about 78. per skin upwards. Calf is a smooth 
leather, morocco one with a raised grain. One is the skin of 
the animal whose name it bears, the other that of the Oriental 
goat. Either is excellent leather for good books, although 
morocco is just now, perhaps, the favourite. At Messrs. Eadie's, 
Great Queen-street, Long Acre, either may be bought in half 
and quarter skins, or even enough for the back and corners 
of a single volume—of course, at slightly enhanced prices over 
the whole skin relatively, 

Persian.—We have said that morocco (Turkish understood) 
is the skin of the goat, Persian is also the skin of a smaU 
Eastern goat, but the leather is much harder and inferior to 
the Turkish. I t is good leather, however, and very suitable to 
second-class work, and is only Ss. 6d. per skin. I t may be had 
in various " grains " or surface patterns, but not in many h u e s -
only, perhaps, plum-coloured and dark green. The "hard grain" 
Persian is the best, 

Russia.—This is a strong, brown, smooth leather, oidy used 
in " stationery binding "—i.e., for ledgers, pocket books, &c. I t 
is occasionaUy used in bookbinding, and is a good leather, but 
very thick, and needs cai-eful paring. I t can be bought in 
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skins or small pieces, but is expensive. It is celebrated for its 
pleasant odoui-, due to the empyreumatic oil of the Russian 
birch bark employed in tanning it. 

EogsMn.—This should never be used, as it engenders mildew 
and mould in other bindings placed near it. 

Roan.—This is a stout sheepskin, tanned -with a smooth shiny 
sm-face and a straight grain. It is a common leather, but much 
used for half-bound books of no great value; about 4s. per skin. 

Shiver.—This is the "grain " or outside portion of a sheepskin, 
split from the "flesh" or inside of the skin (of which the so-
caUed " chamois" leather is made), Skiver is very thin, and 
will tear almost as readily as good paper. In appearance it is 
much Hke roan, but is only suited to very common work. 

Vellum.—This is made from calfskin by a peculiar process. 
I t is a tough but intractable material, much used in the Middle 
Ages, but rarely now, and then generally for ancient theo
logical books. I t resembles stout parchment. The sHns are 
small, and cost from 5s. to 7s. 6d, or lOs., according to size. 

Velvet and Silh.—These materials are occasionally used by 
bookbinders, but we should not recommend them to the amateur. 
Prices vary, and cannot well be quoted. 

Boohhinder's Cloth.—This is a textile fabric of about SOin. -width 
UsuaUy, aind sold in pieces of about 36yds., or can be bought for 
about Is. per yard; certain special colours, such as vermiHon, 
scarlet, magenta, and mauve being dearer, and some common 
ooloui's, as purple, &c., cheaper. Cloth can be had in a large 
range of colours, and of "grain," which is a small surface 
pattern, produced by passing the fabric, through engraved 
rollers. Some grains, such as morocco, are old; others, such 
as pin-head, new. Cloth is much used to cover the sides of 
half-bound books. 

Marble Paper.—^This is used for end-papers and book sides. 
In such cases the edges are marbled to match. .Coloui-ed 
papers, of various tints, such as the brown Cobb—so called 
from a bookbinder of that name—are used for end-pApers. 
Marbled paper, 2s. 6d. or 3s. per quire; Cobb and coloured 
paper, 7d, and 9d. per quire. 

Millboard is a hard board made from old rope. I t is of 
different thicknesses, from "tip," which is not much thicker 
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thsm bro-wn paper, to boards î in, thick—^more used by portman
teau makers. I t costs about, 44s, per cwt., good quality, but 
commoner kinds are cheaper, 

Sirawboard is a common imitation of, and substitute for, miH-
board. I t is very brittle, and only suited for common work. 
About 20s, per cwt, 

Eeadbands, ready-made, per yard, according to size and 
quality. 

Stout Brown Paper for lining up the back of book. 
Olue, of good quaHty, 9d, or lOd. per lb.; cheaper by the cwt. 
Paste, thick and thin. 
Gold Leaf, in books of twenty-five leaves, about 5s, per 100 

leaves. Gold leaf varies in colour, some being " deep," or of a 
reddish hue, while " lemon" gold has a silvery lustre. Deep 
gold is preferred by most binders. 

Parchment Shavings or Chippings, for size, may be bought by 
the pound, of accoant-bbok makers, &o, 

Glaire is the beaten-up whites of eggs. 
Bole Armenian, for making sprinkle for edges. 
Other materials for sprinkling and marbling colours are used, 

but if the binder intend to attemut the marbUng of his edges 
himself, he "will also require a marble slab and muller, a marbling 
trough, and sundry " combs;" also " flea-seed," or gum traga-
canth, and colours, as lake, indigo, orange, yeUow, white, 
Chinese blue, black, green, and vermiHon. These he can buy 
di-y of any colourman, but his best plan will be to procure 
them in smaU jars (pounds), ready ground and prepared, of 
Mr. Corfield, dealer in bookbinders' materials, St. Bride's-street," 
London, B.C. 

Though we shaU, in its proper place, give a detailed account 
of the operation of marbling, we would dissuade the small 
binder from attempting the process. I t is both dirty and diffi
cult, and a man needs to be in constant practice to insui-e 
success. If he cannot be satisfied with gilt edges for valu
able books, and sprinkled edges for common ones, he had better 
keep the books by him until he can send them to one of the 
London marblers, who, for Id, or IJd, per volume, will marble 
them as they should be, and return them promptly. Either 
the Mr, Corfield jast mentioned, or Messrs. Eadie, of Great 
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Queen-Street, Long Acre, can be depended upon for this pur
pose. Either of these two old-estabHshed fii-ms wiU also supply 
the binder with all or any of the materials which we have enume
rated, with the exception that Mr, Corfield does not keep 
leathers, Messrs, Eadie do, and wUl even cut sufficient for a 
single volume (to match), either in morocco or calf. Most of the 
dealers in bookbinders' machines and tools also keep materials. 

1 ^ 1 » w < t 



CHAPTER IV, 

FOLDING. 

W E now come to the first step in the actual process of Book
binding, -viz,, that of folding or re-folding; the first term 
applying to new work, the second to re-bound books. 

In new work, the binder receives the sheets of the book 
from the printer flat, and not folded, and his first duty is to 
fold them so as to bring the pages into order, with proper 
margins of plain paper all round. The manner of doing this 

FiG. 19.—SHEET OP FOLIO, 

will depend upon the number of pages in each sheet, and the 
manner in which the printer arranges (technically, " imposes") 
them. In the first place, if we take a sheet of white paper, of 
any size, and desire to have it occupied by four large pages. 
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tlie pi-inter will so an-ange them that when the sheet is printed 
there will be the impression of two pages on each side of the 
sheet, as at Fig, 19 (this shows both sides of pages). Thus, 
one side will bear pages 1 and 4, and the other pages 2 and 3. 
This size is tei-med " folio," from the Latia word folium, a leaf, 
and consists of two leaves only, Yery many of the ancient 
books were foHo, as the size was convenient to the printer,-
This sheet only requires folding up the back, in such sort that 
pages 2 and 3 faU accurately on each other. To do this, 
a clean millboard is lai,d on the work-bench, and a pile of 
first sheets (or, as a binder would say, of "section B") is 

.dii 

FIG. 20,—FOLDING, 

laid upon it with the inner pages upwards, and the " head " on 
top of the pages farthest from the folder, page 2 being to 
his or her left hand, and page S to the right. The folder holds 
a bone " folding-stick " in his right hand. He sHghtly "fans" 
out the heap of sheets by a circular motion of his folding-stici 
or thumb nail on the top of the heap. This permits the respec
tive sheets to be seized expeditiously. The folder now, with 
his right hand, turns the right-hand portion of the top sheet 
(pages 1 and 4) over on to the left (pages ,2 and 3), sliglitly 
doubling over the head of the page where the head-line and page 
figure are (as at Fig. 20), bending it a little o-̂ er the folding-stick. 
He then advances the folding-stick and paper with his right 
hand until he sees that he has got the head-line and page figure 
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of page 3 exactly on, and over, those of page 2, When this 
is achieved, he gives the folding-stick a rapid sweep do-wn the 
centre of the doubled-over part (page 4), from head to tail. 

FIG. 21—FOLDING. 

as at Fig. 21, and the sheet is folded. The sheet is now cut 
into halves, and doubled again up the back. I t is then placed 
on the left, and a second sheet proceeded with. When all are 

RuimiNG DOWN BACKS, 

finished, it is well to put the thumb of the left hand at the 
bottom of the back of the heap, and let the sections pass down 
severally, meanwhile working the edge of the folder along the 
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back, as shown at Fig. 22, This presses the back fold close and 
tight,. 

The next size to "folio" is the "quarto," from the Latin 
word quartus, meaning " four," In tkis case, the printers put 
eight pages in a sheet, four on each side (as shown at Fig, 23). 
This, of course, necessitates an extra fold. After the sheet is 
folded as in folio, it is turned with the fold away from the 
operator, and the right - hand side is brought over the left. 

' r 
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FIG. 23.—SHEET OF QUARTO. 

Thus, pages 3 and 6 are brought dowii on pages 2 and 7, and 
the first fpld made. The partly-folded sheet is then turned 
to the second position, and page 5 is brought accurately upon 
page 4, and the second fold made. The quarto is also an 
old-fashioned shape, but still Hngers amongst us for certain 
books, principaUy family Bibles, dictionaries, atlases, and ency-
clopsedias. 

The next size is the "octavo," from the Latin word tor 
"eight," of sixteen pages to the sheet, eight on each side 
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FiQ. 24.—SHEET OF OCTAVO. 

mz 24). If the octavo were folded again, it would give small 
I q u t e pages of thirty-two to the sheet, called "16mo," but 
this is such an awkward shape that it is very seldom used. 
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StiU another fold gives a "32mo," This is not infrequently 
met -with for very small books. 

The next legitimate size to 8vo (or octavo) is " duodecimo " 
or "12mo," -with twenty-four pages to the sheet (Pig. 25). 
I t will be seen that the principle of di-riding the sheet is diffe
rent from that before noticed. Here the third part of the sheet 
with eight.pages, is so arranged that it has to be folded down 
upon the other part of the sheet before the main fold of the 
sheet is made. Let us now describe the folding. 

In folding the Svo, the sheets are laid upon the bench, with 
the signature (which will be seen at the bottom of the first 
page) turned to the top of, the table at the corner nsdrest 
to the left hand of the folder, and presents pages 2, 15, 14, 3, 
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FIG. 25.—ONE SIDE OP DUODECIMO. 

below, and above, with their heads reversed, pages 7, 10, 11, 6, 
reading from left to right. The sheet is then taken with the 
left hand by the angle to the right and creased with the folding-
stick in the right hand, in the direction of .the two point-
holes made in the printing, taking care, by shading to the 
Hghl, that the figures of the pages f aU exactly one on another, 
which wiU be 3 upon 2, and 6 upon 7, and thereby presenting 
uppermost pages 4 and 13, alia above 5 and 12. The top part of 
the sheet is then brought down, with the left hand, upon the 
lower pages, 5 and 12, f aUing upon 4 and 13, directed properly, 
and again folded. The sheet then presents pages 8 and 9, which 
are then folded evenly, 9 upon 8, forming the third fold, 
finishing the sheet. 

In folding the 12mo (Fig. 25), the signatures, when placed 
D 
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before the folder, should be at the top at his left hand, and 
towards the table, the sheet presenting pages 2, 7,11, 23,18,14,' 
22, 19, 15, 3, 6, 10, On the right, pages 11, 14, 15, IQ, are 
separated from the others by a large space, indicating that they 
should • be cut off. The folderi detaches this part -with the 
folding-stick, and, bringing page 11 upon 10, makes a fold, 
and 13 upon 12, which will be uppermost, finishes the folding 
of what is termed the "inset," which bears the signature of 
the sheet it has been separated from, •with the addition of a 
figure or asteriski as A 5 or A*, The remaining eight pages 
are folded in the same way as the 8vo, and, when done, the 
inset is placed in the, centre of them, taking care that the head
lines of both range correctly. 

Books are .sometimes printed in what are called "half-sheets," 
but they are folded the same, after being cut up. 

The next size (still diminishing) is octodecimo, or 18mo, with 
thirty-six pages to the' sheet. 

There are a few books (principaUy Prayer-books and devo
tional manuals) which are stiU smaUer (48mo and less), but 
these do not come much in the way of the ordinary bookbinder," 

I t must be understood that each of the preceding denomina
tions and sizes appHes to aU'sized sheets of paper, and hence 
the total number of book sizes is greatly enlarged. For 
example, demy (a sheet of which measures 2Uin. by IQjin.) 
may be termed the usual or standard size of paper. Demy. 
8vo measures about 9fin, by 5im., and is a very usual 
size for modern books. All the reviews, and most of the maga
zines, are of this size. But there are also larger 8vos. Thus, 
the Leisure Eoiir, of the Tract Society, is an imperial Svo, 
and much larger; Chambers's Journal is a super-royal Svo, and 
also larger; while AU the Year Round is a royal Svo, only a 
trifie larger superficially than the demy Svo. The most impor
tant of the smaller-sized sheets is "pos t " or "crown." The 
8Vo of this paper is much used, both in this country and abroad, 
for popular handbooks. "Crown" (or "post") Svo is 4^in, by 
7in. per page, is a very popular and useful size, and is much 
used for novels and the generality of cheap French works. 

Supposing ^he book to be bound is a volume consisting of 
monthly parts, you first see that they are in correct order,, 
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then take the wrappers off; next, go through them again, 
cut the thread that holds each part together, pull off the 
advertisement pages, take off the plates (illustrations), if any, 
arid lay them, face do-wnwards, in a pile in the order in 
which you remove them; and, lastly, puU aU the "sections" 
(sheets) of which the part is made up, apart, and lay them 
down in order, face downwards, proceeding thus through all 
the pai-ts. The title-page and contents -will usually be found 
at the end of the last part, and these must be placed at the 
beginning, before section B. When folding, you turn the pile 
of separated sections, with the title-page upward, and place 

- them on your left hand. Ton then take up the first section 
(the title-page), and having cleaned off any glue which inay 
have adhered to the back, by rubbing the edge of the folding-
stick up and down it, from head to taU, a few times as it 
Hes on the miUboard, next, with the same tool, unturn any 
dog-eared corners, giving them afterwards a pinch with the 
thumb and forefinger of the right hand to make them retain 
their proper position; and, lastly,, observe whether the sheet 
has been rightly folded, so that the lines of the title run 
straight across the page; if not, you alter their position and 
give the back a fresh crease with the folder. You then put this 
sheet down, face downward, on your left hand, and, taking up 
section B, proceed to treat it in a similar manner. If the section 
is thick and has been badly folded, you -will often find it 
necessary to di-vide it into portions of four leaves each, and 
fold them, separately, afterwards re-inserting them in each 
other, taking care that all the, head-lines and pages fall upon 
each other, which can be seen by holding the opened section 
up to the light. 

I t wUl not unfrequently be found that when the head-line* 
are thus got to agree, the margin of plain paper above them 
is much more to some j)airs of leaves than others. This 
must be ob-viated, or when the book is "knocked up" all 

•'the edges -wiU come to correspond, and then the head-Hnes will 
get "out of register" (or correspondence) again, Wlien you 
have got the head-lines right, therefore, and discover any pairs 
of leaves that have less margin than they should have, the 
middle of the back of the pairs of leaves inside these should 

D 2 
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be touched with a pasty finger, so that the tiny portion of 
paste left on it will hold the short pairs of leaves dô wn, -with 
the head-lines in the right place. Half the surplus head margin 
on the other pages should then be cut off -with a pair of scissors. 
When the whole of the,sections have been re-folded, tui-n the 
pile (which wUl be rather higgledy-piggledy), again in a pile 
at your- right hand, with the title-page upwa.rds, and, taking 
from the top a parcel of about twenty sections, proceed to 
"knook-up " these, i.e., to tap their heads (top edges) and backs 
upon the millboard, until they are all quite level. When this is 
done, lay the parcel on the left, 'face downwards, serve the 
next twenty sections in a similar way,' and so on, till the whole 
volume is perfectly level at the head and back, when it may 

T 

FIG. 26.—MENDING. 

be put aside on a shelf for rolling or beating, which must not 
be, attempted until any paste used is quite dry. 
• If any of the leaves of the book are torn, they may be 

mended by pasting smaU pieces of plain white printing paper 
(such as is used for the end papers) across the margin (on each 
side of the page) where the tear crosses it, as shown at Fig. 26, 
Some very dexterous menders can scrape away each of the 
edges of the tear with a sharp penknife, so that they resemble 
what carpenters caU a " scarf," and cement them together 
•with paste, so that no paper slips are required; but this skUl 
is very rare, and only needed for valuable works. One of the 
menders employed by the celebrated Eoger Payne was famous 
for -her dexterity at this work, and commanded high prices. 

Lastly, we come to the re-folding of books which have been 
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previously bound. If these are cloth boarded, the two boards 
are first turned back, and held tightly in the left hand. The 
sections of the book are now held in the right, and, by a sudden 
jerk, are forcibly torn away from the boards. It -wiU now be 
found that the back of the book is covered by a inece of canvas 
and bro-wn paper. This being pulled off, the back of the book 
will be exposed, as at Fig, 27. With a sharp knife, the tapes 
upon which the book is sewn (A, A), and the " kettle," or catch 
stitch, which secures the sewing (B, B), are now cut out, when 
the sections can be easily pulled apart. The glue is then cleared 
off, the thread taken out of the middle of each section, and any 
folding that may be required is effected. 

With " bound" books (those in leather) the procedure is 
nearly the same. The boards are first removed, by cutting 
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FIG. 27.—BACK OF CLOTH-BOUND BOOK. 

tbrough the cords which secure them to the back. The leather 
and paper are then scraped off the back, the cords and 
kettle stitches cut out, and the sections puUed apart. Some 
old " tight back" books, sewn upon raised bands, may present, 
trouble from the tenacity with which the lining of paper and 
the leather adheres. If very refractory, it will be well to plaster 
the whole back over -with thin paste, leave it to soak for an hour -
or two, Hghtly screw up the book in the laying press by its 
fore edge, and then scrape off the softened leather and paper 
with a bluHt knife. The back may then be rubbed clean and 
dry with a handful of shavings, the cords out out, the sections 
taken apart, whUe damp, and the' other operations proceeded 
with as before. 



CHAPTER y . 

FZ.ACING PLATES, BEATING AND FBESSIIT6 
BOOKS. 

W H E N the books are folded or refolded, as the case may be, \ 
the next step is to place the plates (if any) in their proper posi
tions. To aid the binder, there is always a printed list of plates, 
attached to the contents. Guided^by this, the binder finds the 
place, and, having " squared " the first plate, dips his forefinger 
in some thick paste, and pastes the back of the plate for about 

FIG. 28.—SQUARING PLATE, 

an eighth of an inch in,, and then puts it in its place and rubs 
it down with the back of his finger. The " squaring" consists 
in seeing that the margin'of the plate at the, back and head is 
uniform in quantity along the plate, or othei-wise it would be 
out of the straight when the book is cut. For instance, let Fig. 
28 represent a plate printed on a piece of paper, of which the 
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edges are represented by the black Unes. I t is obvious that, 
if it were pasted and fixed by the edge, B, D, it would be out 
of the square. Consequently, the binder cuts off the supei-fluous 
portion at the back along the dotted line B, A, and then makes 
another cut, at right angles with this, at the head, along the Hue 
E, C. This is generaUy done by eye with a pair of long-bladed 
scissors or shears, but sometimes the binder places the plate on 
a smooth cutting-board, and, placing a thin straight-edged board, 
caUed a "trindle," along the line he wishes to out, di-aws a keen 
knife along the edge of the trindle, and then trims the head in 
the same manner. If the plates are numerous, he -wUl some
times, instead of pasting each separately as he squares it, square 
a number, and then lay them down on a board one over the 

FIG. 29.—PLATES ARRANGED FOR PASTING. 

other, leaving about an eighth of an inch of the back of each 
uncovered, as at Fig. 29, then place a board. A, over the top one, 
and, holding this do-wn firmly with the fingers of his left hand, 
draw the paste-brush over all the exposed edges. I t must be 
borne in mind that the plate must always be pasted at a baek 
(behind the side of the printing) edge; also that plates printed 
the long way of the'paper must always be so fixed that the 
"inscription" line or title of the plate must be on the right 
hand of the page, as at A (Fig, 30), never reversed, as at 
B (in same figure). This is done in order that when the book is 
inspected the reader shaU not have to reverse it in looking at 
such plates, and is de rigueur. 

In books consisting wholly of plates on plate paper, it is far 
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best to square them with the boards, and, if folios, it is well 
to mark off the margin accurately with the compasses before 
cutting. 

Maps or doubled plates should be "mounted" by pasting a 
slip of stout cartridge paper up the fold, leaving about haH an 
inch of the paper to paste to. Maps or plates should never be 
folded in several folds -to get them in. ' This is a clumsy ex
pedient, and, after the book has been used a little, the folds are 
sure to get out of order, and the fore edge of the maps, &c., to 
protrude, causing the book to " gape " and look most unsightly. 

When aU pasted places are dry and hard, the books are ready 
for "beating" or "rolling." 

Beating the book with a heavy hammer is of great antiquity. 
In onS of the quaint sketches wliich the Dutch designer, Jacob 
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FIG. 30.—POSITION OF PLATES. 

. Amman, has left us of contemporary trades, is one of a book
binder at the operation of beating. Unlike the modei-n, who 
always stands at the stone, the operator is oomfoi-tably seated on 
a cushioned stool. Unlike, too, the bookbinder of the present 
day, his ancient prototype grasps his hammer as a smith might 
do, and, raising it above his head, brings it down -with the full 
force of his muscular arm. 

We gave an illustration of the hammer in a previous 
chapter. Let us now speak of the manner of holding it. As the 
hammer rests on the stone, the binder grasps its short handle 
firmly -with his right hand in such a manner that his knuckles 
point to the stone, and his nails are upwards, the ou-ter side 
of his forefinger resting against the inside of the head of the 
hammer (Fig. 31, as seen from above). The hand is then swung 
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over from the wrist, so that the operator can see the face 
of the hammer (Figs. 32 and 33). This peouUar action, with 
the back of the hand downwards, insures that the face of the 
hammer always descends perfectly flat, which is essential, or the 
paper would be cut or bruised. 

, FIG. 31.—GRASP OF BEATING-HAMMER. 

The learner should practise on a packet of waste paper, and 
must not be disheartened if, at his first essays, the paper be 
fuU of hills and holes, and perhaps with half a dozen long 
sharp cuts through it, where he has permitted the edge of the 
hammer to faU first. As he acquires dexterity and his -wrist 
gains strength, he will soon get the " hang" of it and find it 

FiGf 32.—BEATING, 

easy enough. The book or paper is held by one comer -with 
the left hand, and moved about so that all its surface is 
successi-vely brought under the action of the hammer. The 
operation is sho-wn in side view at Fig. 32. The number of 
sections taken to a "beat ing" must be left to the discretion 
of the operator. If it is a -re-bound book, care should be 
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taken that the projection at the back of the section, where the 
former " joint f has been, should be well levelled. Perhaps it 
•will be safest for the tyro to go over this with the backing 
hammer. The number of strokes necessary for each " beating " 
must be left to the judgment of the workman. The work looks 
very laborious, but is reaUy not so when the knack is acquired, 
for we can weU remember that in our apprentice days we have 
often stood at the beating-stone for three or four hours at a 
stretch. 
' A piece of plain waste paper or part cover should be placed on 

each side of the beating, to presei-ve the first and last section. 
from actual contact •with the stone or the hammer. 

Before commencing to beat a book, the operator should refer 
to ' the date at the foot of the title-page, to ascertain, when it 

FIG, 33.—POSITION OP HAMMER. 

was printed. This is necessary, because, if recently-printed 
books are exposed to very heavy beating, they wiU probably 
"set-off"; that is to say,'the ink lines wiU be partly impressed 
on the opposite pages, thus rendering the printing more or less 
illegible, and much impairing the appearance of the book. New 
books should be beaten very cautiously. 

If the amateur has not pro-vided himself with a beating-
hammer and stone, he may make shift by sore'wing up the 
knocking-down iron in the end of the laying press, as at Fig. 34, 
and beating his books thereon -with the "backing hammer." 
This is, of course, only a very inferior makeshift; stiU, the work 
may be done so. 

In all, tolerably large establishments the rolHng-machine has 
superseded the beating-hammer for many years past. Of this 
machine we have given an illustration. It. consists essentiaUy 
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of two large smooth-surfaced iron cylinders, between which the 
books are' passed; it is provided -with an apparatus by -which the 
rollers or cyHnders can be brought together or set further apart; 
it does its work weU and quickly. The operator sets the roUers 
at what he considers a suitable distance asunder, then takes a 
number of sections and places them between a pair of tin plates 
of corresponding size, and puts them to the rollers, whUe an 
assistant turns the handle. The plates and sections are caught 
by the rollers and drawn between them, and are received by the 
assistant as they emerge at the other side. Precautions against 
" setting-off " are as necessary with the rolHng-machine as -with 
the, beating-hammer. 

We may here remark that of late years a new kind of book 
illustration has come into vogue which needs special precautions. 

F I G . 34.—K.NOCKiNG-DOwN I R O N AND P R E S S . 

We allude to the "ohromo" plates, such as those issued -with 
the Leisure Eour, Sunday at Eome, &c. The coloured inks and 
oil colours used in printing these are very slow in drying. This 
is especially the case -with the dark brown used in the shadows 
(probably asphaltum), which seems as if it would never dry; 
and if such a plate were inserted in its place before the book 
were beaten or rolled, it would be found to have adhered to 
the opposite page so tenaciously that it would be impossible to 
separate them. These plates must, therefore, never be " placed " 
until the book has been through these operations; but this is 
not all. They will even " stick " from the other ordinary pres
sure the book wiU have to go through. I t is, therefore, neces
sary that, after each plate is placed, the binder put a piece of 
waste paper in front of it, to guard against sticking; though, in 
all probability, when the book is bound, he will not be able to 
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get even this waste paper off 'without the use' of moisture, 
which is objectionable. Perhaps, proper-sized pieces of the 
ordinary oiled tracing paper would answer better, although we 
have not personally made the experiment. 

The whole of the " batch" of books which the binder has 
undertaken to "forward" together being now beaten or rolled, 
it is next usual to put them in the standing press and leave 
them there at least a night, to render them stiU niore compact 
and level. 

We have given an illustration of the common screw standing-
press, and also of the Athol and Boomer presses. The manner 
of " blocking up " is simUar in all. The binder is provided -svith 
,a number of pressing-boards' of all the various sizes, and he 
begins by dividing each volume into several parcels, and putting 
in the largest first. Thus we -wiU suppose the binder has several 
volumes of the Qraphic (folio), two of CasseU's Bibles (4to), and 
twenty Quarterly Reviews (Svo). He first puts the Graphic in 
the fdUo boards, a board between each parcel, taking care to 
place it in the centre, then cautiously lifts them on to the 
bed of the x r̂ess and takes cai-e they occupy the centre of it. 
This may be effected by measuring the distance from the 
ends of the boards to each cheek of the press, and making this 
uniform on both sides; then, standing outside the left-hand 
cheek of the press, he judges by eye if the pile of boards and 
books occupies a central position as aligned against the inside 
of the other cheek. This should be done very carefully. The 
binder now divides the Bibles into parcels and places them 
between a suitable number of quarto boards, then Hfts these 
on to the foHos already in the press, taking care that they stand 
in the centre of the uppermost folio board. Next the revie-ws 
are placed between octavo boards, and lifted in with similar 
precautions. Now, upon the top octavo board is put an octavo 
pressing block, which is a piece of deal or pine, about Sin. thick, 
planed level and square. Then, while the blocker upholds the 
pile of books and boards steady and upright, an assistant lowers 
the " platen" or " foUower'' of the press by tui-ning the screw. 
When he can cause it to revolve no longer, he takes out the 
wooden peg, and, putting in the shorter iron press-pin, puUs 
do-wn as long as he can from right to left. When this pin wiU 
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actuate the screw no longer, the long pin is substituted, and 
one man puHs while the other pushes, till all is d(5ne that 
their united strength can 'achieve, when the shorter pin is 
placed in one of the screw holes in such a manner that one 
extremity rests against the right-hand cheek. This is done to 
prevent the screw from receding during the night, and- con
sequently relaxing the pressure, which a well-oiled iron screw 
will not infrequently do. 

The binder, should examine the pile of books -with his eye 
frequently as the " pulling down" goes on, not only from the 
front, but also from the sides—indeed, most from the latter; 
for, if he has not blocked up the press truly perpendicularly, he 
may find his pile bend or bulge, and, aa the pressure increases, 
presently shoot out peU-mell, either behind or before the press. 

I t is not advisable that there should be too great disparity 
in the sizes of the books put into the press at one time. If it 
begins with folios, it is better to end -with octavos, and reserve 
the smaller sizes for another blocking up, or even, if there are 
only two or three, screw them firmly up in the laying-press. 



CHAPTER VI. 

SAWIHIG AND SEWING. 

T H E press-load of books should be left in the standing-press 
all night, and the next morning they •wiU be ready for sewing. 

The press is unscrewed by pulling, the press-pin round the 
<!ontrary way, viz., from left to right, and the boards and books 
lifted but. The various portions of the books are then taken 
-from between the boards and laid together in proper order, so 
.as to form volumes. 

The next operation is to saw the backs for sewing. 
If the reader will examine an ancient book, say, one bound 

100 or 150 years ago, he will find the cords ("bands," they ar,e 
rv . 
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FIG. 35.—KNOCKING UP , 

-called) upon which it is sewn project from the back. In process 
of time, however, this appearance of the bands came to be con-
•sidered objectionable, and the adoption of the " open back," in 
place of the " tight, back;" rendered them inconvenient, and 
•"kerfs," or channels were cut with a saw in the back of the 
book, to permit the bands, to sink in, A "tenon" saw is„used 
for this purpose. I t should be kept sharpened and properly 
•Bet, Several books of the same size are laid together, say, four 
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octavos {Quarterly Review), with their backs and heads together 
(level), and an octavo pressing-board is placed at each side of 
the parcel. They aire then lifted in both outspread hands, as 
a t Fig, 35, and brought down forcibly on the right-hand cheek 
of the laying-press. This is done several times to both the 
back and the head until aU the sections are beaten up level at 
both places. This is termed " knocking-up," 

I t may here be well to remind the reader that the four edges 
of a book or a leaf ai-e termed: The top, " the head " ; the front, 
the " fore-edge " ; the bottom, the " t a i l " ; the other edge being, 
•of course, the " back," 

When the books are knocked up level at the head and back, 
set the two boards, one on each side, about IJin, from the 
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FIG. 35.—SAWING-BENCH. 

back, lower the fore-edges into the laying-press, and screw up 
with the hands. 

Stand at the side of the tub, so that you face the side of 
the press, and, taking the tenon saw in the right hand, make 
a cut (or "kerf," as the carpenters call it) across the back, 
about an inch from the head (as at Fig. 36). This is to receive 
the top "kettle-stitch'-' (or " catch-stitch"), so will not require 
to be very deep, about the sixteenth of an inch, or rather more 
if vou are going to sew the book with large thread. Next, 
make a corresponding kerf at about l i in, from the tail of the 
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book. Then, supposing the book is an Svo, •with • eight leaves 
to the section, measure with the end of the saw (as at X, Fig. 37) 
to find the centre between the two kettle - stitches.. When 
found, make a saw-cut there. 

With a book of Svo size, it is usual to sew " two on" •with 
good sized threads, so that three cords wiU be required; conse
quently, the distance between each of the kettle-stitches and 
•the last cut made must be judged by eye, and another saw-kerf 
made between them. This process is shown at Fig. 37, where 
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FIG. 37,—SAW-KERFS. 

A 

A and B are the two kettle-stitches. Then the central saw-
kerf, C, is made; then D, between the head kettle-stitch and 
C; and, last, E, midway between the tail kettle-stitch and 0, 

The three latter saw-kerfs should be deeper than the kettle-
stitches, say, about iia. I t is a good plan to have at hand the 
ball of cord upon which the volume is to be sejvn, and to lay 
the cord in the kerf. The form of the latter should not be 
a simple "cut," as for the kettle-stitches; but the kerf should. 

VZ 
FIG. 3a—POSITIONS OF SAW. 

be wider at the bottom. This is effected by slantjng the saw 
first to one side and then to the other as the sawing goes 
on, as at Fig. 38, By this means the bottom of the kerf is 
enlarged; it must not be too big, however. The size of the 
cord used for the bands depends upon ,that of the book; 
generally the warehouseman where you deal will sell you the 
usual size. The number of bands and saw-cuts depends upon 
the number of leaves to the section, as a rule. 

After the book is sawed, and before sewing, it should be 
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"collated," in order to verify that the sections are stiU in 
proper order. This is effected by holding the' volume in the 
left hand by the angle of the back and head, the tail of the 
book being upwards; the whole of the sections held by the 
right hand are permitted to escape from the restraint of the 
right thumb, one by one, and to faU upon the left hand, the 
eye attending to the signature of each section as it falls over, 
and seeing that the sections foUow in order, as "Title, B, C, 
D," &c. 

In order to get a nice round back to the book, when backing, 
there must be a certain amount of thread in the back, so as 
to spread it out sufficiently. On the other hand, if you get 
too much thread in the back, the book becomes unmanageable. 
As a general rule, smaU books (ISmo and I2mo), •with twelve 
or more leaves to the section, are sawed for two bands, and 
sewed all the length of each section with fine thread. 

Octavo, of whatever sized sheets, may be sawed for three 
cords, and sewed two sheets on, as foUows : 

The first section (title - page) is laid on the bed of the 
sewing-press (which was iUustrated at page 16, Fig. 9), with 
its back to the, cords; the saw-marks are brought to the 
cords, and the cords are moved to the proper place, so 
that the latter enter them; the press is screwed up, so 
that the cords are tight. The needle (threaded) is now intro
duced in the tail kettle-stitch saw-cut, and brought out at 
the saw-cut D (Pig, 37); there it passes around the band (cord), 
and re-enters, the section again at D, but on the other' side of 
the band. I t then passes along, inside the section, to kerf 0 . 
(Fig. 37), where it emerges, and is re-inserted in the same' 
saw-kerf, after having gone round the band; and so on, passing 
round each cord, until the needle finally emerges at the head 
kettle-stitch kerf, A (Fig. 37), The next section is then laid 
on, and the needle passed into the head kettle-stitch, A, and 
the same process of sewing round the cords repeated, only in 
reverse order, viz., from head to tail, instead of from tail to 
head. When the thread comes out at the tail kettle-stitch of 
the second section, it is tied to the end of the needleful which 
is still projecting from the tail kettle-stitch kei-f of the first 
section sewed. 
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I t must be understood that the thread is not drawn entirely 
through or out. The usual way of making this knot is to 
throw the thread attached to the needle over and around 
the forefinger and thumb of the left hand, and then, with 

' the finger and thumb, take hold of the end of thread which 
projects from the taU. stitch of the previous section, gradually 

.pulling the top of thi-ead across the fingers, tight, -with the 

FIG. 39.—FASTENING OFF. 

right hand. (Fig. 39 gives, some idea of the position.) This 
is the first kettle (catch) stitch, and tbese two sections have 
been sewn "through," i.e., they have thread all through their 
length. Now we wiU begin to sew "two on." We will place 
a third section on those just sewn, as A, Pig, 40, and, passing 
the needle in at the kettle-stitch a, let it emerge at the band 
kerf 6. The fourth section, B, is now laid on, and the needle. 
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FIG. 40.—STITCHES. 

having gone round the band, enters this at h, being on the 
other side of the cord to that at which it emerged at 6 from 
section A, The needle now passes to c, round the cord, and 
from c to d, along the middle of the inside of section B, 
coming out at d. Here it goes round the cord, and is then 
pushed into section A again at e, passing from e to / along 
the middle of the section, and coming out at / , where another 
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kettle-stitoh is made. This is effected by passing the needle 
in between the two previously-connected sections from the back 
inwards, as at Fig. 41, so that it can come out between* the 

FIG, 41.—FIRST STAGE OF KETTLE-STITCH. 

section at the head, as sho-wn. The needle is then passed 
upwards through the loop there made as at Fig. 42, and then 
dra-wn graduaUy up, as at Fig. 43, until it di-aws into a tight 

FIG, 42.—SECOND STAGE OF KETTLE-STITCH, 

knot, which slips into the kerf of the kettle - stitch, so that 
it is below the surface of the back. The previous process is 
then repeated (sewing towards the tail) with the next sections. 

Fia. 43.—THIRD STAGE OF KETTLE-STITCH, 

C and D, the kettle-stitch being passed under the sheet last 
secured; and so on. 

In larger books, -with still thinner sections (say four leaves 
E 2 
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to the section), it wUl be necessary to lay on more than two 
sheets in sewing, and, therefore, they must be sawed for more 
bands. Thus, a quarto, of four leaves to the section, should, 
be sewed on five bands. In sa-wing this, the kerfs should be 
arranged at about the proportional distances of Fig, 44, In 
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FIG, 44.—SAWN BACK OP LARGE BOOK. 

sewing, three sections are laid on, thus: First section sê wn from 
B (kettle-stitch) to D; second section from D to E, third section 
from E, around 0 to P. As this stitch has no hold at either 
end, it is made longer; tlien, going back to fii'st section, it 
is sewn from P to G, and then the second one from G to A, 

FIG. 45.—SAW-BENCH. 

the kettle-stitch seeming the whole. In all cases, the first two 
and the last two sections of eveiy volume should be se-wn aU 
the way along, as sho-wn at Fig. 40. 

In large establishments it is common now to supersede the 
manual use of the tenon saw by the bookbinder's saw-bench 
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(Fig. 45), This machine, wliich is worked either by the foot 
or by steam power, is very useful. The saws (of which seven 
are supplied with the machine) are circular and small. They 
are an-anged on the saw spindle by placing coUars between 
them, so as to separate the saws as desired (Fig, 45), The 
washers will give a change for every quarter of an inch. Of 
course, this is only for new work. The top edges of the saws 
project through the slots in the plate, and the pile of books, 

M M "1—i-

FiG. •46.—SAW-SPINDLE AND SAWS. 

well knocked up, is gradually dra-wn across the plate, on which, 
of course, the backs rest. Price from £18 upwards. 

When the first section of a book has a steel engraving pasted 
to it, or is otherwise composed of separate leaves pasted together, 
it cannot be sewn all along the middle of the section. I t is, 
therefore, " overcast," by making a small hole through it on 
each side of each kerf (Fig. 47), and passing 'the needle and 
thread through up and down, and around the various cords 
and bands, so that when it is se-wn the stitches on the top 
side He as in Fig. 47, Before the next section is laid down 
a small piece of thick paste is taken on the end of the fore
finger, and the section and stitches are well pasted up to the 

FIG. 47.—OVERCAST. 

dotted line (Fig. 47), The next section is then laid on, and 
this should be well pressed down on to the pasted section -with 
the edge of the folder. 

In all sewing every few sections should be pressed down 
with the folder, especially at each side of the cords. When 
sewing two or more on, the folding-stick is also used to keep 
the middle of the lower section. When you lay the first section, 
A, on, and sew from a to 6 (Fig. 40), leave the folding-stick 
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there, projecting from the end. Then section B is sewed on. 
Now, in order to take the second stitch in section A, from e to / 
(Fig, 40), all that is necessary is to find the folder, and then the 
middle of section A is known directly. 

When a volume consists of maps, plates, or single leaves, 
it should be "knocked u p " on the laying-press, held between 
a pair of pressing - boards of the proper size, until every 
leaf is up true at the head and back, the pressing - boards 
being also level with the leaves. The lot is then lowered into 
the laying - press, and screwed up moderately tight, back 

FIG, 48.—OVERCAST, 

upwards. The entire back is then Hghtly but weU glued over 
.with thin glue. When the glue is dry (but not hard), the back 
is sawed as usual. The volume is then divided into three or 
four portions, according to thickness; each of these is pierced 
on each side of the kerf (kettle-stitch only one side), as at 
Fig. 48. This may either be done by a fine bradawl, -wriggled 
first a little one way, then a little on the other, or by the 
ordinary bookbinder's bodkin (Fig. 49), which will requii-e to 
be assisted by a smart tap or two of the backing hammer. 

FIG. 49.—BODKIN, 

They may then be pulled into sections of eight or ten leaves, 
according to size of thread, and sewed as the section at Fig, 47 
is, each following section in the same manner, and each section 
being weU pasted. 

Music may be "overcast" in the way just described. 
There is another way of overcasting more used in London. 

Suppose it is a volume of music :' Cut away as mu.ch of the 
book with the plough as -wiU make a good sui-face; then screw 
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it up and glue it. Saw, and di-vide into such thicknesses as 
you think suitable, say ten leaves. When divided, take a smaU 
needle, threaded with" fine thread, make a knot at one end, 
pass it through the first section, close to a kettle-stitch kerf, 
and di-aw it through till the knot rests against the paper; then 
whip the section over and over, as at Fig. 50; finish off safely 

FIG. 50.—OVERCAST. 

at the end. Now take the next ten leaves or so, and whip them 
over in the same -way. These leaves are thus formed into 
sections by the stitching, and can now be sewed along the 
middle of the section exactly as if it were a folded sheet, 
and will not need pasting, although some binders never omit to 
run a bit of paste along. \ 

When the skein of whitey-brown thread (which is the kind 
used in bookbinding) is undone, . each of the little knots is 
cut -with the scissors, which leaves the thread in needlefuls. 
The usual knot for connecting these, as the work goes on, is the 
well-kno-wn Weaver's Knot (Fig. 51), one manner of doing which 

FIG 51.—WEAVER'S KNOT. 

is to turn the end of the first needleful over the first two fingers 
and thumb of the left hand, so as to form a loop, as at Fig. 51, 
Thus, loop B is then passed over the end of A of the used-up 
thread projecting from the last section, and the knot pulled 
tight, taking care that the end B is meanwhile kept taut or 
extended. This is a good and safe knot. 
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To secui-e the cords in the press, the bottom of each cord is 
wound round the " key" two or three times, and then the 
key is turned, so that it takes the end into its forked portion. 
The key is then pushed longitudinaUy through the slot of the 
sewing-press, and then turned at right angles, so that it rests 
against the bottom. The crossbar is now raised by screwing 
the nuts up, which tightens the cords that are held by the 
'keys, until they are taut enough to sew to, which may be 
known by their emitting soimd when " twanged." Fig. i 62 

FIG. 52.—SEWER AT WOIIK, 

is an excellent representation of the position of the sewer at 
the press.. The left hand is kept-^in the centre of the section, 
to seize the needle when it is passed into one of the saw-kerfs 
from the outside. 

The size of the thread used in sewing any particular book 
should be considered. If the book consist of thick sections, 
a stouter thread may be used than if they are thin. Only 
practice -wUl teach the tyro when his book has its back of the 
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proper thickness. If it have too much thread in it, it wiU 
be un-wieldy and unmanageable; whUe, on the other hand, if 
it have not sufficient, the back wUl not take a proper degree of 
cuiwature, 

French and other Continental paper-covered new books are 
generaUy sewed with cotton. They have no bands or cords; 
but the cotton takes one stitch in the centre of the first section, 
then the needle emerges from the back and is thrust into 
the second section at the same place, I t makes a stitch in 
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FIG. 53.—PAMPHLET STITCH. 

the middle of the second section; then, emerging, is plunged 
into the third section, and a single stitch taken backward; and 
the'whole of the book is thus sewed with one length of cotton, 
and each section has but one stitch, there being no kettle-
stitches. 

I t may here be well to mention that a single sheet pamphlet, 
as a sermon, list, or catalogue, is generaUy secured by a single 
stitch at the middle of the back, as at Fig. 53, Tlie needle 
is pricked through the centre of the back, as at A; it is then 
put through the back fi-om the outside, a Httle lower down, 
as at B. The needle is then passed upwards, inside the section, 
to C, as much above A as B was below it, and is here passed 
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FIG. 54.—PAIMPHLET STI'TCH, 

through the section to the outside. Lastly, the needle is 
brought do-wn outside to A again, and is passed through beside 
i t at D, The stitch B, C, is now between the two ends of the 
thread, and when these are tied together the whole stitch is 
secure. 

When there are more sheets than one, they are placed on 
each other, and three holes made through them, as at Fig. 54, 
•with the bodkin and hammer. Where much of this stitch
ing is done, the amateur had better have a wooden stabbing-
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machine (Fig. 55), which forces three bodkin blades through at 
one pull of the lever. The price is about 12s, Mr, Frederick 
UUmer, of Oross^street, Farringdon-road, recently introduced 

FIG, 65.—HAND STABBING MACHINE, 

a treadle machine of this kind (see Fig, 56),- which is very 
useful, as it leaves both hands free. Book-sewing machines 
have lately been introduced from Germany, They are very 

FIG, 56.—TRF,ADLE STABBING MACHINE, 

ingenious, the sections being secured to the back by Httle links 
of steel -wire; but they are only adapted for new cloth boarded 
work, so we need not enter into any detailed description. 



CHAPTER VII. 

APTIXING END PAPERS, EOUlffDING AND BACKING. 

A FTBB the book is sewed, the next operation is to aifix the, end 
papers. The " end papers" are those blank leaves which are 
found, at, the beginning and end of every bound book, and are 
popularly termed "fly leaves." 

The number, and style of these differ, to some degree, in 
various establishments, but we will describe the more usual. 

In making the end papers, various kinds of paper are em
ployed, viz.: Mai-bled paper is used both for half-bound, extra, 
and whole-bound books, principally the latter. The making of 
marbled paper originated in the Low Countries, but was subse
quently introduced into this country, and our marbled papers 
are now equal to any. Marbled paper ranges in price from 
2s. 6d. per quire upwards, and is generally royal or super-royal 
in size. Marbled paper of every description can be obtained 
of Messrs. Eadie, Great Queen-street, Lincoln's Inn-fields, and 
Mr. Corfield, St, Bride's-street, E 0, 

Cobb paper, so-caUed from the binder who invented it, is used 
for ordinary half-calf work. I t is a self pulp-coloured paper, 
a reddish-bro-wn and an olive being the favourite hues. 

Surface paper is that which has one side coloured by pigment 
spread on with a brush. A pale yellow or buff is the usual 
tinge, but darker colours (as olive) are used for Bibles, and of 
late a chocolate has been popular for general work. 

Fancy printed papers of various kinds are much used as end 
papers by the French binders, and sometimes in this country 
They generaUy consist of small patterns printed in gold and 
colours, some being very elaborate. When used for new cloth 
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work, there is often a tablet in the centre, in which the pubHsher's 
advertisements are inserted. 

Paste paper is often used in Germany, and can be made by the 
binder for himself. Any pigment that may be selected is mixed 
with paste and a smaU piece of soap tmtil it is about'the thick
ness of cream, or a Httle thicker; it is then ground on the slab 
by the muller. One side of each of a couple of sheets of white 
paper is then covered with the colour by the aid of a brush. 
The two coloured surfaces are next placed together, and when 
puUed apart there wUl be certain marks, bearing some resem
blance to a pattern. These sheets should then be hung up over 
strings to diy. When dry, they may be poHshed by passing 
a, ,hot fiat iron over them; but a better polish will be got by 
rubbing them with a hot poHsher such as bookbinders use. 

End papers are cut from sheets of paper of the same size 
as that on which the book is printed (sometimes a size larger), 
and ai-e of ordinai-y white printing paper, of pale yellow surface 
coloured paper, of the self-coloured brown paper, technicaUy 
caUed " Cobb," and of marbled paper. 

Say it is desired to prepare " Cobb" end papers for eight 
demy octavo volumes : take four sheets of 201b. white printing 
demy paper, cut them carefully down the back fold, fold them, 
again carefully with the folding stick, so as to bring them to 
quarto size, and cut them along the fold. Tou wUl now have 
sixteen pieces of paper of quarto size. Next take four sheets of 
" Cobb," and cut them in a simUar manner, and you -wiU have 
sixteen quarto pieces of brown-coloured paper. These are next 
to be pasted together in pairs. Lay the white (or brown) papers 
in a heap, one on the other, and paste the top one carefuUy over 
with a large brush and thin paste. If any lumps of paste or 
hair from the brush are seen on the pasted sui-faoe, remove them 
with the finger nail. Now lay one of the white pasted pieces on 
one of the "Cobb " pieces, or vice versa, and nib it well do-wn with 
the palm of the hand, so that the two adhere everyjvhere, and 
there are no " blisters " or air-bubbles. The rubbing or pressing 
should proceed from the centre of the piece of paper to the 
edges, so as -to drive out the air systematically. Proceed thus 
with the other pieces, so that you have at least eight pasted 
pieces, which will, of course, be white on one side and bro-wn or 
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olive on the other. Now fold each one do-wn the centre, with the 
coloured side inwards; this -wUl bring them to octavo size. 
Take another sheet of white demy and cut it into single octavo 
leave^. Pafete one of these to each of the double sheets, bv 
pasting the edge of the latter for about i in. at the back and 
attaching the single leaf to it. Place all of them under a few 
millboards to ensure their drying flat. 

There is another method of making end papers, followed by 
many binders. Suppose they are for demy octavo: the sheets, 
both white and coloured, are cut into quarto, and then' doubled 
up the middle to octavo (in the case of marbled paper the 
coloured side is folded inside), A folded white paper is now laid 
on the pasting board, and evenly pasted over with thin paste, 
then one side of one of the coloured pieces is laid to this, and 
weU pressed down. By this means half the white end paper 
will adhere to half the marbled or coloured one. When all 
required are thus made, they should have a nip in the press, and 
then be hung up on strings to dry. In pasting, do not load the 
brush with paste. Draw the brush over . all the sui-face of the 
paper, and from the centre to the sides. Do not remove the 
brush lintU it reaches the side. Lay the paste on evenly. 

As -we are now beginning to deal with the use of paste, and 
glue, it -will be weU- to speak of the preparation of the 
same. 

Thick Paste.—FUl a small iron saucepan half fuU of water, 
and throw into it a teaspoonful of powdered alum; let it melt; 
now add as much good wheaten flour as, when well stirred in, 
•wiU make a thin batter. Get a few sprigs of birch (from a 
new broom), and tie them into a smaU bundle. Place the sauce
pan on a clear fire, and stir the paste continuaUy (in one direc
tion) with this brush, By-and-bye you -wiU find it get so thick 
that you cannot stir it -with the birch brush; take it out and 
use instead a smooth stick about the size of the finger, and 
ISin, or 18in, long. Let the paste continue to boil (never inter
mitting the stirring, or it -wiU bum) until you can hardly stir 
it, then empty it. The best vessel to keep it in is a small 
oaken, tub (which you' can purchase at a cooperage); or, next 
to thati one made of leather, which any harness maker will 
construct for you. Earthenware or metallic vessels cause the 
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paste to become thin, watery, and useless. I t is well to keep 
it covered for the prevention of mould. 

Thin Paste.—^In a glazed vessel or basin mix good wheaten 
flour and water to about the consistence of a batter for batter 
pudding or pancakes, adding a teaspoonful of alum. Put a 
kettle of water on the fire. Now, with a spoon, beat up the 
batter until it is perfectly smooth, with no kind of lumpiness-
about it. By this time we -wiU suppose the water is boUing, 
Hold the kettle in your left hand, and pour the contents on. 
the batter, stirring the latter round meanwhUe -with the spoon 
m your right hand. If aU has been managed rightly, the 
batter will for some time continue to get thinner; but when 
a certain amount of the boiling water has been added it 
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FIG, 57.—BRUSH FOR THIN PASTE, 

will begin to thicken. When it is thick enough (which must 
be learnt by experience), leave off adding the boUing water. 
This paste may be kept in the eai-then pan in which it is 
made. 

The alum is added in both cases, because it is supposed that 
its astringent qualities prevent blisters or -wrinkles in the paper, 
,&c., pasted, A smaU " sash-tool" (such as painters use) is the 
best tool for thick paste, which is principally used for leather, 
A large and less stiff tool does well for the thin paste, which 
is used for paper. A small whitewash brush (see Fig. 57) 
wUl do. 

Glue.—Glue is manufactui-ed from the cuttings and parings of 
hides, bones, &o,, and varies much in quality, Scotch glue is 
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generally esteemed the best. The very thin amber-coloured 
•glue is the most superior; but this is rarely used, save by 
•cabinet-makers in veneering. As a rule, price is the criterion. 
If you go to a good house, and give a good price, you -wiU 
generaUy receive a good article. The binder requires glue 
.of two descriptions, and should therefore have a couple of 
gluepots, with brushes. One, a smaU pot, must contain thick 
glue, for Hning, &c.; the other, much larger, thin glue, for 
glueing cloth, &c. The tyro will receive his glue in good-sized 
•cakes, as it came from the diying-nets, and the first thing is 
-to reduce it to small pieces, of about lin. each. If the glue 
be dry and hard, as it is in fine weather, the most ready way 
of effecting this is to wrap up a few pieces in thick bro-wn 
paper and pound vigorously upon them with the backing 
hammer": they will soon break up. Should it, however, be 
eoft from moisture, this plan would fail. Instead, screw up 
-the millboard shears in the laying-press, and you wUl find 
-that you can readily cut the glue up into pieces somewhat 
resembUng jujubes. If necessary, holding a piece to the fire 
for a minute will tend to soften it. Good glue should contain 
no specks, but be transparent when held up to the light. 

When you have broken up the glue, place it in an earthen-
•ware pipkin, and pour on as much soft water as will cover it. 
Let it soak for from twelve to twenty hours, and then place 
i t in the inner pot of the gluepot, add some water, fiU the 
outer pot with water, and place the whole on the fire, and 
gradually raise the temperature until aU is dissolved, stirring 
frequently when melting. If the outer pot boils over, Hft the 
inner one up, and, remo-ring the whole from the fire, replace 
i t on a duUer place. I t does not require boiHng, Prepared 
-in this way, it cools down into a thick jelly, which requires 
only a little wanning to fit it for use. The glue for putting 
cloth on should be thin and weU melted. Take the brush out 
.and stamp do-wn its hairs on a piece of di-y rough bro-wn paper, 
•with the handle upright; place the palms of both hands on 
• either side of the handle, and rub them backwards and forwards, 
iBO as to cause the brush to rotate briskly. After doing this a 
few moments, put the brush back in the same position in the 
.gluepot, and revolve it in the same manner. Presently, a slight 
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foam or froth should appear on the top of the glue, which 
should increase tiU the pot becomes weU-nigh filled with glue 
froth. I t is now in good order for spreading on the cloth, 
and should look white and frothy when applied. Some binders 
believe in mixing taUow, &c,; but all that is really necessary 
is to cause the brush to revolve briskly upon a rough surface 
for a short time, which initiates the tendency to froth. 

When the end papers are dry, they are pasted to the sewed 
book, one at the beginning and one at the end. The end papers 
are laid over each other, leaving about -̂in, of the back on the 
side where the single leaf is, and the exposed part pasted 
•with thick paste. The pasted end-paper is then placed at the 
beginning or end of the book, with its pasted portion next to the 
book, and level with the back and head, and carefuUy rubbed 
down. 

FiG. 58.—EEDUCING BACK. 

Take the books that you have sewn, one by one, and, holding in 
the right hand, beat the back against the laying-press, so as to 
bring up the backs of aU the sections perfectly level. If they 
^Ul not come up readily, lay the book down flat and work_them 
^p level with the fingers and thumb. Next take the book in he 
left hand, head towards you, and smooth down the cords m t n e 
£ ; secti n ; place a backing-board level with the back, at about 
^ n therefrom (Pig, 58), Then turn the book, tail to you, and 
; S ; e * t o t r b S similarly on the other side (but l e a . tbe 
cords free here). Holding the boards and book tightly m the 
S t hand, lower it carefully into the laying-press and screw it up 
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with the hand. Take a pair of backing-boards (or cutting-
boards), one in each hand, and strike each side of the back 
simultaneously (see Fig. 59), until the sections are driven 
close together, and the sweU of the back is lessened. 

A 
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FIG. 59.—EEDUCING BACK. 

Some binders simply place the book on the laying-press, and 
beat it up the back -with the backing-hammer imtil the back 
becomes thinner. Others fiatten the book in the laying-press, 
leaving the back out. The press is then screwed up tightly, a 
knocking-down iron held against the projecting portion of the -
back at the left side, and the back hammered on the right. 

I t is usual to paste the first and last sections to those next 
them. Place the book on the laying-press, turn the top section 
back; lay a sHp of paper along the section at about •J-in. (more 
for large books) from back of section to waste paper, paste along 
it, take waste paper away, and replace section, rubbing do-wn -with 
the finger; serve last section at other side of book similarly. 
The middle finger of right hand is best for pasting -with. 

When aU the end-papers are pasted on and dry, the next 
step is the " glueing-up." There are different ways of accom
plishing this. Some binders place one or more volumes 
between a pair of pressing-boards of proper size, and, holding 
them between the palms of the hands, as at Fig. 35, beat the 
backs and heads on the cheeks of the laying-press until they 
are quite square; then draw the boards about lin. down from 
the back, lower the books and boards into the laying-press, 
and screw them up by the hands. Lastly, having the pot of 
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glue hot, the brush is dipped in, and the whole -of the back 
weU glued over, working the glue in between the sections, 
but taking care that none smears over the end-papers nor on 
the bands. Thin glue is employed. 

Other binders knock each volume up at back and head 
while it is held in the right hand, and then pile them upon 
each other on the right hand cheek of the laying-press, -with 
the backs projecting over on the right hand, the largest size 
book being laid do-wn first. When a tolerable number have 
been thus pUed up, a board is placed on the top, and the pile 
is-held down and kept steady by placing the left hand on 
this board. The brush, well replenished with glue, is now 
worked over the backs, beginning with the top one. This 
operation should be performed expeditiously but carefully. 

FIG. 60.—BAD GLUEING-UP. 

The first plan is the safer, but the second is the quicker. 
I t must be understood that it is indispensable that the sec
tions be well up at the, back, and that the head be quite 
square. If this last requirement be not attentively observed, 
the head of the book may present a "nose" on one side, as 
at Fig, 60, and, of course, when the edge is cut more will be 
removed from this portion than from the other. 

The books are now left for the glue to set, and meanwhUe 
the millboards are cut out on the same principles as the end
papers were. 

The millboards are made to regular sizes, Hke sheets of 
paper. They are divided as desired by the aid of a large 
pair of Lancashire compasses, and then marked off •with a 
bodkin, dra^wn along the side of a straight edge, held from 
one compass mark to another. Thus, Fig. 61 represents a 
miUboard marked off to octavo size. 
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The boards are generaUy out up with the miUboard shears.' 
These are screwed up in the end of the laying-press nearest 
to the operator, and, the millboard being place.d between the 
jaws, the edge of the upper jaw coinciding with the mark 
upon the board, the upper handle is worked by the right 
hand, and the board is readily and quickly cut. The miU
board is held in the left hand during the operation. 

In most regular establishments of any pretensions, the 
shears are now almost superseded by the board-cutting 
machine. This consists essentially of a long, slightlv curved 
blade, working against an iron edge, while on the right hand 
is a gauge (Pig. 62). With this, in the first place, a pattern 
piece or size pattern is prepared, having the exact size and 
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FIG. 61.—MARKED MILLBOARD. 

form of the boards to be cut. The machine is then adjusted 
by setting a movable grooved and raised edge at a certain 
distance from the place where the knife works (Pig. 62). 
The aiTangement of this machine enables the pieces to be 
cut •with perfect accuracy, both as to size and rectangular 
form. 

In order to have boai'ds of the right thickness, it is some
times necessary to "make" them. This is effected by pasting 
one board over "with thin paste, laying it on the other to 
which it is to be attached, and screwing them up in the press 
for a short time. In placing them to the book, the side 
formed of the thinnest board should go next to the book. 
This is done in order that the boards should bend to the 

F 2 
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..book, ,not from it. With the same object, it is sometimes 
usual to paste a "wi-apper or piece of paper on the inside of a 
board, or a couple of crossed strips, as sho-wn at Fig, 63: these 
-wiU cause the board to warp towards them. 

^ 1 •" 

FIG 62,—BOARD-CUTTING MACHINE, 

Let us return to our glued-up books. The glue should now 
be nearly dry; it must not be quite dry, but so nearly stf 
that it does not retain any "tackiness," or it -will stick to 
the hammer. We have now to round the book, that is to 
say, impart a curvature to the glued back. This is effected 

FIG. 63.—PAPER SLIPS. 

by laying a volume on the cheek of thelayiiig-pross, placing 
the thumb of the left hand against the fore edge, and with 
the fingers of the same hand drawing the top end-paper and 
sections towards the workman, who, while he is performing 
these movements, gently strikes the edges of the back of the 
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book with the backing hammer (Pig. 64). This is done to 
both sides, and is an important operation. Many people (not 
practical) have conjectured how the graceful concavity of the 
fore edge of a book is produced, and why it should corre
spond so perfectly with the convexity of the back. The secret 
Ues in the present operation and one or two others about to 
be described. 

FIG, 64.—EOUNDING BACK OF BOOK, 

We have said nothing about the proper thickness of board 
for each description of binding, because no useful rule can be 
given. This must be a matter of individual judgment, A half-
bound book requires a thicker board than does cloth, and 
whole-bound thicker than that for half; also, as a matter of 
course, a large book requires thicker boards than a small one, 
and a thick book thicker boards than a thin book. 

Here let me impress upon the amateur binder the importance 
of closely inspecting every weU-bound book that comes into his 
hands, whether in Hbraries or bookseUers' shops. He may thus 
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learn much of the minutiae of good work, the proper thickness 
of boards amongst them. 

A little thought wiU show that when the boards are placed to 
the book, those of them that are thick -wUl project beyond the 
back, and make a stiff and awkward hinge. To ob-riate this, the 
book must bo "backed"; that is to say, a groove must be formed 
at the back for the board to repose in. For this purpose, the 

FIG. 65.—PLACING BACKING-BOARD, 

book is held in the left hand, tail from operator, and a backing-
board placed at its side, at a suitable distance from the back to 
make a groove of sufficient depth for the millboards (Fig, 65), 
The book is then turned, and another backing-board placed to it 
in the same manner. The book and boards must n,ow be care
fully lowered into the laying-press, keeping the relative posi
tion of book and boards unaltered, until the outer edges of 

a 

FIG. 66.—BACKING-BOARD. 

the backing-boards are level -with the cheek of the press. The 
inner side of the board is the straight one (A, Fig. 66), and this, 
in all oases, goes next the book; the sloping side (B) going 
towards the cheek. If the tyro finds the boards sHp or change 
then- position on the book, he may ob-yiate this by expectorating 
slightly upon them before placing. The laying-press should now 
be screwed up with the press-pin as tightly as possible, and the 
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workman, taking the backing-h,ammer in his right hand, proceed 
to "back," This is effected by hammering the back smartly 
down each side, so that a portion of the back of the outside 
sections is hammered down on the top surface of the backing-
boards, and forms a clear and well-defined groove. 

This is an operation that looks very simple, but, as a matter of 

FIG, 67,—BABBIT BACK. 

fact, it requires both " nous " and knack. In the first place, the 
hammer must not be brought down edgeways on the portion of 
the book hammered do-wn on the backing-board, or it wUl cut 
through it. Next, although the book should be mainly struck 
do-wn the sides, an occasional tap must be given to the middle, or 
the book will be "rabbit-backed," as shown in section at Fig, 67, 

FIG. 68.—CREASES AT BACK. 

which is very objectionable. Lastly, the process must be so 
regular and careful, that no creases along the back of the section 
shall be seen when the volume is opened (Fig. 68). When the 
sheets are beaten in one direction, they should not be knocked 
back again. The hammer should be so manipulated that it 
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always strikes away from the centre of the back, and that the 
course of the head should be circular. 

The right shape of the back (in section) is aboii''; (Fig. p9) 
one-third of a circle, or more, according to present taste. 

FIG. 69.—SHAPE OF BACK. 

We gave an iUustration of a backing-machine in a previous 
chapter; but its use is not to be recommended, as it is rather 
liable to cut the work. 



CHAPTEE 7III . 

GETTING INTO BOAKDS. 

THE next operation after backing the book is cutting the 
boards. These have, of course, been brought to an approximate 
size by the shears or the cutting-machine (Ulustrated in our 
last chapter), and also approximately square, but in neither 
respect are sufficiently accurate. They have now to be out to 
exact squareness, and the precise size requisite for each book, by 
the agency of the cutting-press and plough. For cloth boarded 
books and case work this operation is frequently omitted. 

For cutting the boards, they are placed in the press between 
two cutting-boards, one behind the board called a " cut-against," 
because against this the plough-knife cuts, and one in front, to 
guide the knife, termed the " runner," I t is usual to place a 
strip of millboard in front of the " cut-against," to receive the 
first impact of the knife, and preserve the board in some 
measure. 

The first step in cutting the boards is to place a pair (or 
more) destined for a certain sized book with their edges level, 
and remove as small a portion of the edges -with the plough 
as wiU leave them perfectly smooth. Fig 70 is a sketch of 
boards between the cutting-boards, ready to be lowered into 
the press. A is the " cut-against," B the miUboards, and 0 
the runner. 

One edge of the board being thus cut, the opposite one is 
operated on. For this it is necessary to ascertain the exact 
width that the board must be when affixed to the book, in
cluding the square of the fore edge, (The " squares " of a board 
are those portions of the boards which project beyond the 
edges of the book when cut.) For this pui-pose, the book is 
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laid do-wn upon its side bn the cutting-press, and, taking the 
compasses in his right hand, the workman rests the point of 
one leg in the groove made in backing, and, opening out the 
other leg, searches for the narrowest leaf in the book (Fig, 71). 

FIG. 70.—CUTTING-BOARD. 

When this is found, he has to consider that in cutting, the 
edges he -will have to cut down to this, and hence the millboard 
must be the amount of the "square" wider than this; con-

FiG. 71.—COMPASSING, 

sequently, he opens out the compasses the amount of the 
•" square" beyond this narrowest leaf which he has found, and 
fixes them in this position by screwing them tight. He now 
places the point of one leg of the compasses to the cut edge of 
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the millboard, and presses the other on to the other side of the 
millboard; the operation is then repeated at the other end of 
the board (Fig. 72). This part of the miUboard is then placed 
on the cut-against, the runner adjusted to the two dots, and 
the superfluous miUboard ploughed off. I t is now necessary 
to cut the head and tail. The wooden stock of the square is 

FIG. 72.—MARKING BOARD. 

adjusted to one of the cut edges, the steel blade being a little 
below the end of the miUboard, and a bodkin is dra-wn along 
the blade (Fig, 73), or a couple of dots made, either mark to 
serve as a guide for the edge of the runner. The superfiuous 
board being ploughed off, the book is placed upon the 
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FIG, 73.-MARKING BOARD, 

cheek of the cutting-press with the head to the operator, and 
looked through for the shortest leaf. When this is found, one 
point of the compasses is placed to the head and the other to 
the bottom (tail) of the shortest leaf, and the compasses fixed. 
This distance is then set off on the millboards from the head 
just cut, and the point at the other end, where the,.other leg 
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of the compasses reaches, is squared, as at Fig. 74, and the 
surplus ploughed off. 

A miUboard is now adjusted to each side of the book (if made 
boards or lined boards, with the right side inwards), and strokes 

FIG. 74.—COMPASSING. 

made with the bodkin along them for each cord, as at Pig. 75. 
I t is now necessary to pierce the boards so that the bands may 
be passed through them. This consists in making a hole from 

FIG. 76.—LACING, 

the outside of the board inwards at each bodkin mark, about Jin, 
from the end. This hole is sho-wn by an O in Fig. 75. Similar 
holes are now made from the inside, shown at Fig. 75 by black 
dots. 

FIG. 76.—PIERCEB. 

These holes are made either by forcing the bodkin through 
the boards, or, preferably, by laying the mUlboard on a piece of 
smooth hard wood, and driving the "piercer" (Fig, 76) through 
by a blow from a hammer. 
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The bands (or cords in which the book is sewed), already 
unraveUed, as before described, are now satui-ated with paste, 
and their ends then twisted up, by the finger and thumb, to a 
point. Each cord is then put inwards through one of the holes 
nearest to the edge of the board, and outwards through one of 
those farthest from the back. The cords are then di-awn 
tolerably tight, and aU the projecting part, except about Jin., is 
cut off, the piece remaining smoothed do-wn on the board and 
secured by being struck -with the hammer. Bach band now 
forms a kind of hinge, serving to hold the board to the 
book. 

The board is now extended flat upon the knocking-do-wn 
iron, and aU the cords knocked down (or riveted, as some 

FIG. 77.—KNOCKING DOWN. 

term it) with the backing-hammer, as at Fig, 77, Then the 
book is reversed, so that the cords can be beaten down on 
the inside of the board also, until they are smooth and level. 
Groat care must be taken, during this operation, that the bands 
do not get cut. If it chance that the part of the band between 
the back and the board, which forms the hinge, gets dra-wn 
tightly over the sharp edge of the knocking-do-wn iron, and 
struck by the hammer, it wiU be severed immediately. 

The batch of books thus got " into boards " should now be 
placed between pressing-boards, with the backs projecting, in 
the standing-press (largest at bottom), and puUed down,tightly. 

In this position their backs are smeared over with the thin 
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paste brush. The operator then takes the scratcher-up (Pig. 
78, A) in his right hand, and draws it down the back of the 

A 
FIG. 78.—BACK AND SCRATCHER-UP. 

books from heads to tails, in suoh a manner that the teeth of 
the tool penetrate between the sections. The brush is then 
drawn along them again, so as to work the paste into these 
channels, and then the soratoher-up is drawn forcibly across 
the back in every direction. 

Next, the paste is partiaUy cleaned off, and the scratches ' 
rubbed out by rubbing each back in the direction of its length 
with the end of a cutting or backing board. Finally, the backs 
are rubbed clean and dry with a handful of paper shavings, 
and most binders then apply a coating of thin ,glue thereto. 
Some binders, especially in the country, prefer to screw the 
books up in the laying-press, three or four together, with back
ing or cutting boards between each, and then scratch them up, 
subsequently glueing the back of each, and blocking up in the 
standing-press, where they should be left aU night. 

I t is well to put a piece of waste paper inside the miUboard, 
to prevent the pasted bands sticking to the end-papers, ,. 

Before concluding this chapter, we think it well to specify 
the different kinds of millboard which .the amateur would re
quire for the boards of his book. The quality of these wiU 
depend in a material degree upon the kind of binding he is 
desirous of adopting. If for leather work, it will be well for 
him to buy the best quaUty mUlboards, which wiU cost him from 
32s. to 40s. per cwt., according to his market. These are made 
of the best old rope's and sacking, and, from having much tar 
in them, are very dark brown, mottled -with black. They ai-e 
also so well roUed at the mills that they are extremely hard, 
and the labour of cutting them is considerable. The inferior 
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kind will do very ,weU for cloth or half roan books. They 
are much Hghter in colom-, being a kind of didl grey, and 
very much softer. These are about 20s, per cwt,, or even less. 
Lastly come the strawboarda, which are made of straw in
stead of hemp. These are much used now for common bindings, 
and, are hard and smooth, but so brittle that they cannot be 
recommended. If a volume bound in strawboard fall to the 
ground, the corners are mostly so bruised that the book is 
irretrievably spoiled; but a good millboard -will stand this 
casualty, Strawboards cost about lOs. per cwt, AU boards 
can be obtained of Messrs. Eadie and Messrs. Corfield,. whom 
we previously mentioned, and of other dealers. 

Boards are divided, according to their thickness, into wh-at 
are called " tenpenny" (the thickest), " X " and "' XX,'' 
"eightpenny," "sevenpenny," and " t i p " (the thinnest). The 
tyro should ask the dealer of whom he buys to show him 
the different denominations, and remember them, as it may be 
useful to him in ordering. He had better give his first order 
for a icwt. or Jcwt. " assorted." " Tip " is excellent for lining 
board. Thus, instead of using a millboard of the proper 
thickness for a certain book, it is far better to use one rather 
thinner, and paste a thickness of tip on. This causes the 
board to have an inclination to concavity, which keeps the 
book compact. I t must be carefully remembered that the 
Hned side of a lined board, or the side on which the thinnest 
board is pasted in a " made " board, must always be put next 
the book, otherwise the boards, instead of curving inwards, 
wiU have a tendency to turn outwards at the corners. 



.CHAPTER IX. 

CUTTING AND BEVELLING IN BOAUDS. 

WHEN the press is unblocked, and the boarded books are taken 
out, the next operation is that of cutting the edges, to which, 
accordingly, we wUl now proceed. 

Here let us impress upon the reader the necessity of having 
his plough-knife in good order. I t must be very sharp, and 
have a smooth edge. He must learn to grind it up at the 
ordinary grindstone, so as to keep the point the same shape 
it had when new, and it must be ground thin for edge 
cutting. For cutting miUboards it may be rather what 
engineers caU " stunt," but for edge cutting it must be ground 
thin. Then it should be carefuUy whetted on the oil-stone 
after grinding, in order that all the roughness of edge 
left by the grindstone be removed. I t is best to keep two 
ploughs in use, one for the miUboard cutting, and one for 
the edges of the books. 

The knife should be perfectly straight and true in the plough. 
By sere-wing the cheeks of the plough together, and noticing 
where the point of the knife faUs, you can form some judgment, 
but when you begin the cutting you will soon discover how it is 
running. The knife is regulated (that is to say, its point is 
elevated or depressed) by adding to, or removing from,'the pieces 
of waste paper put between it and the cheek of the plough on 
ea(}h side of the knife-bolt. 

In cutting, begin with the head, holding the back of the 
book towards you. Pull up the millboard on the left-hand side 
level with the head (top) of the book, and place it-against the 
"cut-against," Then draw down the millboard at the front 
(right hand), until it is aa much below the head as you want 
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to cut off. Then plaice the " runner" precisely level -with the 
top of the millboard, lower the whole carefuUy into the press, 
and screw up as tightly as you can. The sectional position 
is shown at Fig. 79, where A is the book, B the " cut-against," 

B. ^ r. 

FIG. 79,—CUTTING HEAD. 

and 0 the "runner." Now place the plough in the rods, and 
slowly and carefuUy work it to and fro, holding it firmly 
do-wn, and turning the screw as the plough recedes from you. 
The head being cut, turn the book and cut the taU in a 
simUar manner. 

Next lay the book on the cheek of the press, and dra-w the 
bodkin along the front edge of each board, making a Hne and 
an occasional indentation. A clitting-board should be placed 

fr^ ^ 

FIG. —TRINDLES, 

under the end paper while this is done. Now beat the back 
of the book quite flat against the cheek of the press, and push 
the trindles under the back. The trindles (of which a pair 
are required) are pieces of thin iron of the shape of A (Fig, 80). 
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One of these is pushed between the back and the boai-ds at 
the head of the book, and one at the tail, so that the first and 
last bands go in their insides respectively, as shown (from 
above) in Fig. 81. This is done to push up the back, and make 
it quite flat. Some bookbinders prefer a piece of plain iron. 

FIG. 81.—USE OP TRINDLES. 

as at B (Fig. 80), thicker at one edge than the other, as shown 
in section C in same figure. These are pushed in under the 
head and tail kettle-stitch. Whichever kind of trindle is used 
a piece of string is next wound several times around the leaves 
of the! book, and secured by the end being pushed under, as 
in Fig. 82. This is to keep the leaves in theii- places. The 

FIG. 82.-TYiNa UP. 

back is then struck once or twice more on the press, with the 
title-page to the right hand, the cut-against placed on the 
left-hand side, level along the mark made with the bodkin, 
and the runner similarly placed on the right-hand side, but 
l̂ elow the line by as much as it is desired to remove. The 
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book is now firmly grasped by the fore edge, and' these boards 
(without shifting them) elevated above the open press, the 
mUlboards (which hang pendent) guided into it with the right 
hand, the trindles carefuUy snatched out, and the book and 
boards lowered. The runner should now be level with the 
top of the light-hand cheek of the press, and the cut-against 
elevated above the left cheek by just as much as the runner 
is below the bodkin mark; in other words, by the quantity which 
is to be out off. Great care must be taken about this and the 
whole operation. All being right, the press must be screwed 
up tightly, and the fore edge cut precisely in the same way 

FIG. S3.—CUTTING FORE EDGES, 

as the head and tail have been (Fig. 83), The cutting of the 
fore edge is shown id section at Fig. 83, where A is the book 
half cut through, B the cut-against, and C the runner; D, D 
being the cheeks of the laying-press. When the book is 
removed from the press, the string is taken off, and the leaves 
are struck smartly against the cheek of the press, when they 
will separate, the back spring again to its convex form, and 
the fore edge assume a similar concavity. 

The boards are now put back to the proper place, when the 
squares (that is to say, the portion of the nullboard projecting 
beyond the edges of the book) should be of equal size and 

G 2 
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level all round. If they are not, the edge which is not cut 
sufficiently should have a little more removed. 

The foregoing method of cutting is termed "cutting in 
boards." 

/ / 
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FIG, 84,—SECTION OF BEVELLING APPABATUS. 

BeveUed boards are very popular just now both for morocco 
and cloth books. The operation can be executed by laying 
the board on the cheek of the laying-press, and filing off the 
proper quantity •with a rough file or a carpenter's rasp. The 
amateur can easUy make a guide apparatus, sufficient for 
his paipose, by screwing a couple of pieces of hard wood, 

I 

FIG. 86.-ANGLE OF BEVEL, 

such as beech, together, leaving an opening between them for 
the board to pass through (Fig, 84). The edges can be brought 
to the right bevel, which is that "of 45deg., or half a right 
angle, which may be obtained by drawing a line diagonally 
from one corner of a square to the opposite corner, as shown 
at Fig, 85. 



CHAPTER X. 

COLOURING EDGES, 

THE edges of the books being cut, the next operation is to 
decorate their white surfaces in some manner. This may 
be done by colouring with sprinkle, self-colour, gilding or 
marbling. In this chapter we shall treat of the first two 
methods. 

Sprinlded Edges.—Thra is the simplest and commonest kind 
of edge decoration, but very chaste and effective for some 
kinds of work when well done. 

The sprinkle is composed of some earthy pigment ground up 
with paste, and dissolved in water. Bole Armenian, or Armenian 
earth, a common red pigment, is generally employed. A quan
tity of this is piled up upon a marble slab, and a depression 
made in the centre of it. Into this hole a Httle thin paste and 
a few drops of oU are put. The sides of the heap are then 
drawn over this, and the whole amalgamated together by a 
palette knife. When all is well mixed, the mass is dra-wn to the 
side of the slab, and a small piece, about the siize of a walnut, 
brought with the knife to the centre of the slab. This portion 
is then carefully ground by the action of a marble or granite 
muller, suoh as is used by artists in grinding their colours. The 
action of the muller should be rotatory, and the pigment should 
often be gathered together with the palette knife, so as to ensure 
every portion being weU and properly ground. When all the 
pigment has been thus reduced to tho utmost fineness, it is 
placed in a large brown stoneware pot or other vessel, and 
sufficient clean water added to dissolve it all perfectly. 

The books to be sprinkled are next either placed in the laying-
press, with their fore edges upward, and screwed up, or laid side 
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by side on their backs on a board, and tightly corded round 
with a piece of string. 

The operator now takes the " sprinkling-bi-ush" — a large' 
brush, the hairs of 'which are secured by a strong wrought 
iron rim (Pig. 86)—soaks it well in the " sprinkle," and then 
presses out as much as he can against the side of the pot. Next, 
holding the brush by the handle in the right hand, and the short 
press-pin of the laying-press in his left, he strikes the former 
against the latter over the top of the pot until he has beaten 

I 

FIG. 86.—SPRINKLING-BRUSH, 

most of the sprinkle out of the brush, and the spots which faU 
are very fine and regular. He carefully -wipes the ring of the 
brush and the press-pin on a bunch of paper shavings. Then he 
goes to the row of books, and repeats the operation over their 
edges, holding the press-pin about two or three feet above 
them. 

Some dexterity and experience are required for the successful 
performance of this operation, as it is necessary that the spots 
should be very fine and regularly laid on. The higher the press-
pin is held and the less sprinkle there is in the brush, the finer 
the spots wUl be. The whole of the edge should be carefuUj 
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gone over, so as to keep the sprinkle very regular. The ring 
of the brush and the press-pin must be frequently -wiped on 
the shavings, or the sprinkle wUl accumulate and be thrown 
down in great blots, destructive to the work.. If necessary, 
the brush can be recharged and the surface again gone over. 
When the fore edges are finished, the heads and tails should 
be similarly treated, the backs of the books being from the 
operator. Care should be taken to give these edges the same 
amount of colour as the fore edges. I t should be remembered 
that the sprinkle dries rather Hghter, 

Ocoa,sionally school books and legal books have their edges 
sprinkled blue. Any good blue ink will answer the purpose. 
Other colours are rarely used, though sometimes foreign books 
are sprinkled in fancy colours; and such expedients as, say, 
colouring the edge over with yellow or pink, and then laying 
grains of rice or pieces of breadcrumb over the edge at 
intervals, and sprinkling it -with blue, are resorted to. The 
rice or breadcrumb being then removed, the edge appears blue 
or purple, with yellow or pink interspaces. The effects of 
this kind of thing, however, are hardly sufficiently good to be 
worth the trouble. 

Although the sprinkle-brush described and iUustrated is that 
used almost everjrwhere, it may be well to mention that there 
stUl remain a few old-fashioned bookbinders who adhere to 
what is termed the "finger-brush.'' This is a brush about the 
size of a shaving-brush, of stiff hairs cut square at the ends. 
The brush, being dipped in the colour-, is drawn across the 
fingers, so as to jerk the colour off in spots. The fingers should 
be slightly oiled. 

There is still another plan adopted by some. An ordinary nail
brush is dipped in the sprinkle. A common clean "vrire cinder-

' sifter is then held in the left hand above the row of books, and 
the brush, held in the right hand, is then worked round and 
round "the sieve with the bristle next to the wires, when the 
spots "wiU faU in a regular shower. 

Self-oolov/red Edges.—^At the present time these are almost 
confined -to red edges, which is the revival of a very old fashion. 
During the. last century, however, other colours were in use, 
especiaUy a lemon colour for whole calf books, which has been 
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recently, in some degree, re-vived. Red edges are very suitable 
to devotional books, and have lately almost superseded gilt edges 
for prayer and hymn books. The pigment chosen is generally a 
vermilion of good quality, to which some binders choose to add 
more or less of carmine. The colour should be carefuUy ground 
•with the muUer upon a slab, some paste being mixed with it as 
for sprinkle. I t is well to add a couple of drops of oil, and the 
same of vinegar and water. Some binders mix up the colour 
with paste and water only to the proper consistence; others 
prepare the colour with glaire. 

In colouring the edges equally over, the boards at the head of 
the volume must be beaten even -with the edges, and the book 
rested on the edge of the press or table; then the back must be 
held with the left hand, and the colour applied -with a small 
sponge, passed evenly over the edge, towards the back one way and 
the gutterthe other, to avoid a mass of colour being lodged in the 
angle of the fore edge. This done, the other parts are similarly 
coloured, the fore edge being laid open from the boards, and a 
runner held firmly above to prevent the colour searching into 
the book. I t will be perceived that a dozen volumes may be done 
as easily as one. For further security, and to prevent the colour 
searching into the books, it may be advisable to put them into 
the laying-press and screw them moderately tight. 

Blafk Edges.—^Books of devotion were generally bound in 
black leather, and the edges blacked to correspond -with the 
covers, so that it will be as well to describe the process : Put 
the book in the press as for gilding, and sponge it -with black, 

, ink; then take ivory black, lampblack, or antimony, mixed well 
-with a Httle paste, and rub it on the edge -with the finger or 
baU of the hand tUl it is perfectly black and a good poHsh 
produced, when it must be cleared -with a brush, bm-nished, 
and cased with paper. This kind of edge has, however, quite 
dropped out of favour, and is now rarely seen. 

•Colours.—The foUo-wing are the principal pigments used for 
coloui-ing and sprinkling book edges: Blue—indigo and Prus
sian blue, with flake white or whiting for lighter shades; yeUow 
—Dutch pink. King's yellow, and yellow orpiment; brown-
umber burnt over the fire; red—vermilion, or Oxford ochre, 
burnt in a pan; pink—rose pink (lake wUl make it brighter); 
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green—^the first and second mixed to any shade. But spirit 
colours are the best, because they will not rub in bui-nishing. 
These are generally made by mixing the colours in vinegar or 
mind'ral acid, Judson's dyes make very good colours for the 
purpose. 



CHAPTER XI, 

G I L D I N G E D G E S . 

EDGES of books are no doubt best preserved by being gUt, 
and this may be done either plain or ornamented. The former 
process being the easier and the more general, we wUl describe 
it first. 

Gilding Plain Edges.—The fore edge of the book is first gilt. 
It is screwed as tight as possible between boards placed even 
with the edge in the laying-press, and then t i e edge is scraped 
perfectly smooth with a steel scraper, round on one end and 
flat on the other, for the better execution of such parts as 
present slight inequaUties of sm-face. After the edge is well 
scraped, it must be burnished -with the burnisher, then coloured 
over with red bole or chalk ground in soap, rubbed imme
diately dry -with fine clean paper shavings, and again well 
burnished. This gives a deeper appearance to the gilding, 
and hides any slight defect that a white edge at times presents. 

The gold is next cut on the gold cushion to the sizes required, 
and each piece taken olS with a small slip of paper folded with 
one smooth edge, or with an instrument called a tip, by rubbing 
it on the head and attaching the gold by gently pressing upon 
it. Sometimes a piece of tissue paper (very sHghtly greased) is 
used. This is much adopted by painters in lettering facias, &c. 
The size (prepared -with the white of an egg in three times the 
quantity of water, weU beaten together) must then be applied 
evenly on the edge with a large camel-hair pencU, and the gold 
immediately placed thereon. Should any breaks appear in the 
gold, other portions must be applied with a piece of cotton wool. 

A size made of writing parchment, appUed warm, with six or 
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ei.L'ht drops of vitriol in a cupful of the size, is used by some 
gilders; but the former is more simple and equally effective. 

After the edge is dry, it must be burnished lightly and carefully, 
to avoid rubbing off any of the gold; and the better to insm-e 
this, a piece of tissue paper should be placed on the edge 
during the first operation, and the edge itself afterwards bur
nished until it is perfectly uniform and clear. The head and 
tail of the volume must be gilt -with the same precaution, 
the back towards the workman. The burnisher is worked 
across the leaves. 

Gilding d VAntique.—ShoiUd it be considered desu-able to 
give the book the character of the period in which -it was 
-written, or an additional degree of beauty and elegance, the 
ornamentation of the edges may be pui-sued farther in the 
manner we shall now describe. After the edge is finished as 
directed, and before taking out of the press, ornaments, such as 
flowers,or designs in compartments, may be stamped upon it in 
the foUowing manner : A coat of size is passed quickly over with 
great precaution and lightness, and only once in a place, to avoid 
detaching any of the gold. When dry, rub the edge with palm 
oil, and cover with gold of a colour different from that of the 
first. Then, with tools used in gilding leather, warmed in the 
fire, proceed to form the various designs by firmly impressing 
them on the edge. The gold that has not been touched by the 
tools is then rubbed off with a clean cotton, and there remain 
only the designs the tools have imprinted, which produce a fine 
effect. This mode is, however, now seldom used, though almost 
all books in the original binding of the sixteenth century are 
so adorned. 

Gilding Marbled Edges.—This edge, which Dr. Dibden, in his 
Bibliographer's Decameron, calls " the very luxury, the ne plus' 
ultra of the bibliopegistic art," is one requiring great care and 
expertness in the execution. After the edges have been taste, 
f uUy marbled, and not overcharged with colour, the book must 
be put in the press, and weU burnished as before directed. 
The size must then be laid on lightly, to prevent unsettling 
the colours of the marble, and the gold immediately applied, 
and finished off as in other edges. 'Wlien dry, the marble ia 
perceived through the gold. 
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Gilding Landscapes, <fec,—When the edge, is well scraped 
and burnished, the leaves on the fore edge must be eveidy bent 
in an obUque manner, and in this position confined by boards 
tied tightly on each side, until a subject is painted thereon in 
water colours, according to the fancy of the operator. When 
perfectly dry, untie the boards and let the leaves take their 
proper position. Then place the volume in the press, lay on the 
size and gold, and, when dry, burnish. The design will not be 
apparent when the volume is closed, from the gold covering it, 
but when the leaves are drawn out it wiU be perceived easily. 
The time and labour required make this operation expensive, 
and, consequently, it is very seldom performed. 

After the edges have been gilt by any of the foregoing methods, 
the rounding must be examined and corrected, .and the book 
should be put into the standing-press for two or three hours, to 
set it. The whole of the edges should be wrapped up with 
paper to keep them clean during the remainder of the process 
of binding. 

Gold Sprinhle.—^After the edges of the book are coloured with 
any of the self-colours already alluded to, whether mineral pig
ments or Judson's or spirit dyes, a good effect may be given 
by sprinkling with a gold liquid, made in the following manner : 
Take a book of gold and ^oz. of honey, and rub them together 
in a mortar until they are very fine; then add half a pint of 
clear water, and mix them well together; after the water clears, 
pom- it off, and put in more tiU the honey is all extracted and 
nothing left but the gold; mix one grain of corrosive sublimate 
with a teaspoonful of spirits of wine, and, when dissolved, put 
the same, with a little thick gum-water, to the gold, and bottle 
it, always shaking weU before using. When dry, burnish the 
edges and cover with paper tUl the work is finished. 



CHAPTER XII. 

IfflATEKIALS FOR HAEBLING EDGES, 

MAEBLING may be defined as the art of so arranging moist 
colours upon an elastic surface, that they either will or can 
be made to readily assume sundry fantastic forms, suoh colours 
being transferable from the medium on which they lie to the 
edges of the book. The process, viewed by a casual spectator, 
appears wonderfully easy and simple; but it is, nevertheless, 
most difficult to describe or practice, and the tyro who at
tempts it must not be discouraged if he fails at fii-'st. 

FIG, 87.—MARBLING-TROUGH, 

The tools required for marbling are a shallow wooden 
trough, about 2in. deep, and of size suited to your work, 
generaUy about I6in. to 20in. in length, and 6in. to 8iii. wide 
will be large enough. I t may be of pine, dovetailed at the 
corners, pitched along the joints, and painted (Pig. 87). Some
times zinc is the material of the trough, A little round stick; 
several combs, of which the one for small Dutch (Fig, 88) is 
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made of many short pieces of fine brass wire set between a 
couple of pieces of wood (see Pig. 89); a marble slab and 
muUer for gr inding; and an earthenware cup and small brush 
for each colour. 

Colours used in Marbling.—The colours used for this purpose 
are the same as those ordinarily used for painting, both in oil 
and distemper, but you must procure them in their dry state, 
jus t as they are produced or manufactured, either in lump or 
powder, and grind them yourself ; they may be obtained/ at 
almost any oil and colour shop. W e subjoin a list : Reds— 

FIG. 88.—MARBLING-COMB. 

drop lake, peach wood red, vermilion, rose pink, Oxford ochre 
(burnt); blues—indigo, Chinese blue, ultramarine, Prussian blue; 
yellows—lemon chrome, Dutch pink, Oxford ochre (raw), blacks 
—vegetable lampblack, drop ivory black; brown—Turkey umber, 
(burnt ) ; orange—orange lead, orange chrome; whites—china 
clay, pipeclay, flake white, Par i s white.-

B 

FIG. 89.—SECTION OF COME. 

All the colours must be well ground with a muller and 
marble slab in the manner prescribed in a former chapter for 
grinding sprinkle. I t is of the greatest importance tha t the 
colour should be ground unti l perfectly impalpable; 

Drop Lake.—^This is the most beautiful, but the most ex
pensive, of all the reds, and is used only for book edges and the 
most superior kinds of work. There are different shades of 
this colour, viz., scarlet, crimson, and purple. The scarlet is 
the most expensive, and looks best on book edges, possessing 
a briUiancy which no other colour will produce; but there ia 
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a great quantity of a very inferior kind of drop lake about 
which is of no use whatever to the marbler, as, when it comes 
to be worked, it is found to possess no body at all. 

In order to ascertain whether the article you are about 
to purchase is likely to do, take a piece of the colour, and, 
breaking it, apply the broken part to your tongue : if it 
adheres to your tongue, it is doubtful whether it -will do; but 
if,it takes up the moisture without manifesting any inclination 
to adhere, you may try it with better expectations. This 
colour is sold in the form of small cones or drops, from 
which it derives its name, and is a preparation of cochineal, 
therefore the value of it depends much upon the price of that 
article. , , 

Vermilion.—This colour is but little used, on account of its 
great specific gravity, and seldom without being combined 
-with some other colour. I t is a preparation of mercury, and, 
though nominally a much lower , price than lake, it is so 
heavy that it comes nearly as dear as that article. 

Rose Pink.—This is a very useful, though common, colour; 
it is composed of chalk or whiting, coloured with Brazil wood, 
consequently it is what is termed a fugitive colour, the pink 
very quickly fading on exposure to the atmosphere or heat. 
When combined with indigo or a little Chinese blue, it makes 
a good purple. 

Burnt Ochre.—This colour is sometimes called stone ochre. 
I t is one of the most useful colours we have, and, as the price 
is low, it is extensively used. With the addition of a Httle 
black it makes a good brown; with a little blue or indigo it 
makes a good olive; or it is a good colour used by itself, and 
not liable to change. 

Wood Lake.—This is a preparation of peach wood, and has 
only been introduced of late years to the notice of marblers. 
I t is manufactured at Birmingham. This colour is an exception 
to the rule, as it is sold in the pulp or damp state, and may 
be mixed and even used without grinding, being made almost 
exclusively for marbling. I t is the best red we have for- general 
purposee, and for appearance comes next to the drop lake. 

Chinese Blue.—This is a very beautiful, but not a very durable, 
colour. I t is, however, an almost indispensable one to the 
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marbler, as it wiU produce nearly every shade of blue by the 
addition of certain proportions of white. This colour requires 
particularly well grinding, as, indeed, do all the blues; it is 
also sold at some places in the pulp or damp state. There 
is a very good damp blue made in Birmingham, 

Indigo.—This is a most valuable colour, and cannot be dis
pensed with under any consideration. I t is too well known 
to require any description here. Though not a bright colour, 
it is one of the most durable, and for mixing and producing' 
greens and purples of a permanent kind is invaluable; neither 
can you make a good black without its help: but be sure you 
procure it good. 

Ultramarine.—This is a very beautiful colour, but must be 
used sparingly, as it wiU not glaze or take any polish, and is 
always inclined to rub off. The kinds now in general use are 
the French and German, the genuine article being far too high 
in price for this kind of work. 

Prussian BZae.—This colour has of late been almost super
seded by the Chinese blue, which is a much brighter colour; 
Prussian blue is darker and much heavier looking, and is, 
moreover, a very bad colour for glazing. 

Butch Pink.—This is a common, but very useful, colour. It is 
a preparation of whiting and quercitron bark, and is used in 
making greens, no other colour answering the purpose so well. 
I t is also very useful in mixing •with chrome to produce the 
various shades of yellow you may require. 

Chrome.—This is of various shades, varying fi-om a Hght 
lemon colour to a deep orange, approaching to red. I t is a 
useful colour; but, unless it is pure, it is very difficult to get 
it to work properly. 

Raw Ochre or Oxford Ochre.—This may be used in cei-tain 
proportions for making olive tints, combined -with Dutch pink 
and blue or black. I t is also of use in small quantities to mix 
with yellows when they are inclined to run off, this colour 
being of a very adhesive nature. 

Drop Ivory Black.—This colour cannot well be used alone; it 
may, therefore, be called only an auxiliary to others. 

Vegetable Black.—This is a superior kind of lampblack, but 
prepared from vegetable instead of animal matter. I t is sur-
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prisingly Hght, and cannot be used alone; it •wUl not produce a 
black for marbling, except in combination with double its own 
weight of good indigo, 

Turkey Umber (burnt).—This colour produces a very good 
brown, but it is hardly required if you have the burnt Oxford 
ochre; as, with the aid of that colour and a little indigo and 
black, you may produce almost any shade of brown you may 
require. 

Orange Lead.—This is a very heavy colour, and is but little 
used, except for the edges of account books. 

White.—For this an article called china clay is used; also, for 
some purposes, the common pipeclay. Flake white may also be 
used, but the others are much cheaper, and answer every pur
pose, Paris white is a similar thing to the former. 

Marbling Gum.—Of all the varieties of gum, there is but 
one that is of any use to the marbler, and that one is caUed 
gum tragacanth, or gum dragon. You cannot be too particular 
in your choice of this article, on which so much of the excellence 
of your work depends. I t should be large, white, and fiaky. 
Good gum will produce a good surface, but bad gum wUl often 
yield a rough one, which is unsuitable to the purpose. Again, 
a bad gum -will sometimes give a smooth surface, and yet 
possess no strength: the colours will flow well upon it, and 
form properly, and when the paper is taken off it will look 
at first very beautiful; but, five or ten minutes after, you 
wiU find the colours all running off, to your indescribable 
annoyance and mortification. 

To properly prepare the gum, procure a large earthen 
pan, glazed on the inside, capable of containing from eight to 
twelve gallons of water; put therein lib. of gum tragaoanth, 
and on it pour about two gallons of soft water; stir it every few 
hours with a clean birch broom, kept expressly for the purpose, 
breaking the lumps, and adding more water as it thickens or 
absorbs that which was first put to i t ; in about forty-eight 
hours you may venture to make use of it, but seventy-two hours 
would be better, and we have known some gum to be all the 
better for a longer period; as, although a considerable portion 
of the gum may be dissolved, yet the best properties of it are 
not extracted tiU the whole is dissolved. I t must be strained 

H 
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through a fine hair sieve before using, and if any lumps remain, 
put them back into the pan in which you soak them, until 
they are all dissolved. 

Linseed.—It is possible to marble some patterns on mucilage 
of Unseed, but it can never be made to produce a satisfactory, 
effect. I t is made either by boUing one quart of Unseed in six 
or eight gallons of water, or by pouring that quantity of boUing 
water upon the linseed, and weU stirring it till it extracts the 

'mucilaginous properties of the seed; but it very soon decom
poses or turns to water. 

Carrageen, or Irish Moss.—This is sometimes used, but can 
be dispensed with altogether. I t is not a necessary thing: we 
simply mention it because it is made use of by a few. When 
used, it should be well picked (the white being the best) and 
washed ; then set to simmer in a gentle heat for an hour or two, 
and strain through your fine hair sieve. I t wUl then be ready 
for use, but will require a proportion of the solution of gum 
tragacanth, or you wiU not be able to do much with it. 

Flea Seed.—rThiB is an article but little kiiown, except to those 
who have occasion to use it. I t is a small, brown, hard seed, in 
size, shape, and colour closely resembling the annoying little 
insect whose name it bears. I t produces a very strong and 
po^werful mucUage, far stronger than that which can be obtained 
from linseed; and what enhances its value is, that it does not 
so soon lose its strength, or turn to water, but will keep 
several days. I t is a great assistant, mixed with gum, in the 
making of French, and Spanish marbles; but is worse than 
useless for Nonpareils and Drawn Patterns, 

To prepare it, put ^Ib, of the seed into a pan, pour upon it 
a. gallon of boiling water, keep it well stirred for ten minutes, 
and let it stand for half an hour; then stir it again for ten 
minutes more, and in another half hour add another gallon 
of boiling water, stirring it, as before, at intervals for one hour; 
after which, let it ren^ain, and the seed will settle at the bottom 
of the pan. When cold, pour off the top for use, and the seed 
will bear more boiHng water, though not so much as at first. 
Sometimes the seed wiU yield a third extract, but this you 
must determine by your own judgment, as the seed, when 
ex;hausted, wiU lose its viscid property, and must then be thrown 
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away. Do not stir up yoiir seed after it has cooled,' or it 
wiU never settle until again heated, or having more boiling 
water added to it. 

Ox Gall.—The surest way of obtaining this article genuine 
is to procure it in the bladder as it is taken from the animal, 
if you are acquainted •with any butcher upon whom you can 
depend, for you must ascertain that the bag or bladder has 
never been broken. As we have been deceived ourselves in this 
way, we here expose the manner of the fraud. We had for 
some time been supplied -with galls from a slaughter-house: 
but, finding that, notwithstanding they were brought in the 
bladder, the gaU itself was very weak, we set to work to find 
out the cause, and discovered that the man who brought them 
procured one or two good galls and two or thi-ee empty gall 
bladders, the gaU for which had been emptied out and sold 
to some one else; and, mixing the contents of the full ones with 
a quantity of water, he refiUed the whole lot, carefully tying 
them up -with a fine string, and seUing them for the proper 
article. The gall from some animals is very thick, but wiU, 
after keeping for some time, get thin •without at all losing its 
properties; in fact, gaU is all the better for being kept, and is 
none the worse for stinking. 

Water.—Soft, or rain water, when it can be procured, is the 
best adapted for aU the preparations in marbling. 

»?a««»Bi' 



CHAPTER XIII. 

XIAKBLING EDGES OB PAFEK. 

I N this chapter we shaU describe how the various marble 
patterns for book edges or paper are produced, commencing, 
with the easiest and most common kind of marbled papers, 

French, or Shell, Marble.—Tour trough being placed on a 
firm table or bench of convenient height, with some feet of 
spare room on either side, you place the pots containing the 
colours on your right hand and the paper or books to be 

FIG. 90.—LARGE FRENCH, OR SHELL, MARBI,E. 

marbled on your left; let there be a small brush in each of 
your pots of vein colours, and a larger one in your last or 
body colour. Provide yourself with a smaU iron rod or bar, 
about 12in, or 14in. long, and about iin, in thickness; this you 
place so as to be able to take up when required in your left 
hand, FUl your trough to about | in, or fin, from the top 
with a solution of gum tragacanth and flea seed, as directed, 
and proceed to mix your colours. 
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To produce the pattern called large brown French, or sheU 
pattern (see Fig. 90) with three veins, viz., rep_̂ „"'y£ll5TC, and 
black), mix together ox gall and water, in the proppr^io^ of 
one-eighth of the former to seven-eighths of the lattei-;* into 
this put your vein colours, a little at a time, and gently stir 
the mixture with the brush (but be very careful you do not 
make it froth by too rapid stirring) untU. it aiTives at the 
proper consistence, which must be ascertained by sprinkling a 
little colour on the solution in the trough: if the colour sinks 
and does not spread out, add a Httle neat gall; but should it 
spread too far, mix a little more coloui- with water only, and 
put it to that which opens too much. 

The brown will require more gall, less water, and'a very few 
drops of the best olive oil, which wiU cause it to form itself in 
rings, or shells, as it falls on the surface of the solution in the 
trough. This colour will require to be thicker than the vein 
colours, and, when thrown or sprinkled on, should drive or force 
the other colours into the form of veins. By increasing the 
quantity of gaU Jn the last colour, you may bring the veins to 
almost any degree of flneness, but there is a point beyond which 
it is not advisable to go. This you must ascertain by your ô wn 
judgment. If the bro^wn does not shell enough, but forms in 
holes, add a few more drops of oil and well mix it; but should 
you pour in the oil in too great a quantity, it wUl spoil the 
effect of the shell altogether, and this you -will not be able to 
counteract except by adding some more colour mixed without 
any oil. 

Having, then, all in readiness, first skim the surface of the 
solution Hghtly all over, and immediately (for, when you begin, 
you must move quickly till you have all your colour on) sprinkle 
on your colours, beginning with the red, next yellow, thirdly 
black, then your principal or body colours. Go well and equally 
all over, taking care that you thi-ow as much colour on one part 
of the surface as another. Tou then carefiUly bend the boards 
of your book level with the edges, and, holding the leaves to
gether, dip the edges in the size. Withdraw it immediately, and 
shake or blow off as quickly as possible the size adhering to the 
edge with the colour, to prevent its running into the book. The 
tail is next dipped in a similar manner. Before marbling the 
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fore edge, t^ie boards must be laid back and the edge flattened on 
the press.'holding the leaves firmly together at each end, taking 
the'co'k)itrs"--with the same precautions, and replacing the boards 
immediately after dipping. 

I t is necessary, previous to thro-wing on the colour for each 
dipping, to clear the size of aU the colour left on the surface 
from the previous one by taking ilj weU off with waste paper. 

Small Erench, or Small Shell, Marble.—This pattern (Fig. 91) 
is produced •with precisely the same colour as the preceding. 
I t is called in- distinction, "small brown." But you now 
reqiure the iron rod aUuded to; hold it firmly in your left 
hand, and, instead of throwing on the colours as before, knock 

FIG. 91.—SMALL FRENCH, OR SMALL SHELL, M A R B I A 

the handle of your brush, near the stock, against the bar; 
this causes the colour to fall in small spots. 

Vein Shell Marble.— This pattern has three veins and two 
French colours, or colours that have been mixed as French— 
that is, with oil in them—the last of which (in this instance 
purple)-is mixed with a little more both of oil and gall tlian 
the other, in order to make it flow out over and drive up the 
other colours. 

Blue Stormont Marble.—This pattern (Fig. 92), though ap
parently very simple and easy of execution, is, nevertheless, 
very difficidt to keep in order, in consequence of the speedy 
evaporation and the chemical changes which are continually 
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taking place among the ingredients with which it is made; it 
requires great quickness and acute observation on the part of 
the workman. The same preparation of gum and flea seed is 
used for this as for. the French marble. Mix your red for 
vein, as usual, -with gall and water; the other colour must 
consist of good indigo alone, without which you cannot pro
duce the proper effect. The indigo being ground, as before 
directed in the instructions for grinding colours, you proceed 
to mix it with gall, water, and spirits of turpentine, of which 
last ingredient it wUl require a considerable proportion: you 
wiU find that when sprinkled upon the trough it wUl imme
diately fly out and then close up again, and wiU appear to be 
in constant motion on the surface of the solution. The effect 

FIG. 92.—BLUE STORMONT MARBLE. 

produced by the spirits of tui-pentine is to make it break 
fuU of Httle holes, and the acme of this pattern is to get it 
to look Hke a fine network. Sometimes it will happen that 
at first mixing you can do nothing -with it, but, after standing 
a day or two, it will work weU; whUe at other times it will 
work weU immediately. If your holes come too large from 
excess of turpentine (for they will sometimes come too large 
from not having enough), add a little more gall and some fresh 
indigo, putting in a few drops of alum water; but be very 
careful of this, for if you put in too much you wiU make the 
colour thick and clotted, in which case you must have re
course to a little of the solution of potash: but it is best, i£ 
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possible, to do -without either of them. This pattern, though 
old, is StiU considerably used by stationers. 

Italian Marble.—This (Fig, 93) is a pretty, though simple, 
pattern, but requires great cleanliness of working to turn it 
out well. Tour colours being ground as before directed, you 
proceed to mix them with gall and water only, as though 
they were for veins. Tour last colour is white; this requires 
a greater proportion of gaU than the other colours, and a 
larger brush, as in French. After skimming your size, you 
proceed by beating or knocking on your colom-s, as in small 
French, taking especial care to have the rings of your brushes 
free from any accumulation of colour, or you will have large 

/ 

FIG. 93.—ITALIAN MARBLE, 

spots or blotches, which wUl spoil the appearance of the work. 
One difference between this and the small French is that you 
use no oil in any of these colours. Another method is to use 
a mixture of weak gall and water, instead of the white colour, 
which must be firmly knocked or beaten on; this must be 
proportioned by your own judgment. This method is pre
ferable to the former for book edges, and we like it quite as 
well for paper. 

West End Marble.—This very neat pattern (Fig. 94) is in 
every respect simUar to the Spanish in the working, only it 
is not shaded. I t consists of two prominent colours besides 
the veins. One of these is dark and dotted all over with 
smaU white spots; the other, which is the top or last colour. 
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is Hght, and is made by taking a portion of the darker colour 
and mixing a quantity of white with it, sufficient to bring it 
to the desired tint; so that, whether it be green, blue, or 
brown, the same rule may be observed, Tou proceed to mix 

WEST END MARBLE. 

the veins in the ordinary way, viz., with the usual propor
tions of gaU and water, Tou then mix your bro-wn with a 
larger proportion of gaU, and sprinkle it on so as to drive 
the other coloui-s into veins; you then take the white, or gaU 
and water, as in Italian, and beat it finely and equally aU 
over, but not so much as for the Italian pattei-n. Lastly, 

FIG. 95.—FRENCH CURL MARBLE. 

take your light or top colour, which must be stronger in 
gall than any of the others, and sprinkle' it Hghtly and 
evenly over the whole. Lay on the paper or book as quickly 
as 
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French Curl Marble.—This pattern (Fig, 95), after the de
scription of the French marble which has been given, wiU not 
require much explanation, the only difference in woi-king 
being this—^you must not have any preparation of the 
flea seed with the gum, Tou must also procure a frame 
(Fig, 96) with as many pegs as you require curls on your 
sheet of paper; these pegs must be about Sin, long, and 
about the thickness . of a stout goose quill, rather tapering 
towards a point. Throw on your colours in the same manner 
as for large French, take youi- frame of pegs, and, holding 
it with both hands, put the pegs down to the bottom of the 
trough; give it a slight rotary motion, then Hft it out quickly, 
so that no drops faU from the pegs into the trough, and lay 
on the paper as usual, taking care to lay it down true and 
even, or the whole pattern -will be askew. 

FIG. 96.—PEG FRAME. 

Spanish Marble.— This is distinguished from all otters by 
ha-ving a series of Hght and dark shades traversing the whole 
extent of the sheet of paper in a diagonal direction (see Pig. 
97); and, as it is not our design to puzzle or mislead the 
inquirer, but to simplify as much as possible, we wiU here 
state that aU the plain Spanish patterns may be worked and 
managed without the aid of any other agents than ox gall 
and water; of course, presuming that the colours are ground 
and prepared as before directed. We •vriU commence •with one 
of the most simple and easy patterns. This is caUed olive 
Spanish, •with red and blue veins. Mix the veins with gall 
and water, as in the previous kinds of marbling, tmtU you 
bring them to the requisite consistence; and, as it is not pos
sible to state any given measure for proportioning the gall 
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and water exactly, you must be guided by your o-wn judg
ment, observing the effect produced in your colours as you 
try them on the solution; for our experience has often proved 
that the gall taken from one animal has been more powerful 
than that taken from another. But this rule is almost -with
out an exception: That each successive colour requires more 
gaU than the one that preceded it, and that the principal or 
body colour requires to be thicker in itseM, and stronger in 
gall, than any of the others. Having, therefore, mixed, and 
prepared your colours, and placed the preparation of gum and 
fiea seed in the trough, you proceed to sprinkle on lightly^ 
first, the red, then the blue, and, lastly, with a good brush, 
fuU of colour, the oHvo, beginning at the left-hand corner of 

FIG. 97.—SPANISH MARBLE. 

the trough farthest from you, and working down and up closely 
all over, taking care not to go twice over the same place, or 
you -wiU produce rings by the falling of one spot upon another^ 
which is considered objectiona.ble (we do not mean to say 
that it can be avoided altogether, but to a certain extent it 
can). Ton now take up the papei- by the two opposite corners, 
and, holding it as neaily upright as possible, yet with a 
degree of ease and looseness only to be attained by practice, 
you let the corner in your right hand gently touch the colom-
in the trough, while at the same time you shake or move it 
to and fro with a regular motion, letting the other part of the 
sheet gradually descend with the left hand tiU it all lies flat 
upon the surface of the solution. On taking it out, you wiU 
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find it shaded in stripes; but practice wiU be required before 
you •wiU be able to produce it with certainty and regularity. 
Treat book edges in the same way. 

'-'Wii 
"1 

i^Lf^l 

FIG. 98.—NONPAREIL MARBLE, 

Nonpareil Marble.—The process for producing this pattern 
(Pig. 98) is precisely the same in every respect as the preceding 
one, up to the point of raking it -with the peg-frame, Tou then 
take your comb, which is a much larger one, draw it through 
yotu- colour, from left to right, then immediately reverse it, 
and draw it back again, from right to left, and you will have the 
desired effect. 

FIG. 99.—ANTIQUE MARBLR 

Antique Marble.—To make the pattern sho-wn at Fig. 99 
throw on the first three colours (red, black, and yellow), 
rake it once up and do-wn -with your peg-frame, and then 
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proceed to throw on your green; foUow with the pink spots, 
and, lastly, beat or knock on the small white spots. Some 
antique patterns are made -with a blue or some other coloured 
spot, in lieu of the pink; but the process is the same as the one 
we have just described. 

FIG. 100.—ZEBRA MARBLE, 

Zebra Marble.—This pattern (Fig. 100) is done with colours 
prepared the same as for ordinary NonpareU. When yon have 
put on the four colours, viz., red, black, yeUow, and blue, you 
rake it the same as for NonpareU, after which you throw on the 

FIG. 101.—WAVE MARBLE 

spot and lay on your paper, shading the same as for Spanish. 
Sometimes it is made -without shading, and thus passes for 
another pattern. 

Wave Marble.—^In this pattern (Fig. 100) the colours are 
dra-wn into a kind of undulating form, in which the points 
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of the rows meet each other. The colours are prepared in thfe 
same manner as for the NonpareU patterns. The red, yellow, 
blue, and green are thro-wn on, over which is beaten or knocked 
the small white, but not too abundantly. Tou now require a kind 
of double rake or frame, -with teeth of stout wire, about Sin. 
or 4in. apart, and let the teeth of the hinder ones be so adjusted 
as to be exactly in the centre of the spaces left open by the first 
ones; the second, or hindermost, row of teeth must be lin, or 
liin, behind the former. The two should be firmly fixed 
together, forming but one instrument; draw this through your 
colour as you would a comb, from left to right, but with an 

, undulating or seesaw motion, just sufficient to make the top of 

FIG. 102.—DUTCH MARBLE. 

the hindermost wave catch or touch the bottom of the foremost' 
one, by which means it wUl produce an uniform appearance aU 
over the sheet, something in the form of diamonds or squares. 
There are some other patterns of a similar kind, but made 
without the small white spots, and the same design is some
times worked upon a French marble; but these require no addi
tional explanation. 

Dutch Marble.—This is one of the oldest, and, at the same 
time, one of the most difficult patterns (Figs. 102 and 103), 
and is performed by a process very different from any of the 
preceding. If you examine a sheet attentively, you wUl 
perceive that the colours are not scattered here and there in 
an indiscriminate manner, but foUow each other in a kind of 
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regular succession' in a diagonal direction across the sheet, 
the red being the preponderating colour. 

In order to do this weU, your colours must be particularly weU 
ground and of the first quality, and they ought to be mixed 
a few days before using, 

Tou will require a number of little tins or pots, IJin, wide 
and about the same or 2in. in depth. Tou -will also require two 
frames the size of the paper you intend using, with wooden 
pegs in them, slightly tapering, about Jin, in thickness, and 
fixed about Efin. apart, at regular distances over the whole 
extent of the space required. Tour colours wiU be all the 
better for this class of work by the addition of a little spirits 

- ^i ^^^^^^B 
FIG. 103.—DUTCH MARBLE, 

of wine ; with this exception, the colours will not require any 
different treatment from the Nonpareil. 

Mix each of your colours in a large jug having a spout,. so 
that you may be able to pour them out of that into the small 
tins before mentioned. The colours required will be red, yellow, 
green, blue, and white. The two frames of pegs must be 
made exactly alike, so that if the pegs iii one frame make an 
impression in a sheet of paper, the pegs in the other fit exactly 
in the sames pots. 

Having mixed tho colours in your large pots, and tried them 
by dropping a little of each on the solution in the trough, you 
proceed to fill as many of your little pots of colour as you 
may require, and arrange them in the following order, about Sin. 
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apart, so that the pegs in the above-mentioned frames may drop 
into the centre of each pot, and, when lifted out (which. will 
require to be done with great caution), will convey one large 
drop of colour on each peg, -with which you gently and evenly 
touch the surface of the size, taking care that you do not put 
them too deep, but, at the same time, being quite sure that 
they all .do touch. 

The tins or pots of colour must be an-anged as in the 
foUowing diagram, about Sin, apart: 

G 
T 
G 
T 
G 

T 
B 
T 
B 
T 

G 
T 
G 
T 
G 

T 
B 
T 
B 
T 

G 
T 
G 
T 
G 

T 
B 
T 
B 
T 

G 
T 
G 
T 
G 

I have put only the initial letters of the colours to be in 
•this lot of pots, G standing for green, T for yellow, and B 
for blue, Tou must now fiU the same number of tins or pots 
with white, which must be composed of pipeclay ground and 
prepared as the other colours, and ai-range them in precisely 
the same manner, using the second or dupUcate frame of pegs 
to them. 

Having arranged aU these, you now commence operations by 
first skimming your size (which must consist of gum tragacanth 
alone), then well cover the whole surface with red, which you 
must throw on plentifully -with a brush ; you then lift carefully 
your fii'st frame, consisting of the three colours, giving it a slight 
rotary motion, so as to stir the colours, which soon settle, but 
stiU not so violently as to upset them. Let one drop from each 
touch the surface of the size upon the red, abeady thrown on, 
then quickly take the one with the white and drop that just 
in the centre of the spots you have already placed on the 
trough, Tou next take a rounded piece of tapering wood (a 
brush handle is as good a thing as any), and pass it up and down 
through the colours as they are now disposed on your trough, 
from front to back, at regular distances, tiU you have gone 
aU over the whole extent of the trough. Then pass your comb 
through it, from left to right, and lay on your paper. 

As soon. as you have hung it up, pour over it, from a jug 
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with a spout, about a pint of clear water, to wash off all the 
superfluous loose colour and gum, and make it look clean and 
bright, which it wiU not do without this washing, as the body 
of colour is so much greater than in other pattei-ns. When 
dry, it will require sizing before it can be glazed. 

When curls are required, you must have a third frame, 
with as many pegs as you require curls in the sheet of paper, 

.The marbled or sprinkled book has next to have its edges 
" burnished," This is effected by screwing up each end of the 
book alternately in the laying-press between backing-boards, 
and rubbing the burnisher forcibly up and do-svn it. Then the 
fore edge is done. For this the back need not be knocked up 
flat, but the fore edge is left curved. Some binders leave the 
burnishing until after the books are finished, but we regard 
the present as the best time. The book can afterwards be 
"capped," or have its edges enveloped in paper if considered 
desirable or prudent to protect them. 

We have now gone through the processes for producing the 
different denominations of marbles for edges or paper very 
exhaustively, and in such detaU that no one can mistake the 
stage of any process. 



CHAPTER XIV. 

HEADBANDS AND REGISTERS. 

T H E headband is an ornamental appendage, formed in thread 
and silk of various colours, which is placed at the back 
of a -book at the head and tail. Besides its ornamental 
appearance, it serves to support that ' part of the cover 
projecting above the back of the book in consequence of the 
square of the boards. This part of the leather is upheld level 
with the square of the board by the headband, which gives a 
much more finished appearance to a volume. Thus it wiU be, 
seen that the headband must equal in size the amount allowed 
for the square of a board. For common work, the headband 
used to be made of paper well rolled between two boards and 
slightly pasted to hold the paper firm; but for extra work, and 
for volumes requiring greater dui-ability, it is made of thin 
board and parchment pasted together and cut into strips of the 
breadth required. These flat headbands produce a much better 
effect than round ones. There are two kinds of headbands, viz., 
single and double. For ordinary work, cloth pasted round cord 
or- common thread is used; for extra, silk, and even gold and 
silver thread. If the volume is smaU, it is placed, 'with the 
boards closed and drawn down even with the edges, between the 
knees; or, if larger, placed at the end of the laying-press, with 
the fore edge projecting towards the body of the workman. 

Single Eeadband.—Ttike two lengths of thread or sUk, of 
different colours, threading one in a long needle, and tying the 
ends of the two together. Supposing red and white to have 
been taken, and the white is attached to the needle, it is placed 
in the volume five or six leaves from the left side, and forced out 
on the back immediately under the kettle-stitch of the sewing, 
and the thread dra-wn until it is stopped by the knot, which will 
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be hidden in the sheet. The needle is then passed a second time 
in or near the same place; and, after placing the prepared band 
under the curl thus made, the thread is drawn tight so as to 
hold it firm. Before placing the band, it must be bent with the 
fingers to the curve of the back of the book. The red thread is 
now taken with the right hand, and brought from the left to the 
right, crossed above the whi-te thread, passed under the band, 
and brought round to the front again, and fastened by the white 
thread being passed over it in the same way. Take care that 
the bead formed by these crossings touches the edge of the 
volume. In thus alternately repeating the opei-ation, crossing 
the tied threads and passing each time under the band, which is 
thereby covered, you must occasionally fasten it to the book by 
insei-ting the needle as before directed once in as many places 
as the thickness of the book may require, and gi-ving it a double 
tack on the right side on completing the band, fastening it on 
the back •with a knot. These fastenings give firmness to the 
headband, and keep it to the exact curve of the back. The two 
projecting sides of the bands must be cut off near the silk, 
giving the band a slight inclination upwards to prevent the work 
sHpping off before covering. 

Double Eeadband.—This headband is made of silk of various 
colours, and differs from the single both in being composed of 
two bands, a large one and a small one, and in the manner of 
passing the silk. I t is commenced in the same way as the single, 
but when the bands are fastened, the smaller above the larger, 
the red silk is taken with the right hand and passed above the 
white, under the bottom or larger band, brought out under the 
upper or small one, carried over it, brought out again over the 
large band, and the bead formed as before directed near the edge 
of the book. The white silk is then passed in the same way, 
and so on alternately tUl the whole is completed. 

If the amateur be desirous of accomplishing the foregoing 
well, he is earnestly ad^nsed to take an old book with a worked 
headband, and, by dissecting it, observe the manner in which it 
has been worked. The binder of the present day, however, 
rarely works his own headbands, unless it is for some particu-
huly important job. He can purchase of the material dealers 
headbands very perfectly worked by machinery, in either silk or 

i 2 
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cotton, on a sHp of fine canvas. These need simply to be cut off 
•to the breadth of the book and glued on the back at the head 
and tail, when their appearance is as good as that of the worked 
headband. 

Registers.—Registers are narrow ribbons aflixed to a book to 
enable the reader to keep his place. When they are very narrow 
it may suffice simply to place them in the book when the binding 
is completed; but broad ribbons, as for Church Services, Bibles, 
&c., should have one end glued to the back at the head before 
the headbands are fixed. Some broad registers have gold fringe 
at the bottom. Registers are usually deep blue in colour. The 
loose ends should be tui-ned back in the leaves to protect them 
•while the binding is progressing. 

• . t?T«»Hl i 



CHAPTEE XV. 

LINING THE BACK, 

THEEB are two methods of deaHng with the back of a book 
before covering: it may be either what is called " t igh t" 
or " open," In the first, one or two thicknesses of paper are 
glued to the back, and when the book is covered with leather, 
the leather wliich falls on the back is pasted to this paper. 
The result, of com-se, is that, in this case, the leather has to 
take any form that the back itself does. Thus, for instance, 
when the book is open the back rises up, as at B, Fig. 104, In 
the "hollow," or "open," back, some slips of paper are glued 

A* 

FIG. 104.—LOOSE BACK. 

to the back, over -which are placed others free from the back. 
When the book is covered, part of the leather is turned m 
between these, so that the covering of the back only adheres 
to the loose paper. The consequence is that, when the book is 
opened, the real back files up; but the loose back, to which the 
leather cover is attached, retains its shape. This is shown at 
Pig, 104, where a loose-backed book is sho-wn open, B is the back 
of the book, which has naturaUy sprung up; A is the outer part 
of the lining, with the leather attached, which, being detached 
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from the actual book, keeps its regular shape. Each method 
has its advantages. The " t ight" back is undoubtedly the more, 
antique and the stronger system, AU old books have tight 
backs, so have most smaU Church Ser-vices of the present day 
(of which more anon) and large pulpit Bibles, But the hollow 
back opens better, and the " finishing " is less liable to damage; 
and, in short, this kind of back is almost universal at the 
present day. 

Before Hning the back, the headband should be set. This is 
done by means of glue. If the headband be worked, it is glued 
over both at head and tail, and then, by the aid of a folder, the 
headband is made to take the same curve as the back of the 
book. This is accomplished by holding the book, with its back 
downwards, oh the cheek of the press, in the left hand, whUe 
with a pointed folder, held in the right hand, the bead of the 
headband is rubbed do-wn and manipulated to make it of good 
shape. The silk or cambric at the back is then rubbed down as 
closely as possible, and the book allowed to dry. 

In Hning a tight back, the book is screwed up in the laying-
press, back projecting; the back of the book is carefully glued 
over with glue of tolerable thickness, A piece of smooth brown 
paper is now taken, which has one edge cut quite straight. 
This straight edge is applied to the left side of the back, the 
paper put do-wn on the glued surface, and then weU rubbed down 
to the back with a stout bone folder and the palm of the hand. 
I t is then out off straight with a shai-p knife at the right side 
of the back. I t is well to glue this brown paper over, and apply 
a second piece; or, stiU better, a thickness of stout smooth 
cartridge paper. The paper should be long enough to project 
a little over the headbands at head and tail. 

For hoUow backs the proceedings differ somewhat. The first 
thickness of brown paper is glued on, as described. This is 
next glued over, and another piece put above it, but not quite up 
to the edge of the back on the left-hand side. This stage of the 
Hning is represented at Fig. 105, where A shows the glued 
portion of the first thickness of the paper, not covered by the 
second thickness (B). The second thickness is i-ubbed weU down 
-with the hand and the thick folding-stick; then it is creased 
or folded straight along the right-hand side of the book at B, 
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and the surplus portion, C, is brought over to the left hand, 
where it adheres to the glued part, and.again folded do-wn. 
When this is done, the smaU amount of glued space left at A 
will be found enough to hold this fresh fold of the paper down. 
This being done, the top of this last fold of paper is again 
glued and folded over from left to right, and then cut off 
level by folding it back and running a sharp knife along the 
fold. 

This style of lining up is technically kno-tm as " two on and 
two off," because, as wiU be understood from the preceding 
description, there wiU be two thicknesses of paper glued to 
the back of the book, and two others semi-detached from it, 
being only connected at each edge, so that, when the opened 

B C 
FIG. 105.—LINING-UP. 

book is viewed from the head or taU, it will present the appear
ance shown at Pig. 104, where A is the loose thickness of the 
lining paper, and B that which adheres to the book and as
sumes its shape. 

For thin books, one thickness on the back and two on the 
hoUow -wiU be sufficient. Thick or large books may have more 
paper applied, in proportion to their size. Overcast books 
should be rather strongly lined to reUeve the strain. Good 
paper should be used for this important operation. Flabby 
brown paper, -with a HabiHty to stretch, is quite tmsuited. 
Old -writing, account-book, or copy-book paper is fairly suit
able; tough smooth brown paper is better; and good quaHty 
cartridge is best of aU. 
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When the Hning is dry, thp overplus paper at the head and 
tail should be cut off with the scissors level with the top of the 
headband. With a sharp penknife inserted into the hoUow of 
the back, each side should be cut down for a couple of inches 
at the head and taU, so as to allow the leather to be tm-ned 
in when covering. 

If the book is to have bands, these should now be placed. 
Bands are those projections on the back of a well-bound book 
which represent the projection of the actual band upon which 
antique books were bound. Some binders use string or cord 
for these, but they generally consist of two or three thick-

I I 

FIG. 106.—BANDS, 

nesses of leather glued together and dried under pressure, 
then cut into slips one-eighth of an inch or less wide, with a 
sharp knife and the cutting-board. A single thickness of stout 
morocco \-wiU generally be sufficient, A piece of thin white 
paper is usuaUy glued inside the leather, whether it be of a 
single thickness or made of several. Of course, the larger the 
book the wider the band. The book is now placed in the press 
and marked up. The general number of bands is five, and they 
are placed equidistant, rather more space being aUowed at the 
taU than at the head of the book. Pig, 106 shows a smaU sketch 
of aback so marked and proportioned. The inside (paper side) 

file:///-wiU
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of the leather band is then glued, and it is applied to the back 
of the book, just under the holes made with the compasses in 
marking up. Any superfiuous glue that may squeeze out from 
under the band must be carefully wiped off; for if the book be 
covered with delicate calf, all spots or smears of glue, either 

FIG. 107.—CUTTING O F F BANDS, 

upon the back or sides, wiU inevitably cause iU-looking stains 
upon the leather when it is covered. When the bands are quite 
dry, their ends must be cut off -with a sharp knife at a bevel, 
as shown by the arrows in Fig, 107. 

/ 

FIG. 103.—CUTTING CORNERS OF BOARDS. 

I t may be mentioned here also that it is well, at this point, 
to cut off a small piece of the boards from the inside corner 
at the back, at head and tail, as at Fig, 108. This should be 
cut slanting, so that only the inside is cut away. This, Hke 
sloping off' the sharp ends of the bands, is done in order that 
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those sharp comers should not penetrate the soft damp leathenr 
when the book is covered. 

For roan and morocco backs the whole of the back may now 
be Hghtly glued over. I t -wUl not .stain or show through these 
leathers, and •wiU much aid in their proper adhesion, a thing 
which their thickness and unpliabUity render much more difficult 
than with calf. 

•»»••«»«• 



CHAPTER XVI. 

COVERING. 

THE materials of the cover vary widely, and comprise most 
kinds of leather, parchment, veUum, bookbinders' cloth, velvet, 
needlework, wood, and imitations of different kinds, such as 
leatherette and feltine. 

Amongst the leather we have various kinds of morocco, goat
skin, or imitation morocco, such as "levant," calf of different 
kinds, and imitation caKs, roan, sheep, and occasionaUy russia— 
never hogskin. 

FIG. 109.—BOOK PLACED ON LEATHER. 

Whole-binding.—If the book is to be entirely covered with 
leather, the skin, whether of calf or morocco, is laid down upon 
a large smooth board, with the " flesh" or rough side upwards. 
Then the book is grasped by the fore edge of the leaves with 
the left hand, the millboard hanging loose, and lowered do-wn 
on the leather, so that the book rests on it and the boards lie 
on it flat (Fig. 109). The leather can now be cut -with a sharp-
pointed knife round the book, aUo-wing enough all round to turn 
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in, which may be about fin. for an octavo, and less or more 
for. smaUer or larger books. Next, the exact size of the book 
may be marked on the leather -with a soft blacklead pencil. 
Some binders keep paper or millboard patterns for the covers 

. of all sizes of books, and cut out by these. The edges of the 
leather must now be " pared," " skived," or shaved do-wn aU 
round, so that they wiU cause no unsightly protuberances when 
the leather is pasted on. The part between the pencil marks 
and the edge is the portion to be pared. The operation is 
performed with a long sharp knife, on a marble slab, a bit of 
lithographic stone, or a piece of plate glass. Tke French 
paring knives, sold by Messrs, Eadie, of Great Queen-street, 
Lincoln's Inn (whose name we have pre-viously mentioned), 
are by far the best in the market. 

The leather is laid on the slab •with the grain side do"wnwards, 
and drawn tight by the fingers and thumb of the left hand; 
while the blade of the knife is laid almost flat upon the edge of 
the leather, and gradually pushed forward by •the right' hand. 
More or less leather •will be removed according to the angle at 
which the knife is held, and if it be held too upright it -sriU go 
through the leather before the edge is reached, and make bad 
work. In setting the knife upon the oilstone, the " burr " should 
be left on the side which is to go towards the leather in paring; 
for, if the burr be on the other side, the knife wiU slip off the 
leather or not cut. What is especiaUy necessary, when some skiU 
is attained, is to take off a level shaving of the right thickness, 
and not to leave a series of ridges on the leather by uneven 
cutting. 

To overcome some of the difficulty which morocco and roan 
present in paring, it is the usual practice to damp the edges 
of the cover for a little way in, -with a sponge and water. The 
same plan is occasionally practised with rough calf, that is to 
say, calf which is dressed inside out, so that, when the book is 
covered, the " flesh " side is placed outwards. This is usually 
a " stationery" binding on account books, but occasionaUy 
law books or books of reference are bound in "rough" calf. 
Great care must be taken in paring the back, both at the head 
and tail, or when turned in the effect will be bad. I t requires 
great practice to pare leatber properly. 
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If the cover be of morocco, it should now be weU wetted with 
a sponge and grained up either -with the hand or a piece of cork. 
The leather is then folded together, and rubbed in aU directions 
•with the cork until the " grain" is sufficiently developed, when 
the cover is pasted over on the flesh side with thin paste and 
hung up to dry. For " straight grain," the leatker should only 
be rubbed one way. Where it is desired to have the morocco 
quite smooth, to imitate some antique book, the leather shoidd be 
soaked -with water, and the grain quite roUed out •with a roUing-
pin, used with good pressure; or, if the cover be small, it may be 
beaten out by the careful use of the backing-hammer. Russia 
also should be moistened and well rolled^ with the rolling-pin. 

The cover (if of morocco) should now be well pasted with good 
thick paste, made as before directed, applied with a small brush 
(what painters call a " sash tool" is best). The paste should be 
spread evenly, and no more should be left on than is required to 
make the cover adhere to the book. Any lumps or haii's from 

• the brush should be carefully removed. The cover is then laid 
on a clean millboard on the bench, fore edge to the operator, 
and pasted surface upwards, the squares at the book's head and 
taU carefuUy adjusted, a slight touch of paste appHed with the 
finger to each band, and then lowered down upon the cover, as 
at Pig. 109, in suoh a position that the back of the volume which 
is farthest from the workman will be in the middle (see B). 
The far part (A) is then bjrought over the board which is upper
most, and fastened at the fore edge. The square portion (C) 
is then treated in a similar manner. Care must be taken during 
this manipulation that the squares are not disarranged. The 
volume is now placed on its fore edge, and the leather tightly 
strained over the back with the hands and rubbed smooth with 
the folder. The leather is then altei-nately raised from each side 
board, dra^wn as tightly as it can be, turned in again at the fore 
edges, and smoothed dô wn well on the sides and back -with the 
hand and the folder. In manipulating morocco covers, care 
must be taken at every stage not to mark the covers with the 
folder. The bands (if any) should now be pinched sHghtly -with 
a pair of band-nippers,- The cover at the head and tail of 
the book must at this stage be turned in; to do so, take it 
by the fore edge, and place it upright on the bench with the 
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boards slightly extended, and with the hands, one on each side, 
sHghtly .pushing back the board close to the headband, and 
folding the cover over and into the back -with the thumbs, 
drawing in so tightly that no wrinkle or fold is seen. If the 
back is an open one, the loose p^rt of the fold previously made 
must be covered over with the leather, in the same way as the 
boards. The leather on both boards being turned in along the 
fore edge, and the edges rubbed weU down and square, the 

- parts of the cover are next bi'ought together at the comers, 
puUed up almost perpendicularly with the board, pinched 
together, and nearly aU above the angle of the comer cut off 
with the shears. The portion on the side is then turned-down 
(Fig. 110), and the other, on the fore edge, wrapped a Httle over 

' l lSiii iSWiii" 

FIG. 110.—TURNING IN CORNEB. 

it, the corner being set by the aid of the thumb-nail, and folded 
as neatly as possible, and so that no raw edge of the cover is 
visible. The folder should also be weU rubbed in the joints to 
make the cover adhere to those parts where the back is Hkely to 
hold the leather off. If any derangement of the squares has 
taken place, it must now be rectified. The headband must next 
be set; this is an important operation, upon which much of the 
beauty of the work depends. I t is usual to tie a piece of fine 
twine round the book between the back and the boards before 
the headband is set. This cord rests in the places where 
the iimer coi-ners of the bands at head and tail are cut off 
(Fig. I l l ) , and should be tied in a knot. 
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With a small smooth folder, one end a little pointed, the 
double fold of the leather at head must be rubbed, to make it 
adhere; and if the boards have been cut at the comers, the hand 
must be applied thereon, and headband forced close to the 
leather and made even on the back with the fingers, while a neat 
cap is formed of the projecting part on the top of it. The 
folder is then appHed again to the edges of the boards, to ensure 
their square appearance. The cap of the headband should 
be exactly level with the boards, and yet cover the headband 
neatly and completely. The grain of the morocco should be 
nowhere mai-ked or obHterated, The perfection of covering in 

FiQ. Ill ,—TYING U P . 

morocco is to have all the edges of the boards sharp and square, 
•without the grain of the leather being anywhere destroyed. 

In some cases, when the leather is unusually thick or untract-
able, some binders " tie up " the bands, to ensure the adhesion of 
the cover to the back, in the manner following. A pair of back
ing-boards are placed on each side of the book at the fore edge 
in such manner that they project sHghtly over it, and are then 
secured by a cord with a sHp-knot (see Fig, 112). Another knot 
of the same kind is made at the end of a longer piece of cord, 
and the loop is placed crossways around one of the end bands. 
It is then drawn in a slanting direction over the backing-board 
at the fore edge, and drawn tight; next passed round the other 
band, then over the fore edge again, and so on with the other 
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bands. This is roughly shown at Fig, 112, whence it •wUl be 
seen that the cord, which should be kept fairly tight, presses, 
dô wn on each side of each band and drives the leather home 
there, whUe the backing-boards prevent the cord leaving any 
impression on the edge of the boards a;t the fore edge. Th s 
cord is left on all night until the cover is di-y. 

\ 

^ \ 

V / 

i^ 

FIG. 112.—TYING UP BAUDS. 

Ealf-hinding.—The same general directions as given for whole 
binding are applicable to half-binding. The corners are put on 
first, and aftei-wards the backs. With calf, the comers are 
first roUed up in the backs, flesh side out, tied tightly round 
with a strip of pai-ing, and thi-own into a paU of water. When 
they are sufficiently soaked, the water is squeezed out, and 

FIG. 113.—CUTTING OUT CORNERS. 

they are then untied and smoothed out well •with the hands 
on a, flat board, ready for pasting. The shape of the comers 
is shown in Fig, 113, As mentioned in the covering of whole-
bound books, great care should be given to turning in the 
comers neatly. The comer should be put on sHghtly aside, 
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80 that when the side of it is turned over, there is a sUght 
double of the leather at the extreme point, as at A, Fig. 114. 
Now when the top fold, B, is turned down, it is easy to see 
that the comer at the extreme angle wUl be a double or fold 
of the pared leather instead of a raw edge, and, therefore, 
much more durable. 

FIG. 114.—TURNING IN CORNER, 

, AU calf books, whether whole or half bound, •wUI require a 
smaU piece of morocco leather affixed to the back, to receive the 
lettering. The oaK itself, when properly prepared, -wiU form a 
surface sufficiently good to receive, and retain, a fairly perfect 

FIG, 115.—MARKING OFF. 

impression, in gold, of the ordinary ornamental flnishing tools; 
but good impressions of the letters cannot be depended upon, 
especially if smaU, When the back of the book is provided 
with five bands, the lettering generally occupies the space from 
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the first to the second, as in Fig. 115 at A, Occasionally 
there is a subsidiary lettering of the volunies, author's name, 
&c. This is sometimes placed on the single space just spoken 
of, sometimes on the space between the second and third 
band, as at B (Fig. 115), or more frequently between the 
fourth and fifth, as at C. Where the back is not provided 
with bands,. the space should be divided off by the compasses, 
and the places where the bands would be, and where the 
fillet will be worked across, should be well and distinctly 
creased with the edge of a sharp- folder, so as to leave a 

. clearly perceptible channel, A single mark should be also 
made at the head, and a double one at the tail, as at Pig. 115. 

A piece of smooth morocco, which has no grain, or from 
which the grain has been entirely removed by wetting the 
leather and rolling it with a rolling-pin on a marble slab, or 
smooth board, or glass, or by rubbing it weU with a blunt folder, 

FIG. 116.—SHAPE OF SIDE. 

is selected, A sHp of the width between the bands is now set off 
•with the compass, and cut off -with a sharp-pointed knife on the 
cutting-board. Bach edge of this is pared very carefuUy,-and 
pieces are accurately cut off the slip of the -width necessary, for 
the various volumes. Bach of these has now. its other two edges 
carefuUy pared. The lettering pieces are then well pasted over 
with good thick paste, stuck on the proper place, and well beaten 
and rubbed down -with the folder. Scarlet, bright green, or 
purple, and occasionally blue, are the colours usuaUy chosen for 
lettering pieces. Where there are two, they are generaUy of 
different colours. 

Half-bound books have their sides covered with cloth or 
marbled paper, the first being the more substantial. Either 
is folded and cut to the shape of Fig. 116, so as to aUow enough 
to turn over, and to permit sufficient of the corner to show 
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The comer space must be of the same size on both sides. The 
cloth sides are glued as previously described; the marbled 
paper sides are pasted with thin paste. Both should be care
fully rubbed down, and made nicely square and sharp over the 
edges of the board with the folder. 

The cloth is usuaUy selected to match the leather in colour 
and (if morocco) in grain ,as far as possible. Some binders 
think that the sides of half calf should contrast, but this is not 
good taste. Marbled paper should hiatoh the end-papers and 
edges. The hew leatherette, feltine, &o., may at times be used 
advantageously. 

Cloth Binding.—The covers are cut out, like the leather ones, 
a Httle larger than the size of the book, to allow for tui-ning 
in. They are then each rolled up with the hand the contrary 
way to what they have been' in the roll. This is to take the 
curvature out of them, and make them lie flat. Bach one is now 
laid, right side down, upon the glueing-board, and is lightly but 
completely glued over. To make a good job of this, it is in
dispensable that the glue should be in good condition. In the 
first place, it should be thoroughly melted, and so thin that 
it -will run easily from the brush when the latter is raised from 
the glue-pot. But it may be all this, and still be stripy and 
eoummy when appHed, as the grain of the cloth offers some 
•obstacle to complete distribution. To " cut up " the glue, there
fore, it is best to take the glue-brush (which should be a good 
sized one) out of the pot while filled with glue, dab it down on 
a piece of waste brown paper, and, with the handle between the 
open palms of both hands, give the brush a rapid rotary motion, 
while held upright, for a few minutes. The brush is then 
replaced in the pot and the same motion imparted to it. In a 
few minutes the glue-pot will be filled with froth. The glue 
is now well " cut up,'' and, if the cloth be rapidly but perfectly 
glued over, there will be no streakiness, but the whole surface 
•will look, as it were, frothy, as did the glue in the pot. 

The bookis now laid upon the glued cloth, and the manipula
tion of covering proceeded with, much the same as the covering 
of a whole-bound book in leather. The cloth must be weU 
rubbed down, so as to thcroughly adhere both to the back and 
boards, and the edges of the boards must be made nicely square. 

K 2 
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,The joiiits should also receive particular attention, but great 
care should be taken not to mark the cloth with the folder, nor 
damage the graiii more than possible. If necessary, through 

, the glue getting too cold to work, the book may be held to 
the fire for a few seconds, when the glue will again become 
fluid, . 

The "forwarding " of the book is now practically finished, and 
it is ready for the finisher. Some binders paste down the end
papers now, while others prefer to leave that operation until the 
book has been finished. Whenever the former plan is carried 
out, it is best to cut a slight shaving only from aU round the 
outside loose end-paper -with the knife and cutting-board, as 
this obviates any unsightly projection of the end-paper inside 
the board, caused by the stretching of the end-paper from the 
damping -with the paste. The board of the book is laid back, 
and the end-paper pasted over -with thin paste by the brush, 
and the board lowered upon it, when it -will adhere. The board 
is then again raised, and the end-paper rubbed down with the 
hand and folding-stick, the latter being es)oeoiaUy applied -with 
great; care at the joints. This is very necessary, or the paper 
may not properly "go home" and adhere here, and, if it should 
not, an unsightly protuberance of loose paper at the joint -will 
be the result, which is generally termed a " pencil case," and is 
a clear mark of bad bookbinding. 

Flexible Binding.—The kind of work thus denominated con
cerns those books which, as before explained, are sewn upon the 
bands -without any saw-kerfs being made in them, so that the 
bands or cords stand up from the back, as in old books. This 
kind of work is not Hned up, and the leather is attached directly 
upon the backs of the sections themselves; but a piece of fine 
linen is glued over the headband and well rubbed down, the 
surplus being cut off when dry. The bands are damped, and 
then knocked up perfectly straight and square with the end of 
a cutting-board or a blunt chisel. If there are any saw-kerfs in 
the back from former binding, pieces of unt-wisted cord are 
pasted and carefully worked in. These are aU well smoothed 
when dry, and no means should be neglected to make the 
back perfectly level, as any inequaUties wiU show through the 
leather when the book is covered. 
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In the style caUed " flexible, not to show," a piece of stiff 
muslin, called "muU," is glued on the back first, and th^n one 
piece of paper. For the hoUow, three, four, or even five pieces 
are glued one on the other to gain firmness, whilst the book 
itself wiU appear as if it had a flexible back. 



CHAPTER XVII. 

SiCARBLING AND COLOURING LEATHER. 

THIS part of bookbinding is a matter of some importance,, 
especially as tree-marbled calf patterns have again recently 
revived in popularity. We wUl first speak of the preparation 
of the colours and solutions necessai-y. 

Binders differ much amongst themselves in the formulaa they 
prefer; but the following, mainly those given by John Hannett, 
in his " Bibliopegia," may be relied upon. All Lho woods and 
other ingredients named should be reduced to powder or small 
pieces before being used. 

Black.—1. Dissolve Jib, green copperas in a couple of quarts 
of water. The oxide contained in the sulphate of iron -will com
bine with the tannin of the leather and produce a good ^black. 
2. Boil in a cast-iron pot a quart of vinegar with a quantity of 
rusty nails or steel fiHngs till reduced one-third, taking off the 
soum as it rises to the top. This liquid improves with age. 
To keep up the quantity, boil with more -vinegar. 

Brown.-—1. Half-pound of good Dantzig or American potash 
dissolved in one quart of rain-water, and preserved in a bottle, 
weU corked. 2. Salts or oU of tartar in the same proportion as 
above. 3, A beautiful brown may be procured from the green 
shells of walnuts. To prepare this, a quantity of the green 
sheUs, when the nuts are gathered, must be pounded in a mortar, 
to extract the juice, and then put into a vessel capable of 
holding a sufiicient quantity of water. The water being put 
in, the whole should be frequently stirred, and left to soak 
with the vessel covered. Afterwards, the Hquid must be passed 
through a sieve, the juice well expressed, and bottled, with some 
common salt, for use. This liquid, after fermentation, will pro-
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duce the best effects for the uniform tints, as it tends to soften 
the leather, and will not corrode. 

Blue.—1. It is usual with many binders to use " Scott's Liquid 
Blue," but it is well to know the composition of the colour.' 
Perhaps the best and most simple one is that given by 
Poei-ner, which is as follows: In 4oz. of sulphuric acid of 66deg. 
mix gradually loz, of finely-powdered indigo, so as to form a 
kind of pulp. Place the vessel in another containing boiHng 
water for some 'hours, and leave it to cool; afterwards put' in 
a smaU portion of good potash, dry and finely powdered, stirring 
the whole weU, and letting it rest for twenty-four hours, when 
bottle, and use as required. This colour wiU appear nearly 
black, but may be made any shade by adding water to it. 
If any portion remains after being dUuted, it must be put into 
a separate bottle, as if mixed with the first preparation the 
whole would be deteriorated, 2. A readier blue may be pre
pared by mixing loz. of powdered indigo -with 2oz, of oil of 
-vdtriol (sulphuric acid), and letting it stand for twenty-foui 
houi-s, and then adding 12oz. of pure water. 
, Purple.—Boil half a pint of archU, or logwood, with vinegar 
and water, of each half a pint. 

Lilac.—Same as the purple, -with the addition of about two 
tablespoonf uls of potash. 

Violet.—Half-pound of logwood chips and loz. of Brazil dust, 
boUed over a good fire in four pints of water, until reduced one-
haK, and left to clear. Then throw in loz. of powdered alum 
and 2gr. of cream of tartar, and boil again till dissolved. This 
Hquid must be used warm. 

Fawn.—In two pints of water boil loz. of tan and a like 
portion of nutgalls, till reduced to a pint. 

Yellow.—1. To loz. of good caked saffron, turmeric, or French 
berries, add a portion of spirits of -wine or hydrochloric acid, 
and leave the mixtui-e to macerate. This Hquid is used cold, 
and may be varied to any shade by adding water as required. 
2. In two pints of water put 8oz. of French berries, and boU tUl 
reduced one-half; then pass it through a sieve or fine cotton, 
add a small quantity of powdered alum, and again boil, using it 
warm. 

Orange.—In a pint and a half of potash liquid boU ilb. of 
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fustic chips tiU reduced one-half; then put in loz. of good 
annatto, weU beaten, and, after boUing, a smaU portion of alum, 
and use warm. 

Green.—1. Liquid blue and yeUow, mixed, will best suit for 
general purposes. 2. Dissolve in a bottle loz. of verdigris 
in loz. of best white -wine vinegar, and place the whole before a 
fire for four or five days, frequently shaking the bottle. 

Red.—There are three sorts of red, -viz., common, fine, and 
scarlet. Common : 1. In a tin kettle, boil '^Ib. of BrazU wood, 
8gr. of nutgaUs, both powdered, and three pints of water, tUl 
the whole is reduced one-third. Then add powdered alum and 
sal ammoniac, of each loz,, and, when dissolved, strain through 
a, sieve. This liquid must always be used warm. 2. Boil Jib. of 
Brazil dust, 2oz. of powdered cochineal, and a little alum, in two 
pints of the best -vinegar, tiU a bright red is produced. Use 
warm. Fine: 1, In three pints of water boil Jib, of Brazil dust 
and aoz, of powdered nutgaUs; pass the whole through a fine 
cotton, and replace the Hquid on the fire, adding loz. of powdered 
alum and foz, of sal ammoniac; give another boU, and then 
add a portion of hydrochloric acid, according to the shade 
desired, and use warm. 2, A quicker and cheaper proceeding is 
by putting in a cup a portion of BrazU wood, and adding to it 
the hydrochloric acid, letting it stand for a quarter of an hour 
to extract the colour. Scarlet: To loz. of white nutgaUs and 
loz, of cochineal, both finely powdered, add two pints of boiling 
water. After boUing some time, add Joz. of hydrochloric acid, 
and use warm. 

Vitriol •pFaier,-^Vitriol, as sold in the pure state, should not 
be used in marbling or sprinkling, as it would corrode and 
destroy the leather. I t must be weakened at least in a propor
tion of loz, of -vitriol to 3oz. of water. 

Marbling Water.—^It is usual with many to use the water pure, 
but a few drops of potash liquid used -with it renders the marble 
more distinct. 

Glaire.—Put sprits of wine in the proportion of two drops to 
the whites of twelve eggs, and beat the whole weU together untU 
perfectly clear. 

MarbliMg.—Beiore going into detaUs of the different marbles, 
•it may be weU to give some general information. I t must be 
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borne in mind that success in many of the marbles depends 
largely upon prompt and quick execution, and therefore the 
operator should have his colours, brushes, and preparations so 
disposed that everthing is ready to his hand in the order required. 
In preparing the colours, only sufficient for the job should be 
made ready, because, as a rule, when mixed, they wUl not keep 
weU, 

The covers of the books to be marbled should be washed over 
-with paste water, to which has been added a small quantity 
of pearl-ash liquid; this should be done with a sponge, and the 
books aUowed to dry afterwards. Next, the books should be 
glaired carefully and equaUy over, and again aUowed to dry. 

The books are then placed upon the marbling-rods. These 
rods are in pairs, and slope towards the operator. The books are 
placed in them so that the boards rest extended on the rods, and 
the leaves hang between them; the taU of the book is thus lower 
than the head. In some cases the back is required to be left 
plain, and not marbled. When this is the case, a piece of wood 
grooved to the shape of the back, or even a piece of thin 
miUboard or pasteboard, curved by the fingers, is placed over 
it. To avoid the scum arising from the beating of the bi-ushes 
Over the colours, it is better to rub the ends of the bristles 
upon the palms of the hands, on which a Httle oil has been 
spread. AU these details being settled, let us begin with the 
simplest marble. 

Common Marbles.—The book being placed on the rods, thi-ow 
on the water prepared for marbling in large drops, -with a coarse 
brush, or a bunch of quills, till the drops unite; then, with a 
brush charged with the black Hquid, and beaten on the press-pin 
as directed for sprinkUng the edges, a number of fine streaks are 
produced by thro-wing the colour equaUy over the cover. After
wards, the brown Hqtud must be simUarly thro-wn over. When 
the veins are well struck into the leather, the water must be 
sponged off, and the book placed to di-y. Another plan is to 
throw on the vinegar-black, then the brown, and lastly a fine 
sprinkle of vitriol water. 

If the volume has been pre-viously coloured -with any of the 
preparations before described, and it is wished to produce a 
marble thereon, the brown must be thro-wn on first, and then the 
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black, as, without this precaution the marble would not strike, 
because of the acid which forms part of the colours. This 
observation is also appHcable to all the other designs. 

Purple Marble.—Colour the cover two or three times -with hot 
purple liquid, and, when dry, glaire. Then throw on water, and 
sprinkle -with strong -vitriol water, which will form red veins. 

Stone Marble.—After thro-wing on the water, sprinkle boldly 
-with the blaok liquid, then, -vrith a sponge charged with strong 
brown, drop the colour on the back in three or four places, so 
that it may run down each side in a broad stream, and after
wards operate -with vitriol water on the parts the brown has not 
touched. 

Green Agate.—Sprinkle black, in nine times its quantity of 
water, in large drops over the whole surface of the cover, and, 
when the drops unite, apply on the back, at regular distances, 
the green liquid, so that it may flow on the boards and uhite 
•with the blaok. 

Blue Agaie.—Proceed as above, only substituting blue in place 
of the green, weakened with water according to the shade re
quired. 

Porphyry Vein.—Throw on large drops of black dUuted in 
double the quantity of water. When the colour has struck well 
into the leather, sprinkle in the same manner bro-wn mixed 
equally with water; then apply a sprinkle of scarlet, and after
wards large spots of yellow, the liquid nearly boiHng. Whilst 
these colours are uniting, throw on weak blue, and then nitro-
muriatic acid, which, flowing together down the sides, will form 
the vein distinctly. 

Tree Marbles.—These had their origin in Germany, whence 
they passed into this country; they are great favourites, 
and, when weU executed, are very elegant. They are formed by 
bending each board down the middle, so that the water and 
colours flow from the back and fore edge to the centre of the 
board in the form of branches of trees. The name is also given 
to such as are,made to imitate the grain of wood, but those are 
rare. 

Walnut.—FoTjned. by sprinkling blaok and brown only, as for 
the common marble. 

Cedar,—After sprinkUng as for walnut, and before perfectly 
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dry, apply Hghtly a, sponge presenting large holes, dipped in 
orange, upon various places on the cover, so as to form a de
scription of clouds; aftei-wards apply the fine red, with a simUar 
sponge, evenly upon the same places, and, when dry, give the 
whole two or three coats of yellow, taking care that each pene
trates evenly into the leather. 

Mahogany.—The proceedings are nearly the same as for the 
walnut, the difference being merely in sprinkling the blaok more 
boldly, and, when perfectly dry, giving two or three uniform 
coats of red. 

Box.—In order to imitate the veins contained in box, the 
boards must be bent in five or six different places, and in diverse 
ways. After placing the books between the rods, throw on the 
water in smaU drops, and proceed as for the walnut; when 
perfectly dry, throw water again in large drops, and sprinkle on 
small spots of blue, equally dUuted "with water; and when again 
dry, and rubbed well, apply the scarlet •with a sponge, as directed 
for the cedar. Finally, when dry, give two or three coats of 
orange. 

Wainscot.—Colour with strong brown glaire, and place between 
the rods, with the boards fiat; throw on weak black in large 
spots, then bro-wn in like manner; and, lastly, sprinkle boldly 
with vitriol water. 

Sprinkles.—These are produced by paste-washing the book 
(not glairing), then putting on the rods, and sprinkling it over in 
fine spots -with any of the colours given, precisely as the edge is 
sprinkled. Plain cheap school books are often thus sprinkled 
for common work. 
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PLAIN FINISHING. 

THE materials required in finishing are paste, 'size, glaire, and 
oil. The first is the ordinary thick paste of the bookbinder, 
which should be made as ad-vised on page 61. 

The size is made with parchment or vellum cuttings, such as 
are rounded off from account-book covers. When size is re
quired, a quantity of these parchment clippings are cut up very 
smaU, put into a pipkin of glazed earthenware, covered with 
clean water, and set on the fire to boil. The pipkin should have 

. -a. tin Hd to keep out soot. After being boiled, and then allowed 
to cool, the size should be a jelly of such consistence that, if the 
pipkin be inverted, the size wUl not i-un out. The size is re
heated every time it is used. 

The glaire is made of the whites of eggs weU beaten up, as 
follows: Break a number of eggs, according to the quantity of 
glaire you requii-e, and get the whites into one vessel, -withont a 
particle of yolk. Then put in the "devil" (see Pig. 18), and, 
taking the handle between the palms of both hands, cause it to 
revolve rapidly. This -will quickly beat the glaire up into foam; 
which -wiU fiU the cup, mug, or other vessel containing it. If put 
by for a whUe, the white wiU subside from the froth, and should 
be poured out into another vessel. This is glaire, and differs 
from the ordinary white of egg, in this—that whereas the 
latter is stringy and ropey,, so that it would not lie evenly 
on any surface, the glaire is as Hmpid as water, and can be 
evenly spread on anything; hence "beating up" the glaire well 
with the devU is indispensable to the finisher's success. 

Some kind of oleaginous substance is required to be appUed 
to the leather after glairing, and immediately before the con
tact of the gold. We, and most bookbinders, prefer oHve oU, 
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but many use lard, and some say t h a t nothing equals a palm-
oU candle. 

The first step in the finishing process is to paste-wash the 
books. W e may mention that , in an ordinai-y shop, a certain 
number of books, kno-wn as a " batch," are generaUy forwarded 
together, and also finished together. There are certain advan
tages in dealing with a batch of, say, twenty books, which would 
be wanting if they were either forwarded or finished by couples. 
For the paste-washing, then, the back of the book is smeared 
over -with the thick paste. If it be a calf book, the paste is then 

. well rubbed up and down the back with the edge of a b lunt 
folder. A sponge, dipped in clean water, is next taken, and t h e 
paste removed from the back; and the sides, corners, or other 
portions of the leather are washed over with the combined paste 
and water remaining on the sponge. The la t ter is then well 
squeezed out in the water, and the book washed over -with clear 
water alone. This paste-washing is intended to fill up holes, 
pores, and interstices in the leather, so as to form a good level 
foundation for, the size and glaire. The paste-washed books 
ai'e now left to dry, and are next washed over with hot size, 
appHed jvith a piece of sponge. W h e n the size is dry, they a r e 
glaired; the glaire is also applied with a piece of clean sponge. 
The number of t imes t he glaire is applied depends upon t h e 
kind of leather. For sheep and roan, one good glairing over 
wUl be sufficient; for morocco, the same. On morocco, however, 
the sponge is 'not generally used, bu t t he glaire is applied 
only at suoh places as are to be gilded, with a camel-hair 
pencU, Calf is glaired three times—first, over the back, sides, 
and corners; second and third, over the back only. Bach coat 
must be aUowed to dry before the next is applied. When the 
last appHcation is jus t dried, bu t not hard, the finishing may 
begin. 

W e wiU take a plain half-calf book as first specimen, filleted 
and lettered. W e first pu t a single or two-line fiUet on the 
gas stove (see Figsi I I and 12, page 19), The single fillet is a 
brass wheel, which has a periphery or edge Hke A (Fig. 117); t h e 
two-line has an edge like B in the same figui-e. The book 
is taken and lightly greased with a l i t t le oil or lard, applied 
with a piece of cotton wool or flannel; i t is then screwed 
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up in the finishing-press, and the press turned on the board, 
so that the head is to the operator's right hand. 

Meanwhile, a leaf of gold is taken out of the book, •with ithe 
gold-knife, and laid on the cushion. If not quite level, a sHght 
breathing, exactly upon its centre, wiU bring it flat. Now 
cut from one side sufficient strips, just a little broader, than 
the fiUet is wide. This is done by putting the gold-knife gently 
on the leaf, and pushing the knife backwards and forwards, 
as if sa-vring, when the gold leaf is easily cut. 

The fillet is now taken from the stove, and tested to see 
whether it is sufficiently hot. This is ,done by spitting upon 
it, and judging by the hissing. If the saUva adheres to it, 
and slowly evaporates, it is not hot enough. If, on the other 
hand, it forms a globular drop, and slides' swiftly off, the tool 
is a trifie too hot. The right heat is just between the two. 

Fis . 117.—EDGES OP FILLETS. 

extremes. Wken the required temperature is arrived at, pass 
the edge of the tool a few times over the fiesh side of a piece 
of leather, or the gold-cushion, to make it clean and bright; 
then carefully draw it across the palm of your left hand, to 
impart a very, slight greasiness to the edge. If it be now • 
carefuUy roUed on the strips of gold leaf on the cushion, they 
-wiU adhere to it. When its edges are thus suppHed, roll the 
fiUet carefuUy, and -with an equal pressure, over the back of 
the book, at the places where you have previously marked it, 
with the folder. The fillet must be hot enough, or the gold 
wUl not adhere to the leather, but not too hot, or the leather -will 
be burned, and the fillet -will cut it. 

When the book is fiUeted, the next thing is to letter it. 
There are two different ways of doing this—either with separate 
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letters, or with the whole title set up in a row of type. The 
first is the old-fashioned way, is quicker, and still popular with 
many of our best binders; the second is simpler, and easier 
for the amateur. With the first, you have an alphabet of 
separate letters, each cut on the end of a small piece of brass, 
and fixed in a round wooden handle. The brass letters are kept 
in a round pasteboard box, face upwards. Supposing your book 
is Pope's " Homer," you pick out " P, O, B, S, H, M, R," and an 
apostrophe and full point, and range them on the gas stove—• 
the ends that bear the letters over the hot centre of the stove, 
and their round handles resting on the semi-circular niches in 
the iron ring that surrounds the stove (see Fig. 12, page 19). 

I t is weU to have a smaU piece of sponge, fixed to a block 
of wood, and wetted. By placing each letter in contact with the 
wet sponge before using, you can tell from the hissing whether 
it is of the right heat.. This is more cleanly than the saliva 
test. 

Tou now cut out a square piece of gold, of the size of the 
lettering piece, and bring it to an unoccupied part of the 
cushion. The book is then lowered upon it, and moved a'little 
from side to side, when the gold leaf -will adhere to the lettering 
piece. The book is next to be screwed up in the finishing-press 
again, with the head, which must be furthest from the operator, 
elevated, a little more than the tail. 

I t requires great dexterity to letter with the separate letters, 
and different binders adopt slightly different plans. Perhaps 
the following is best for beginners: Take up the P first, and, 
having rubbed it on the leather, or gold-cushion,' to brighten 
it, hold the handle -with the right hand, and, steadying t̂ ^e 
end of the letter with the thumb of the left, carefuUy print 
it where you -wish the centre of your first line to be. 
Replace the P on the stove, and, taking up the O, stamp that on 
to the left of the P ; take the latter letter again, and stamp 
it on to the left of the O. Replace the P on the stove, and, 
raising the E, imprint it to the right of the P first made; let 
the apostrophe, (') foUow, to the right of the B ; then the S, to 
the right of the apostrophe, which wiU finish the first Hne, 
"POPE'S." Now take the M, and stamp this in the centre 
of the lettering piece, a short distance below the first line; 
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foUow this by the O and the H on the left side, and the E 
and the R on the right. 

Of coiu-se, great care must be taken to " work" the letters 
in a perfectly straight line. Some binders affect various Httle' 
" dodges" to help them, as, for instance, marking lines across 
the gold leaf, -with the point of a dull knife or a blunt bodkin; 
others take a short piece of se-wing-sUk, with a tiny fiat lead 
weight at each end, and lay the sUk across at the place as 
a guide; but care and practice are all that are needed. 

When the types are used, you have a " fount" of the size 
required (for you need more letters by this plan, as you cannot 
use the same letter again and again). These are generally kept 
in a box, with compartments for each letter. Then a type-
holder, as shown at Fig. 14 (page 22), is necessary. The 

FIG. 118.—PALLET. 

line or lines required are then picked up, ranged in order in the 
type-holder, and screwed up tightly. The whole apparatus is 
then heated, and the lines worked across the back of the book 
in one motion. 

When the lettering and fiUeting of the book are completed, 
the gold leaf is -wiped off with the gold-rag. This is generaUy a 
piece of open canvas which has been well greased, and conse
quently the fragments of gold leaf attach themselves to it. 
(This -rag, in process of tinie, becomes of value, in consequence 
of the accumulated gold contained in it, and may be sold to the 
gold refiners.) The gUding is then cleaned up more carefuUy 
with a piece of flannel, and on morocco very frequently -with a 
piece of indiarubber, smartly but cautiously appHed, 
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Blind Tooling.—Most books are further ornamented by having 
the heated tools stamped on some part «f them -without any 
gold; this, of course, only leaves the pattern indented in the 
leather, and is technically termed "bHnd tooling." GeneraUy, a 

A / W \ A A A A A E 
FIG. 119.—PALLET PATTERNS. 

tool is worked " blind " on each side of the gilded flUets. If it 
be wished that the blind tooling be left " dull"—that is to say, 
free of glaire—the latter can be removed with the point of the 

FIG. 120.-BLIND TOOLINO, 

finger, wrapped over with a piece of fine cotton and wetted. 
The paUets used in blind tooling are of the shape shown, at 
Fig. 118, with various patterns on the edge. Some of them 
are very simple and some very elaborate. At Fig, 119 we 
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give several" patterns of pallets. The finishing-press (with 
the volume screwed up) is turned again, so that the head of 
the book is to the right hand of the operator, and the pallet 
heated and worked across on each side of the fiUets, so that 
the completed back presents the appearance of Fig, 120; A 
being the gold lines, the blind ones being on each side 
of them. 

The book, if a half-bound one, is then taken out and laid on 
its side on a clean mUlboard placed on the work-bench, and the 
two-Hue fillet (blind) is run along the edges of the sides, both at 

• back and corners, as in Fig, 121. 

FIG. 121.-BLIND TOOLING. 

The finishing of the half-bound book is now completed, if 
it is only to be plainly bound. 

The back is polished with the polisher to render it more 
glossy and level. There are 'two forms of this tool, as sho-wn at 
Fig. 122. A is the more usual form, and the only one suited to 
the sides of whole-bound books ; but B is more useful to apply 
to the sides of the boards. ' In either case, the implement is 
heated on the stove, rubbed clean and bright on a piece o^ 
leather, and, the book being held in the left hand, with the head 
or taU against the workman's abdomen, the poHsher, held in tho 
right, is passed swiftly, with a slight, equable pressure, a few 
tiihes up and down the back of the book. 
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, Yery frequently half-calf books are " varnished" over the 
leather. This is partly in order to give a better gloss than the 
bui'nishing will produce, and partly as a preservative for the 
leather. Bookbinders' varnish can be procured of any of the 
dealers in bookbinders' materials whom we have enumerated. 
The French is the best. It is well to give a good price for 
varnish in preference to using inferior quaHties; thereby 
certainty of a good result is obtained, and the best -wiU go 
farther, and so be found the cheapest. I t can be applied with a 
bit of sponge. 

^ 7 
) 

/ 

FIG. 122.—PoLisniNG-iRONS. 

We certainly should not advise the amateur to attempt to 
make his own varnish, but, in order to render our book 
complete, we append an approved recipe, that of the celebrated 
Tingi7 ; it is perhaps the best known for its brUlianoy and 
drying qualities. Put into a vessel 6oz. of mastic (in drops), 
Soz. of sandarach (finely powdered), 4oz, of coarsely broken 
glass (separated from the dust' by a sieve), and 32oz. of spirits 

L 2 
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of wine, of about 40deg.; place the vessel upon straw in another , 
fiUed with cold water, put it on the fire, and let it boil, stirring 
the substances together with a stick to keep the resin from 
uniting. When the whole appears weU mixed, put in Soz, of 
turpentine, and boU for another ha,lf hour, when the whole must 
be taken off, and stirred till the vamish, and the water in which 
it is placed, cools. Next day, filter it through fine cotton, by 
which means it will acquire the greatest degree of limpidity, 
and well cork it up in a bottle. Another recipe is given 
by M. F. Maiset, of Chatillon-sur-Seine, and may be prepared 
simUarly to the preceding. The ingredients are three pints of 
spirits of wine, of 36deg, to 40deg.; 8oz. of sandarach, 2oz, of 
mastic in drops, 8oz. of shellac, and 2oz. of Yienna turpentine. 
There is also a varnish called Caoutchouc Polish, which is very 
good. 

The vamish is first put on the back of the book, with a camel-
hair brush, as Hghtly and in as small quantity as possible. 
When nearly dry, it is polished with a ball, formed of fine white 
cotton filled with wool, on which has been rubbed a small 
quantity of oHve oil, to make it glide freely. The back must be 
i-ubbed at first Hghtly, and as fast as the varnish dries, and 
becomes warm, more sharply. The sides are then varnished, 
one after the other. 

Before entering further into detail on the vai'ious styles 
of finishing, we may here cite the advice of the celebrated 
Dr, T, F, Dibden, a great authority upon the subject: 

"First, let your books be well and evenly lettered, and let 
a tolerable portion of ornament be seen on the backs of them. 
1 love what is called an overcharged back. At first, the appear, 
ance may be flaunting and garish; but time, which mellows 
down book ornaments, as well as human countenances, will 
quickly obviate this inconvenience, and a,bout a twelvemonth, 
or six months added to the said twelvemonth, -will work miracles 
upon the appearance of your book. Do not be meagre of your 
ornaments on the back, and never suffer blind tooHng whoUy 
to pervade a folio or quarto, for.by so doing you convert what 
should look Hke a book into a piece of mahogany furniture, 

" In large libraries, there should not be too much bHnd tool
ing, or too great a want of gilt. No doubt the ornament should 
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be as appropriate as possible to the book. No one could endure 
gingerbread-gilt Bibles and Prayer Books, or chronicles, or dic
tionaries, or other books of reference. Let these have a subdued 
decoration on their backs; bands only fuU gilt, or a running 
edge-tool in the centre of them, with smaU ornaments between 
the bands. 

" I would recommend the lettei-ing of a volume to be as fuU as 
possible, yet sententiousness must sometimes be adopted. The 
lines should be straight, and the letters of one and the same 
form, within the line;, yet the name of the author may be 
executed a size larger than that of the date or place of its 
execution, and the lettering may be between the top and bottom, 
[query " second"] bands, or it may occupy the space between 
three bands, or even more. Re-letter old books perpendicularly, 
as was the custom. In fi-esh bindings, however, prefer hori
zontal to perpendicular lettering." 

• ?H« » —^ 1 



CHAPTER XIX. 

HALF AND PULL GILT PINISHING, 

I N our last chapter, we dealt with backs that were simply filleted 
in gold and blind tooling. Let us now advance a step m decora-

'XiG^^XXXiGOOOSie^QG 

FIG. 123.—PALLET OR KOLL PATTERNS. 

tion, and advert to what is generally called "half gilt." Here 
the back is provided with the 5p.ised bands, and these are tooled 
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in gold, generally by working a. broad pallet or roU, with a 
pattern on it, across them. A tool may or may not be worked 

• ; ; ^ ^ < ^ - t ^ C ^ < ^ 

FIG. 124.—FLORAL PALLET PATTERNS, 

in the centre of each space between the bands. If it is used, it 
IS worked in gold. The patterns for pallets and roU edges are 

tr '^ 

FIG, 125.-FINISHING TOOLS. 

almost infinite in number. Pallets cost from about. 4s, 6d. to 
,10s, 6d, each, according to size and elaborateness of pattern; i-oUs, 
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from 10s. to 40s,, according to pattern and diameter of roll 
We have given some, and adduce a few more at Figs. 123 and 
124. The patterns given at Fig. 124 are more novel in character, 
and generally imitative of floral or plant forms. These are very 
light and elegant, and may be had in great variety. They were, 
we beHeve, originally introduced by the Messrs. Sharwood. tool-

BURNS 

FIG. 125.—HALF-GILT BACK, 

cutters (now out of business). The amateur should look through 
a tool-cutter's specimen book, and select those that meet his 
taste. In forming a judgment, it is well to remember that the 
impression in gold wiU look heavier than that in printing ink, in 
ihe specimen book. Amongst bookbinder's tool cutters we may 
mention the foUowing: Knight and Cottrell, 9 and 10, St. 
Bride's-avenue, Fleet-street j Hughes and Kimber, West Hard-
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ing-street, B.C.; Thomas Francis, 10, Old Bailey, E.G.; and 
Frederic Knights, 10, Bolt-court, Fleet-street. Others may be 
found in the London Post Office Directory. 

With regard to the separate " tools," suoh as would be worked 
in the centre of the inter-band spaces, Fig. 125 shows several 
varieties. Fig, 126 shows a half-gilt back. Although very 
effective, this class of work may be done quite quickly, because 
there is little or no working of separate tools. There is a kind 
of pallet made especially for working across bands, which may 
be had of any length, and in varied patterns. Several of these 
are sho-wn at Fig. 127. 

A " full-gilt" back has, as its title imports, the whole of the 

l̂ î  

FIG. 127.-BAND PALLETS. 

back covered with gilt tooling. There are several ways of doing 
this. The book may have raised bands, and these may be 
finished by the pallet or the roll in the manner just spoken of. 
The portion of the back between the bands may then be finished 
-with centre and corner tools, or the back may be without bands, 
and finished as at Fig. 128. Here the pallet shown at Fig. 129 
is made to do the whole of the work by being used in the dif
ferent positions, so as to cover the back with squares, as at 
Fig. 128. If carefully selected paUets are used, this style looks 
very nice. A gouge (of which the binder should possess an 
assortment, of different sizes) is worked on each side of the 
lettering-piece. Fig. 130 shows another style of back. This 
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is done -with six tools, worked as shown, and a single-line pallet 
and gouge worked around the lettering. Pig. 131 shows another 
back done with four tools; and Pig. 132 another, in the execution 

FIG. 128.—FULL-GILT "MITRED" BACK. 

of which only three tools and some line pallets and gouges are 
required. Fig, 128 is kno-wn technically as "mitred" back. 

There is a style, now very popular for post octavos and other 
small books. The lettering-piece is placed near the head of the / 
book, and a pallet worked over the whole of the back below it. 
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A similar effect can be produced by working a repetition of any 
small tool, but of course this takes longer. 

We may here quote, as a pendant to that of Dr, Dibden in 
oUi- last chapter, the very sensible advice given in the " Bib-

FiG. 130.—FuLL-oiLT BACK, WITH SIX TOOLS. 

liopegia" of James Hannett, who -viewed the matter from the 
standpoint of a practical bookbinder: 

" I t is a subject of the utmost importance, in the selection of 
the tools for gilding, that the party have a good knowledge of 
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the style of binding peculiar to the day, and a quick perception 
of the beauty of this kind of ornament, the general bearing of 
the designs towards each other, and their geometrical fitness for 
application when combined, so as to produce a series of patterns 
fvnm the same tools. Without this, as may be seen in many 

FIG. 131.—FULL-GILT BACK, WITH FOUR TOOLS. 

offices where judgment has not presided in the selection, a 
large and expensive collection of tools may be provided, which 
cannot be blended together without offence to the eye of taste 
from the defect presented in the complete designs, which even 
one misfit tool will cause." So important a point in finishing 
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18 the combination of tools, that the novice should spare no 
-pains to make a gooU working selection, as no man can finish 
satisfactorily without a judicious selection of good tools, such 
as will coinbine to form an extensive series of scroll orna
ments, flowers, &c. 

¥ 

FIG, 132.—FuLLGiLT BACK, WITH THREE TooiS, 

"As all combinations are composed of a variety of ornamental 
tools and plain Hues, it becomes of necessity not only a matter 
of taste but of expense -with the binder in the selection of 
the former; but of the latter, it will be economical to possess 
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himself of. such as he -wiU find constantly required, or being 
newly introduced into almost every design he may wish to 
execute. The cost of a set of gouges, half-circles and plain 

FIG. 133.—SET OF LINE PALLETS. 

Unea, -wiU be trifling, and their frequent application renders 
them necessary. He wUl also find that a simUar set of circles 

Mmsmsmi 

FIG, 131.—SET OF THICK-AND-THIN LINE PALLETS, 

and three-quarter circles, though not so constantly required, 
are not less requisite where wOrk of a superior character is 
executed." 
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Pig 133 shows a set of plain Hue paUets,of a certain size, 
and Fig. 134 a similar set of thick-and-thin line. Fifr. 13,5 
represents a set of gouges, and Pig. 136 a set of half-circles. 
Circles are exemplified at Pig. 137, and three-quarter circles 
at Fig. 138. 

FIG. 135.—SET OF GOUGES, 

Each shape can be had as a single Hne (broad or narrow), 
a double line, a dotted line, a thick-and-thin Hne, or a thick-
and-double-thin line. 

In finishing morocco books, the back is not usually glaired all 
over, as is caH, Let us take a morocco back, and suppose 
that the finishing is to consist of a pallet on each side of the 

FIG. 136.—SET OF SEMI-OIRCULAR GOUGES. 

bands, and a tool in the middle between each. First ascertain 
the centre of the back. This can be done by measuring at the 
head and tail with a pair of compasses or spring dividers. By 
holding a runner to these two marks, the centre of the space 
between the bands can be marked off with the points of a 
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folder. Now heat the pallet and the tool slightly on the gas 
stove, and work them in theii" places with a sHght impression 
only. Next wash the back with some vinegar, and pass over it, 
with the grain of the leather, a small, hard, clean, short-haired 
brush. When di-y, glaire the impressions made by the pallet 

FIG. 137.—SE-T OF CIRCLES 

and tool, applying the glau-e with a small camel's hair pencil. 
When the glaire is dry, apply a second coat in the same 
manner. When the second application is dry, rub the places 
over with the oiled cotton wool previously mentioned. 

Next take a leaf of gold from the gold-book, put it on the 

FIG. 138.—SET OF THREE-QUARTER CIRCLES. 

gold-cushion, and cut it -with the gold-knife into pieces a 
shade lai'ger than the glaired spaces. Lift them by a piece of 
cotton wool which tas been drawn over the operator's head 
to render it slightly greasy. Place each piece of gold leaf in 
its place and press it down in the pattern. If there are any 
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holes or breaks, breathe sHghtly on the gold leaf and , put 
another piece on the top of it. When all the places are 
covered, begin to work the tools. These require to be heated 
to such a temperature that if you let faU a ,drop of water 
upon them it does not hiss or roll off, but dries up at once. 
Work all the tools exactly in the blind impressions. 



CHAPTER XX. 

ANTIQUE OH, MONASTIC PINISHING. 

I N the work described in Chapter XIX. gold leaf is used in all 
the principal r ornamentation, and blind tooling is only auxiliary 
to the gUding. But another style of finishing, often found in 
ancient books, was revived some few year's ago, and is now 
very popular for .religious books, and is used for secular ones. 
This style is known as "antique." or sometimes "monastic," 
and consists entirely of blind tooling, except the lettering; 
and as a itile, in this description of work, the edges are either 
unburnished red or gilt, or gilt upon red. The boards used 
are'thick, and generaUy have bevelled edges. 

The tools for this work are of the usual kind, but the pat
terns are generally bolder and heavier in appearance than 
those used for gold. -On thfe sides hea-vy roUs and line work, 
produced by suoh sets of tools as shown at Fig. 134 (last' 
chapter), are most effective. 

Although it may not appear a,t first sight to require such 
nicety as gilding, the novice will speedily .find that quite..as much 
care and dexterity are needed to jroduce effective decoration. 
Everything must be worked straight and tme, and the depth 
of impression given to the various tools must be the same. The 
colour of the tooling (which should be a dark meUow bro-wn) 
should be uniform over the work. 

Before commencing work, the back of the book is damped 
with a sponge and clean water, which latter is then weU 
"worked" into the grain of the leather -with a small, clean, 
hard brush. 

In executing antique work, the tools are heated, and each 
one worked several times in its place on the damp leather; 
this singes the leather untU it is darkened, A steady hand 
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and great care are required to ensure that the tool always 
falls exactly in the same place, and is not doubled or slurred 
at the edges. 

This kind of work is only employed on morocco and 
calf, Bro-wn, olive, and slate-colour are the colours best 
adapted, particularly the first. The book is screwed up in 
the fLnishing-press, having had its back marked off. The 
pallet is then heated and worked steadily across the back, 
the motion being given hf the wrist only. This must be 
done several times, and, as the leather dries, the heat of 

FIG. 139.—BLOCK FOR FILLET. 

the pallet must be raised, which wiU usually gradually darken 
the lines and produce the deep tints required. Occasionally, 
it wUl be found necessary to damp the part of the book 
operated on several times before the necessary depth of 
colour can be obtained. Tbe pallet must be held very 
steadily, and worked across the back quite straight. The 
gloss has nest to be given to the blind tooling. This is 
done by making the pallet rather hot; it is then rubbed 
upon a piece of greasy leather and again worked backwards 
and forwards in the impressions previously made. This ia 
technically termed "jiggering," 

u 3 
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The surface of the leather being damp, the. brass face of 
the tool, however clean, will have a certain Uability to stick 
to it, and perhaps pull off the grain. This is to be avoided, 
and the tool made to " come away" with faciUty, by the 
following process. 

Take IJoz. of white wax and loz, of lard, and melt.them 

FIG. 140.—ANTIQUE SIDE, WITH GOLD LINE. 

together in a glazed pipkin over the fire. Rub some of this 
grease on the flesh (rough) side of a piece of thick leather, 
and rub the tools for blind work occasionally on this greased 
surface whUe using them. 

In "finishing" the sides of whole-bound antique work, the 
pattern must'first be marked out with the end of a pointed 
folder, assisted by a straight-edge and, when necessary. 
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compasses. The whole surface is then clarified and brushed 
as already described. Any fillets that may be required are 
next worked over .the lines several times until the colour and 
depth of impression are secured. In order to give the Unes 
a gloss, the fillet is then fixed by putting a small wooden 
wedge between the edge of the roll and the fork, as shown 

FIG. 141.—ANTIQUE SIDE—FIVE TOOLS. 

at Fig. 139. The periphery of the fillet is now rubbed -with 
the greased leather, and it is then " jiggered" over the lines, 
great care being taken not to double or blur the lines. 

Tools must be worked by making them slightly warm at 
first and then increasing the heat at subsequent impressions.' 
Then the leather is permitted to dry, the tool re-heated, 
greased, and worked again for the gloss. 
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Antique work may be diversified and improved by working 
a fine gold line amidst the heavy bHnd tooling, as shown at 
Figs; 140 and 141. 

The pattern sho-wn at Fig. 142 is also an excellent and 
effective one for the side of an antique book. 

The lettering is completed after the blind tooUng is finished. 

FIG. 142.—ANTIQUE ORIEL, 

Books bound in morocco flexible (which are generally devo
tional works) are usually finished -with blind lines (a thick' 
and thin) worked close to the bands. 

There are a few favourite tools much used in " antique " finish
ing on the spaces of the back, &o. They are mostly modern 
imitations of some ancient, ornaments found in the printed 
books of the celebrated Stephen -Aldus, one of the most 
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famous of the early printers. Hence these tools are caUed 
" Aldine." Aldus's own badge was that of a dolphin twined 
around an anchor, but this is not used by the bookbinder, 
although the anchor alone is; one of the most common of the 
A-ldine tools is an acoi-n (Pig. 143, A), another is the Maltese 
cross (Fig. 143, B). 

^ 
^ A B 

FIG. 143.—ALDINE TOOIA 

These tools are first worked blind; then the place is glaired 
with the camel's hair pencil, and the tool again worked in 
gold, the other ornamentation being, as ah-eady stated, bHnd 
tooling, and the leather being left dull, or not glaired, poHshed, 
or vamished. 

-»>««« — i — 



CHAPTER XXI. 

WHOLD-BOUND FINISHING. 

IN whole-bound works a roll of sufficient breadth is generally 
run along the edges of the boards and the inside of the squares. 
This may be done by taking the gold upon the roll as usual and 
holding the volume on the work-bench firmly with the left 
hand. I t is, however, generally best, especially if the volume be 
large, to screw it up in boards, either in the finishing-press or 
the laying-press, according to size. The boards-are used to 
prevent the back being injured. When the end-papers haye 

/ , 

I 
FIG. 144.—FINISHING SIDE. 

a broad leather joint, which is to be finished, it is best to lay on 
gold over all the space, with the tip or cotton, and then work 
the ornaments as desired. 

I t is upon the sides of whole-bound bOoks that the competent 
finisher usuaUy finds the best scope for his talent and can show 
his taste and skill. Where the ornamentation is confined to a 
simple roll worked round the side, a line made with the folder 
wUl be sufficient guide, and the gold can be taken upon the roll 
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and worked direct. But when the pattern is large and com-
pHcated, and with much detail, it will be -well to work aU the 
tools upon the side before glairing, and apply the gold sub
sequently. The gold may be laid on one side only, and that 
side be finished first, and the book be screwed up in the laying-
press. Or, still better, the book may be placed between a couple 
of firm billets of wood resting steadily on the work-bench (Pio-. 
1'44); and thus the gold may be laid on both boards. The 
whole of the boards may be glaired over with the sponge, or 
the whole be first worked, and the impressions only glaired 
•with the brush. 

To gild silk or velvet, it is necessary, owing to their 
delicate character, to adopt a different procedure to that used 
with leather. Wet glaire would, of course, permanently stain 
them, aind therefore the whites of eggs are carefully dried, 
and . brought to a very fine powder; this is placed in a 
small bottle, with a piece of fine muslin tied over the mouth, 
and can then be shaken and powdered over the place desired. 
On this powder the gold is appHed, and the tools worked. 
Many modern bookbinders prefer powdered gnm sandarach to 
the egg albumen. 

As there is no moisture in silk, the finisher must not lay 
on so much gold at one time as he would on calf or morocco. 

We will now give an example of a side finished in gold. 
We cannot give more than one, owing to the space which 
such illustrations would take up. The principle, however, is 
in all cases the same, and the operator, if possessed of a 
little good taste and self-reliance, should have no difficulty in 
so combining a smaU coUection of suitable tools as to make 
plenty of effective designs for himself. 

In our example (Pig. 145) it will be seen that the tools required 
are a single-line fillet, several semi-circular gouges of different 
sizes, some circles, and the line and corner tools shown at 
Pig. 146, of which two are volutes or scrolls. The single-Hne 
fillet is first worked round the side, equidistant from each 
of the edges. The tool A is then worked at each coi-ner, .as 
sho-wn. Inside this, again, the fillet is used so as to produce 
a square incomplete at the corners, which are afterwards 
finished off with a gouge. The central ornament should be 
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worked bHnd first. The middle knot is formed with gouges 
carefully worked so that the lines interlace. At their ends the 
volute (Fig; 146, B) is placed, and to this is added the smaUer 

FIG. 146.—SIDE TOOLING, 

volute, 0. The circles worked within each other finish the 
design, which is chaste and pretty. Of course, the design is 
mainly one of lines. In others tho ornaments preponderate 

- a s C 
FIG. 146.—LINE AND CORNEB! TOOLS. 

and a few lines are only used to bind them. together in some
thing like a coherent decoration. Other designs have more of 
a border' character consisting of a wide square or oral frame-
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work, formed by working broad rolls or a multipHoity of tools 
round, while the middle of the design has no ornament. 

For look, few methods are better than to cover the sides with 
soroUs or gouges carefully arranged to run into or branch out 
from each other, while smaU terminal tools spring from their 
extremities. Some of the smaUer tools shown at Fig. 126, p. 151, 
are weU adapted for this. Ancient binders of repute seem to 
have been very fond of a style of decoration which secui-ed the 
most massive and showy appearance at little cost of designing 
skill. This was done by running a cOuple of broad rolls round 
the boards, working some large ornaments—say, a crown or a 
mitre—in the middle, and filHng up all the interspaces by 
continued repetitions' of some small tool, as a fieur de Us or a 
rose. Many of the books of Henri II. and Diane de Poitiers 
are finished thus; and the famous French binder Le Gascon 
was also much addicted to this manner, 

A side can be also completed by the use of rolls alone, 
working them in gradually lessening squares,, or, rather, 
parallelograms, inside each other, and ending with a centre 
tool in character with the rolls. 

Blind Tooling. —This is seldom done upon the sides of 
morocco-covered books. With calf it is not uncommon to rvm 
a roll round the board, and to fill up the central space with 
blind -work produced by plates, and known as "graining," 
The plates are of metal, and bear the "grain" that it is de
sired to impart to the leather on one side. One of the most 
common patterns is that termed " russia.'' For this, slight 
file-cuts are made round a sheet iron or copper plate, and thin 
copper -wire is coiled around, passing into each of these saw-
slots. When all the wire is wound, the plate is covered with 
molten solder on one side, which solders the wire fii-mly to 
that side of the plate. The folds of loose wire on the other 
side are then removed, and the working face of the plate 
resembles A (Fig. 147), the Hues of wire standing up boldly. 
To use these plates, one is placed on each side of the book, 
the whole put between boards, weU pulled down in the 
standing-press, and left in all night, or longer. When 
removed, it will be found that the plates have stamped in the 
pattern A (Fig, 147) on each side. The plates are now 
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reversed, so that the lines run across those ali-eady made, and 
again screwed down in the press. When taken out, the side 
•wiU be found to bear the complete russia pattern, as at 
B (Fig.. 147), 

Besides the above pattern, there are others known as morocco, 
turkey, fish scale, basket, shagreen, wa-ring, and double pat
terns. These are engraved in soHd metal plates, and are used 
the same as the " russia " plates, but do not need reversal and 
a second impression. 

Inlaying.—Prom a very early period in the history of book
binding, endeavours have been made to get variety by em
bellishing the sides of the boards in various devices -with 
pieces of leather of different colour to that which the book 

A B 

FIG. 147.—RUSSIAN GRAINS, 

was bound in. This is termed " inlaying." Most of the larger 
volumes in the famous library of the celebrated GroHer, 
chanoeUor of France, were inlaid. 

The pattern generally used was that of interlaced strapwork. 
In Grolier's time, this peculiar kind of ornament was very 
popular, especiaUy in Flanders and Germany, and to some 
extent in France, as- a general decorative enrichment; it 
consists of a nari-ow fillet or band folded and crossed, and 
occasionally interlaced with another, the convolutions some
times exhibiting much ingenious elaboration.. The style 
originated, however, at a much earlier period. A specimen 
which dates as far back as the eleventh century, and 
possesses all the characteristics of the . Byzantine art ' of 
that time, is sculptured in stone over the church gate at 
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Nassau,- Saxony, The adoption of this peculiar ornament 
was exceedingly common in the later days of the Renaissance, 
and became a prevailing characteristic of that style. It was 
carried to perfection under Henri IT, of France, and hence 
it is not surprising to find it brought into the bookbinding 
of that era. Books so bound are often called " Groliers" in 
the present day, from those of that chancellor bound in this 
style. 

FIG. 148.—GROLIER PATTERN, 

Pig, 148 exemplifies a simple pattern of this description; 
It'consists of an interlaced square and diamond. Patterns of 
this kind are easy for anyone to design in great variety. I t 
is only necessary to bear in mind that any under of either 
ribbon must be followed by an over. Fig. 149 shows a more 
complex comer sti-apwork ornament of the time of Henri II . 

The pattern is usually cut out of morocco of two or more 
colours, differing from that of the book cover. For instance, 
if the book be bound in purple morocco, the square (Pig. 148) 
may be scarlet, and the diamond bright green. They may be 
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cut out with a sharp-pointed knife. Of course, the leather is 
only used single; that is to say, when one colour appears 
to go under the other, that portion is omitted. The leather 
should be pared thin before the ornament is cut out, as other
wise it may be found very difficult to pare it. I t should also 
be cut from morocco which either has no grain or from 
which -the grain has been rubbed out. The various portions 
of the ornament are carefully pasted over with thick paste, 
laid accurately in the position which they are to occupy on 
the book side, and rubbed do-wn scrupulously -with the folder; 
care also being taken not to stretch the leather. When the 

FIG. 149.—STRAPWORK CORNER, 

paste has got a little set, clear away any that has squeezed 
out, place a piece of clean waste paper on each side, screw 
the book in the press and leave it there until dry. 

The inlaid ornament is finished by working paUets and 
Hne tools in gold around aU its outHnes. These had better 
be in fine Hues, If the binder have a tolerable assortment of 
single-line paUet gouges, and the others recommended in 
Chapter XIX., he should have no trouble in matching any 
pattern; but, if he have any doubt, then, in designing his 
pattern, he must take into consideration, what tools he has, • 
and modify it accordingly. 
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Pig. 150 shows a side of an ancient book'in the GroHer 
style, from the-Morante collection. This pattern is a very 
good one. Pig. 151 shows a less complicated pattern of the 
same period, 

Mrusoan.—In this style, instead of being covered with gold, 
the back is ornamented with Gothic and Arabesque compart-

FiG. 150.—GROLIER SIDE, FROM MORANTE COLLECTION. 

ments, or imitations of Greek borders and Etruscan vases, in 
their proper colours, which, when weU executed, have a good 
effect. The Marquis of Bath possesses a copy of Caxton's 
"Recuyell of the Historyes of Troye," bound in this coloured 
manner by Whittaker, of London, who some years ago 
brought it to great perfection. The back represents a tower 
ia imitation of stone, on the battlements of which is a flag. 
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bearing the title, and on a projection of the tower the name 
of the pi'inters is impressed. On the sides are Trojan and 
Grecian armour in reliefs, round which is a raised impression 
of the reeded axe. The insides, which are also of russia, are 
ornamented with drawings, in Indian ink, of Andromache im
ploring Hector, not to go out to fight, and the death of Hector. 

FIG. 151.—SIDE OF OLD BOOK, 

The edges of the leaves are gUt, on which various Greek 
devices are painted. 

To execute this kind of work properly, the design must be 
carefully marked out on the covers. The proper tints and 
shades for the. colour must be ascertained by trials on waste 
pieces of the same leather as the book is bound in, 

fctm^mj.—Another - variety of ornamentation for the sides 
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of whole-boimd books are landscapes. These can of course only 
be done if the workman be skilled in painting. The volume ia 
prepared by being paste-washed,, so as to present an' uniform 
'fa-wn colour, the designs gUghtly traced and afterwards 
coloured, acpording to the pattern, the colour being mixed to 
the. proper shade -with water. The shades must be tried on 
pieces of refuse leather, as, being spirit colour, when once 
laid on,, no art can soften them dô wn if too strong, and a 
pecuUar Hghtness of touch wUl be necessary to produce 
effect. Portraits, &c., may also be executed in this manner, 
and many superb designs have a,t times been executed by the 
best binders of France, M. Didot, the celebrated Parisian 
printer, presented a copy of the " Henriade," published by 
hunseU, and most elegantly ornamented in this style, to 
Louis XYin , I t was executed by M. Leniers BeUiers, book
binder, of Tours, and exhibited on one side a miniature of 
Henri lY,, and on the other a similar one of Louis XYIIL, 
both perfect likenesses. The, greatest difficulty consisted in 
the portraits, which were first imprinted on paper, very 
moist, and immediately applied to the cover, on which they 

, were impressed with a flat roller. When perfectly dry, they 
were coloured with all the art of which the binder was 
capable, and the other ornamental paintings were executed 
by hand. . This kind of work demands much time and care. 

When this style of ornamentation is required, and the 
workman, does not possess the requisite skill to properly 
paint a landscape,.-.the. .same, or nearly, the same, effect may 
be attained by the use of "transfer" pictures. The proceed
ing is as follows; Cut the print intended to-be transferred 
close to the design on the sides. Let it steep in glaire till 
it is weU saturated. During this time, glaire the book 
twice, letting it dry on each application. Take out the print, 
place it exactly in the centre of the side cover, and, lay
ing a piece of paper above, rub it sharply on the book, so 
that it may adhere very closely. Remove the upper paper, 
and with the fingers rub off the paper gently until the 
printed design begins to appear, wetting the fingers in glaire 
should the paper get too dry. The utmost attention -wiU 
now be necessary, for the least carelessness in removing' the 
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paper that still remains may entirely destroy the design, and 
the whole of the previous labour be lost. The paper must be 
gently removed piece by piece, till the design only appears in 
the leather while damp. When dry, a whiter appearance 
wiU be presented, arising from the small particles of paper 
adhering to the ink; but these wiU be sufficiently hidden in 
glairing the side previous to finishing. The extent and 
variety to which, at a small expense, these designs may be 
carried, with the finish and beauty given to the sides of the 
books, render the subject worthy of the ornamental work
man particularly; but he must possess perseverance and 
carefulness in an eminent degree to carry it to perfection. 
After the gUding or other ornament is executed, the side 
must be finished off in the usual manner. A sHght coat 
of varxush wUl give a superior finish. 



CHAPTER XXII. 

CONCLUSION. 

IN finishing books, the operator should exercise Ms best 
discrimination -with regard to the selection of tools, so that 
they shall be appropriate to the subject of which the book 
treats. In order to succeed in this, the finisher in all cases 
needs to be a man of wide reading and good knowledge. 

I t is an excellent plan for the finisher, ambitious of at
taining exceUence in his art, to devote some time to the study 
of the different styles of various counti-ies and historical 
epochs. Beginning with the Egyptian form of ornament, 
and casuaUy glancing at those prevailing at Nineveh and 
Babylon, as exempHfied by the disinterred remains, he wiU 
next consider the ornamentation of Greece and Rome, and, 
on the fall, of the latter empire, the modification of decoration 
which grew out of Roman art, as the Byzantine, Mauresque, 
or Saracenesque, and the early Gothic, Later Gothic will 
lead on to Renaissance, and, gradually, to modern art. 
Abundant materials exist in modern literature to aid the 
inquirer; while in our museums can be found actual remains 
of Egyptian, Assyrian, Greek, and Roman art, and our ancient 
churches wiU give plenty of Gothic examples, A careful tour 
through the "courts" of the Crystal Palace is, in itself, a 
fair education in styles of ornament. In finishing books to 
which the different classes of ornament are applicable, care 
should be taken not to mix the styles. When a certain class 
of ornathent is decided upon, it should be carried consistently 
through. 

With regard to the ornamentation of modem books, some 
few general rules may be given, as suggesting hints to guide 
the taste. Works upon reUgious topics would seem to require 

N 2 
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a sobriety of embellishment, as being more in harmony with 
their chai-acter than ornament of a Hghter kind. The decora
tions should not only be few and simple, but executed in 

, blind tooling—that is to say, without any gold; or if gold be 
employed at all, it should be confined to the edges of the 
cover or panels, while the whole of the centre is left blind. 

History and biography, if we adopt this principle, may be 
less gravely embelHshei than religious works, but still should 
have weight and solidity of decoration, as far as the phrase 
can be appHed -with propriety to anything in the way of 
ornament. 

Poetry and fiction in general would be most charaeteristio-
aUy dressed in a light, elegant, and graceful binding, except, 
indeed, as regards tragedy, which should be clothed in what 
our old dramatists would have called sad ornament. In short, 
the bindings should not only assimilate with the ^taste of the 
time the work treats of, but the colour should also be in 
harmony with, its subject. 

I t would at first sight seem somewhat inconsistent with the 
rules laid down, that we should embellish the binding of a. 
modem author, and upon a modern subject, with Greek or 
Roman ornaments. But this is a necessity growing out of the 
very narrow Umits of human invention, or, it may be, of the 
forms on which that invention had to work. Certain it is, that 
all the ingenuity of our artists, of every description, has not. 
been able to add a single combination to those invented by 
the Greeks and Romans, and even they, appear to be only 
modifications of the old Egyptian. In modem binding, there
fore, we consider the whole range of ancient embellishments 
as being equally appropriate to our time, only taking care to. 
associate the grave with the grave, the light with the light, 
and the fanciful with the fanciful, according to the sugges
tions already given. We. repeat this fundamental principle of 
the art, since, of all others, it is, the most frequently neglected. 
The moment any oimament has been brought forward that 
at all catches the public taste, the binders, for the most part, 
snatch at it •with a-vidity, and' employ it on all occasions, right 
or wrong, tUl it is superseded by some new combination from 
the storehouse of antiquity. This is more particularly the 
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case -with binders in cloth; a Mauresque tool is cut for a 
work on the Arabian dynasty, when, forthwith, they transfer 
it to the cover of a volume on the cathedrals of England, or 
a crimson cloth is with propriety adopted for a Hfe of 
Wellington, and soon after we find it covering a biography 
of Bishop Heber, 

I t is hardly necessary to dweU any longer upon this topic; 
but, to avoid all possibility of mistake, we add a few further 
iUutrations. , For example, we would bind a French military 
history in blue and an English one in scarlet. For a book 
on the life of Nelson, we -fyould let the ornamentation be 
in imitation of cable, with, perhaps, a couple of boarding-
pikes crossed in the centre of the square (see Fig. 155), The 
cable makes a very beautiful roll or fillet. We should bind 

FIG. 155.—NELSON PANEL. 

a treatise on the celestial bodies in cerulean blue, -with stars 
and crescents; a botanical work in green, with a flowery border; 
Bticlid should be tooled in squares, triangles, circles, and 
rhomboids; "and a Moore's " Irish Melodies" ornamented with 
leaves and flowers, either in wreaths or in borders, or -with 
an Irish harp (Fig. 156) in the centre. Works relating to 
India would seem to be most fitly embellished with the 
vegetable and animal productions of that country ; or if the 
subject be historical, or of ancient date, appropriate ornaments 
may be found in the sculpture and architecture of the Hindoo 
race. Fluted pilasters, the zodiac, and figures of various kinds 
belonging either to their religion or their history, form the 
principal featui'es to be borrowed for the purposes of the 
binder. 
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I t may be difficult to determine any exact style in which 
encyclopsedias and serials treating of all subjects and all times 
should be bound. We would, however, suggest some plain 
ornament, such as the Grecian ornamented panel. 

If the bookbinder carefully foUows the directions given in 

FIG. 156.—IRISH HARP, 

the preceding chapters, and carries out the hints contained 
in this (the last), he will have no cause to regret any trouble 
he may have taken in the covering of his books; for his Hbrary 
•wiU present a much more chaste appearance than it would 
if his books were bound in the indiscriminate and thought
less style of the present day. 
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T. 
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Tools and appliance, 8 
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. W, 
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Z, 
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ana Popular Fancy Work of various kinds. Each number is complete in 
C l f f a S d issued at the uniform price ot bd., by f.^.^'^-^^TJ.^^^'^^ 
MACRAMii LACE (Second Edition); (2)PATCHWORK; (3)TATTING, (4)CREWEL 
WORK ; (5) APFLiQui; (6) FANCY NETTING. 

F e a t h e r e d F r i e n d s , Old a n d N e w . Being the Bxperience of many years-
Observation of the Habits of British and Foreign Cage Birds By D R . W . 
T. GREENE, Illustrated, In oloth gilt, pnce 5s., by post 5s. IB. 

VOKHS ThB B o o k o f C h o l c e : for the Garden, Conservatory, and Stove. 
" ^ " Z ' c r ^ n s the belt and moft striking Fei^s and SelagineUas and giving 

explicit lirections for their Cultivation, t^e formation of Rockeries, the 
arrangement of Ferneries. &c. By. GEORGE SCHNEIDER. With numerous 
Coloraed Plates and other Hlustrations. In 3 vols., large post «o. Oloth 
gitt, price £3 3s. nett, by post £3 5s. 

P e r n s , C h o i c e B r i t i s h . . Descriptive of * e - o s t beautiful V a r i a t o s from toe 
common forms, and their Culture. By O. 1. D B U B R I , j . i j .o . ' " / , QS 9ii 
PLATES, and other Illustrations, In cloth gilt, pnce 2s. bd., by post ix. va. 
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Ferre t s a n d Ferre t ing . Containing Instructions for the Breeding, Manage
ment, and Working of Ferrets. Second Edition, Re-written and greatly 
Enlarged. Illustrated. In paper, price bd., by post Id. 

F e r t i l i t y of E g g s Certif icate. These are Forms of Guarantee given by the 
Sellers to the Buyers of Eggs for Hatching, undertaking to refund value of 
any unfertile eggs,' or to replace them with good ones. Very valuable to 
sellers of eggs, as they induce purchases. In boohs, with counterfoils, price 
6d., by post 7(J. 

Firenffork Making for A m a t e u r s . A complete, accurate, and easily-
understood work on Making Simple and High-class Fireworks. By DR, 
W. H. BROWNE, M.A. In coloured wrapper, .price 2s bd., by post 2s. Ew. 

F i s h e r m a n , The P r a c t i c a l . Dealing with the Natural History, the 
Legendary Lore, the Capture of British Fresh-Water Fish, and Tackle and 
Tackle-making. By J. H. KBBNE. In cloth gilt, price le. bd., by post le. 10<J. 

Fish , F l e sh , a n d Foiarl. When in Season, How to Select, Cook, and Serve. 
By MARY BARRETT BROWN. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 3d. 

Fore ign Birds , Fairourite , for Gages and Aviaries. How to Keep them In 
- Health. By W. T. GREENE, M.A,, M.D., F.Z.S., &o. Fully Illustrated, In 

cloth gilt, price 2s. bd., by post 2s. 2d. 
F o x Terrier, The . I ts History, Points, Breeding, Rearing, Preparing for 

Exhibition, and Coursing. By HUGH DALZIEL. Illustrated with Coloured 
Frontispiece arid Plates. Inpaper, price Is., by post Is. 2d.; doth, 2s., by post 2s, Zd. 

F o x Terrier S t u d Book. Edited by HUGH DALZIEL. In eloth gilt, price Ss. bd. 
each, by post 3s. 9d. each. 

Vol. I., containing Pedigrees of over 1400 of the best-known Dogs, traced 
to their most remote known ancestors. 

Vol. II. Pedigrees of 1544 Dogs, Show Record, &B. 
Vol. III. Pedigrees of 1214 Dogs, Show Record, &c. 

, Vol. i r . Pedigrees of 1168 Dogs, Show Record, &c. 
Vol. T. Pedigrees of 1662 Dogs, Show Record, &o. 

F r e t w o r k a n d Marquetry . A Practical Manual of Instructions in the'Art 
of Fret-cutting and Marquetry Work. By D. DENNING. Profusely Illustrated. 

,- In doth gilt, price 2s., bd., by post 2s. 2d. , 
Fr ie s land Meres, A Cruise o n t h e . By ERNEST R . SUPFLING. Illustrated. 

hi paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d. 
F r u i t C u l t u r e for A m a t e u r s . By S. T. WRIGHT. With Chapters on Insect 

and other Fruit Pests by W. D. DRDRY. Second Edition. Hlustrated. In 
cloth gilt, price Zs.bd.,by post 36.9d. 

Game P r e s e r v i n g , P r a c t i c a l . Containingthefullest Directions for Rearing 
and Preserving both Winged and Ground .Game, and Destroying Vermin; 
with other Information of Value to the Game Preserver. By W. CARNEGIE. 
Illustrated. Inelothgilt, demy Svo, price 21s., by post ZXB.5d. 

Games , t h e B o o k of a H u n d r e d . By MABY WHITE. These Games are for 
Adults, and will be found extremely serviceable for Parlour Entertainment. 
They are Clearly Explained, are Ingenious, Clever, Amusing, and exceedingly 
Novel. In stiff boards, price 2s. bd. by post 2s. 2d. 

Gardening, D i c t i o n a r y of. A Practical Enoyolopsedia of Horticulture, for 
Amateurs and Professionals. Illustrated with 2440 Engravings. Edited by 
G. NICHOLSON, Curator of the Roy's! Botanic Gardens, Kew; assisted by Prof. 
Trail, M.D., Rev. P. W. Myles, B.A., F.L.S., W. Watson. J . Garrett, and other 
Specialists. In 4 vols., largepost Uo. Cloth gilt, price £3, by post £3 2s. 

Gardening i n Egypt . A Handbook of Gardening for Lower Egypt. With a 
Calendar of Work for the different Months of the Year. By WALTER DRAPER, 
In doth gilt, price 3s. bd., 'by poet 3s. 2d. 

Gardening, H o m e . A Manual for the Amateur, Containing Instructions for 
the Laying Out, Stocking, Cultivation, and Management) of Small Gardens-
Flower, Fruit, and Vegetable. By W. D. DRliBV, F.R.H.S. Illustrated. In 
paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d. 

Goat, B o o k of the . Containing Full Particulars of the Various Breeds of 
Goats, and their ProBtable Management. With many Plates. By H. STEPHEN 
HOLMES PEGLER. Third Edition, with Engravings and Coloured Frontispiece, 
In doth gilt, price 4s. bd., by post 4s. lOd. 

Coat -Keep ing for A m a t e u r s ; Being4>he Practical Management of Goats (or 
Milking Purposes. Abridged from " The Book of the Goat." IUustrated. In 

- pa/per,pricels.,by postls.Zd. 
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G r a p e G r o w i n g fo r A m a t e u r s . A Thoroughly Practical Book on Successful 
Vine Culture. ByE.MOLYNEUX. Illustrated. In paper,price ls.,bypostls. Zd. 

G r e e n h o u s e M a n a g e m e n t fo r A m a t e u r s . The Best Greenhouses and 
Frames, and How to Build and Heat them, Illustrated Descriptions of the 
most suitable Plants, with general and Special Cultural Directions, and all 
"necessary information for the Guidance of the Amateur. By W..J . MAY. 
Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Magnificently Illustrated. " In (Hoth 
gilt, price bs., by post 5B. <^d. 

G r e y h o u n d , T h e : Its History, Points, Breeding, Rearing, Training, and 
Running. By HUGH DALZIEL. With Coloured Frontispiece. In eloui gilt, 
demy Svo., price 2s'. bd., by post 2s. 9(J. . • 

G u i n e a P i g , T h e ; for Food,'Fur, and Fancy. Its Varieties and its Manage
ment. By C. CUMBERLAND, F.Z.S. Illustrated. In. paper, price Xs., by poet 

• ijs. 2d. In cloth gilt, -with coloured frontispiece, price 2s. bd., by post is. 2d. 
H a n d w r i t i n g , C h a r a c t e r I n d i c a t e d b y . With Hlustrations in Support of 

the Theories advanced, taken from Autograph Letters, of Statesmen, lawyers. 
Soldiers, Ecclesiastics, Authors, Poets, Musicians, Actors, and other persons. 
Second Edition. By R. BAUGHAN. In cloth gilt,'price 2s. bd., by post 23. 93. 

H a r d y P e r e n n i a l s a n d O l d - f a s h i o n e d G a r d e n F l o w e r s . Descriptions, 
alphabetically arranged of the most desirable Plants for Borders, Rookeries, 
and Shrubberies, including Foliage as well as Flowering Plants. By J. WOOD. 
Profusely Illustrated. In doth gilt, price is. bd., by post 36. 2d. 

HaiKk M o t h s , B o o k of B r i t i s h . A Popular and Practical Manual for all 
Lepidopteriats. Copiously illustrated in blstck and white from the Author's 
own exquisite Drawings from Nature. By W. J. LUCAS, B.A. In cloth gilt, 
priceZe.bd.,bypostZs.2d. 

H o m e M e d i c i n e a n d S u r g e r y : A Dictionary of Diseases and Accidents, 
and their"proper Home Treatment. For Family Use. By W. J. MACKENZIE, 
M.D. Illustrated. In doth gilt, price 2s. bd., by posti2s,9d. 

H o r s e - K e e p e r , T h e P r a c t i c a l . By GEORGE FLEMING, C.B., LL.D., 
F R C V S . late Principal Veterinary Surgeon to the British Army, and 
Ex-President of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons. In doth gilt, price 
3s. bd., by post is. lOd. •• 

H o r s e - K e e p i n g fo r A m a t e u r s . A Practical Manual on the Management 
of Horses, for the guidance of those who keep one or two for their personal use; 
By Fox RUSSELL. In paper, pricels., by post Is. 2d.; doth .gilt 2s., by post 2s. id. 

H o r s e s , D i s e a s e s o f : Their Causes, ,Symptoms,. and Treatment. Eor the 
"• use of Amateurs. By H U G H DALZIEL. Inpaper, price Is., by post Is. w,.; 

eloth gilt 2s., by post 2s. id. , "' 
I n c u b a t o r s a n d t h e i r M a n a g e m e n t . By J. H. SUTCLIPPE. New Edition, 

Revised and Enlarged. Illustrated. In paper, price Is., by post Is. M. 
I n l a n d ' W a t e r i n g P l a c e s . A Description of the Spas of Great Britain and 
, Ireland; their Mineral Waters, and thehr Medicinal Value, and the attrao-
' tions which they offer to InvaUds and otjier Visitors. Profusely Hlustrated. 

A Companion Volume to "Seaside Watering Places." In cloth gilt, pnee 
2s. bd., by post 2s. lOd. 

J a c k A l l A l o n e . Being a Collection of Descriptive Yachting Reminwcences, 
By FRANK COWPEB, B.A., Author of " Sailing Tours." Illustrated, In 
cloth gilt, price is. bd., by post is. lOd.-

J o u r n a l i s m , P r a c t i c a l : How to Enter Thereon andSuoceed. A book for 
all who " i n k of "writing for the Press." By JOHN DAWSON. In doth gUt, 
price. 2s. bd., by post 2s. 9d. 

l i a y l n g H e n s , H o w t o K e e p and to Rear Chickens in Large or SmaU 
Climbers, in Absolute Confinement, with Perfect Success, By MAJOR G, F , 
MoRANT. In paper, price bd., by post Id. 

l i l b r a r y M a n u a l , T h e . A Guide to the Formation of a Library, and the Values 
of S e and Standard Books. By J . H. SLATER, Barrister-at-Law. T^ird Bditira. 
Eevised and Greatly Enlarged. In cloth giU. pruse 7s. bd. nett, by post 76. lOd. 

Magic L a n t e r n s , M o d e r n . A Guide to the Management »* '^e O p t o l 
lantern, for the Use of Entertainers, Lecturers, Photograpers, Teachers, and 
others. ByR. CHILD BAYLET. In paper, pnce Is., by postls. M. 

Mice. F a n c v Their Varieties, Management, and Breeding. Third Editirai, 
^ t h l d S n a l matter andlhustratfons. In coloured wrapper representing" 
different vwrieties, price Is,, by post Is. 2d. 
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M i l l i n e r y , H a n d b o o k of. A Practical Manual of Instruction for Ladle?. 
IUustrated. By MME. ROS£E, Court Milliner, Principal of the School of 
Millinery. In paper, price Is., by post Is. Zd. 

Model 'S ' ach t s a n d B o a t s : Their Designing, Making, and Sailing. Illustrated 
with 118 Designs and Working Diagrams. By J . DU V. GROSVENOR. In 
leatherette, price 5s., by post 5s.' id. 

M o n k e y s , P e t , and How to Manage Them. Illustrated. By ARTHUR PATIEB-
SON. In cloth gilt, price 2s. bd., by post 2s. 2d. 

M o u n t a i n e e r i n g , l i r e l s h . A Complete and Handy Guide to all the Best Roads 
and Bye-Paths by which the Tourist should Ascend the Welsh Mountains. By 
A. W. PERRY. "With numerous Maps. Inelothgilt,price28.bd.,bypost2s.2d. 

M u s h r o o m C u l t u r e fo r A m a t e u r s . With Full Directions for Successful 
Growth in Houses, Sheds, Cellars, and Pots, on- Shelves, and Out of Doors, 
By W, J . MAY. Illustrated. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d. 

N a t u r a l H i s t o r y S k e t c h e s among the Carnivora-;-Wild and Domesticated; 
with Observations on their Habits and Mental Faculties. By ARTHUR 
NICOLS, F.G.S., F.R.G.S. Hlustrated. In doth gilt, price 2s. bd., by post 2s. 3d. 

N a t u r a l i s t ' s D i r e c t o r y , T h e , lor 1899 (Fifth year of issue). Invaluable to 
all Students and Collectors. In paper, price Is., by post Is. Id. 

N e e d l e w o r k , D i c t i o n a r y of. An Bncyclopsadia of Artistic, Plain, and Fancy 
Needlework; Plain, practical, complete, and magnificently Illustrated. By 
S. F. A. CAULFEILD and B. C. SAWARD. In demy 48o, bZSpp, 829 Illustra
tions, extra cloth gilt, plain edges, cushioned bevelled boards, price 21s. n^tt, by 
post 21s. 2d.; with COLOUUED PLATES, elegant satin brocade cloth binding, 
and coloured edges,Us. bd. nett, by post 32s. 

OiKShlds: Their Culture and Management, with Descriptions of all the Kinds 
in General Cultivation. Illustrated by Coloured Plates and Engravings. By 
W. WATSON, Assistant-Curator, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew; Assisted by 
W, BEAN, Foreman, Royal Gardens, Kew. Second Edition, Revised and with 
Extra Plates. In cloth gilt and gilt edges, price £1 Is. nett, by post £1 Is. bd. 

P a i n t e r s a n d T h e i r ISTorks. A Work of the Greatest Value to Collectors 
and such as are interested in the Art, as it gives, besides Biographical 
Sketches of all the Artists of Repute (not now living) from the 13th Century 
to the present date, the Market Value of the Principal Works Painted by 
Them, with Full Descriptions of Same. In 3 vols., cloth gilt, price 15s. net per 
vol., by post 16s. 5d., or 37s. bd. ne* the set of 3, by post 38s. id. 

P a i n t i n g , D e c o r a t i v e . A practical Handbook on Painting and Etching upon 
Textiles, Pottery, Porcelain, Paper, Vellum, Leather, Glass, Wood, Stone, 
Metals, and Plaster, for the Decoration of our Homes. By B. C. SAWARD, 
In cloth gilt, price is. bd., by post is. 9d. 

P a r c e l P o s t D i s p a t c h B o o k (registered). An invaluable book for all whs 
Bend parcels by post. Provides Address (,abels. Certificate of Posting, and 
Becoi-d of Parcels Dispatched. By the use of this boolc parcels are insured 
tigainst loss or damage to the 'extent of £2. Authorised by the Post Office. 
Price Is., by post Is. 2d., for 100 parcels; larger sizes if required. 

P a r r a k e e t s , P o p u l a r . How to Keep and Breed Them. By DR. W. T. 
GREENE, M.D., M.A., F.Z.S., &o. In paper, price Is.,by post. Is. 2S,. ' ' 

P a r r o t ; T h e G r e y , and How to Treat it. By W. T, GREENE, M.D., M.A., F.Z.S,, 
&c. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d. ''-

P a r r o t s , t h e S p e a k i n g . The Art of Keeping and Breeding the princi^pal 
Talking Parrots in Confinement. By D R . KARL RUSS. ninstrated with 
COLOURED PLATES and Engravings. In doth gilt, price 5s., by post 5s. Hd. 

P a t i e n c e , G a m e s of, for one or more Players. How to Play 142 different 
Games of Patience. By M. WHITMORE JONES. Illustrated. Series I., 3? 
^ m e s ; Series II . , 34 games; Series III . , 33 games ; Series IV., 37 games. 
Each, in pa/per, le.; by post Is. 2d. The four bound together in cloth gilt, 
price bs., by post 5s. 4d. 

P e d i g r e e R e c o r d , T h e . Being Part I . of "The Breeders and Exhibitors 
Record," for the Registration of Particulars concerning Pedigrees of. Stock of 
every Description, By W. K. TAUNTON. In cloth gilt, price 2s^ bd., by post 
2s. 9(*. 

P e r s p e o t i v e , T h e E s s e n t i a l s of. With numerous Illustrations drawn by 
the Author. By L. W. MILLEB, Principal of the School of Industrial Art of 
the Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia. -Price bs. bd., by post 6s. lOd. 
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P h e a s a n t - K e e p i n g for A m a t e u r s . A. Practical Handbook on the Breed
ing, Bearmg, and General Management of Fancy Pheasants in CoiiflnMn«nt 
By^GEO. HORNE. Fully Hlustrated. / „ doth gilt^e 3s. 6 ™ . X post 

P h o t o g r a p h i c P r i n t i n g P r o c e s s e s , Popu lar , A Practical OuidB t„ 
Printing with Gelatino-Chloride, Art gue, PlaMnotTOe Carbon Bmr^I,i„ 
CoUodlo-Chloride, Blchromated Gum, Snd other S t i s e d Papers B ? H ' 
MACLEAN, r.R.P.S. Illustrated. ...In cloth gilt, p,ice £ bd.,by p7sti lOd 

P h o t o g r a p h y (Modern) for A m a t e u r s . New and Revised Edition By 
J. BATON FEAKN. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d. Jiuiuon, jsy 

P l M o f o r t e s , T u n i n g a n d R e p a i r i n g . The Amateur's Guide to the 
Practical Management of a Piano without the intervention of a Professional 
By CHARLES BABBINGTON. In paper, price bd., by post bid. ""^^'onai. 

P i c t u r e - F r a m e M a k i n g for A m a t e u r s . Bemg Practical Instructions 
In the Making of various kinds of Frames for Paintings, Drawmgs Photo
graphs, and Engravings. By the REV. J. LUKIN. Illustrated, ik paper. 
price Is., by post Is 2d. tf ±- , 

Plgi B o o k o f t h e . The Selection, Breeding, Feeding, and Management of the 
Pig; the Treatment of -its Diseases ; the Curing and Preserving of Hams 
Bacon, and other Pork Foods; and other information appertaining to Pork 
Farming. By PROFESSOR JAMES LONG. FuUy Illustrated with Portraits 
of Prize Pigs, Plans of Model Piggeries, &c. In doth gilt, price 10s. bd., by 
post lOs. 11a. 

Plg -Keep lng , P r a c t i c a l ; A Manual for Amateurs, based on personal 
Experience in Breeding, Feeding, and Fattening; also in Buying and Selling 
Pigs at Market Prices. By R. D. GAERAIT. In paper, price Is., by post 
Is. 2d. 

P i g e o n s , F a n c y . Containing full Directions for the Breeding and Manage
ment of Fancy Pigeons, and Descriptions of every known Variety, together. 
with all other information of interest or use to Pigeon Fanciers. Third 
Edition. 18 COLOURED PLATES, and 22 other full-page Illustrations, By 
J. C. LYELL. In doth gilt, price 10s. bd., by post lOs. lOd. 

P i g e o n - K e e p i n g for A m a t e u r s . , A Complete Guide to the Amateur 
Breeder of Domestic and Fancy Pigeons. By J. C. LYELL. Illustrated. 
In dqth gilt, price 2s. bd., by post 2s. 2d. 

P o l i s h e s a n d S t a i n s for 'STood: A Complete Guide to Polishing Wood
work, with Directions for Staining, and 'Full Information for Making the 
Stains, Polishes, &c., in the sinQilest and most satisfactory manner. By 
DAVID DENNING. In paper. Is., by post Is. 2d. 

Pool , G a m e s of; Describing Various English and American Pool Games, and 
• giving the Rules in full. Illustrated Inpaper, price Is., by post Is. 2d. 

P o s t a g e S t a m p s , and their Collection. A Practical Handbook for Collectors 
of Postal. Stamps, Envelopes, Wrappers, and Cards. By OLIVER FIRTH, 
Member of the Philatelic Societies of London, Leeds, and Bradford. Pro
fusely Illustrated. In doth gilt, price is. bd., by post is. lOd. 

P o s t a g e S t a m p s o f E u r o p e , T h e A d h e s i v e : A Practical Guide to their 
Collection, Identification, and Classification. Especially designed for the use 
of those commencing the Study. By W. A. S. 'WESTOBY. Beautifully 
Illustrated. Inpaper Parts, Is. each,bypost Is. 2d. Vol. I., doth gilt,pricels. bd.,. 
by post Ss.-

P o s t m a r k s , H i s t o r y o f B r i t i s h . With 350 Illustrations and a List of Numbers 
used in Obliterations. By J . H. DANIELS, In cloth gilt, price 2s. bd., by 
post 2s. 2d. 

P o t t e r y a n d P o r c e l a i n , E n g l i s h . A Guide for Collectors. Handsomely 
Illustrated with Engravings of Specimen Pieces and the Marks used by the 
different Makers. New Edition, Revised and Enlarged, By the REV. E. A. 
DOWNMAH. In doth gilt, price 5s., by post fis. id. 

P o u l t r y - F a r m i n g , Prof i table . Describing in Detail the Methods that Give 
the Best Results, and pointing out, the Mistakes to be Avoided. By J. H. 
SUTCLIPPE. Illustrated. In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d. 

P o u l t r y - K e e p i n g , Popu lar . A Practical and Complete Guide to Breeding 
and Keeping Poultry for Eggs or for the Table. By F, A. MACKENZIE. HIUS-

. trated. Inpap&r, pricels.,by postls. 2d. 
P o u l t r y a n d P i g e o n D i s e a s e s Their Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment 

A Practical Manual for all Fanciers. By QUINTIN CEAIG and JAMES LYELL. 
In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d. 
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P o u l t r y fo r P r i z e s a n d P r o f i t . Contains : Breeding Poultry for Prizes, 
Exhibition Poultry and Management of the Poultry Yard. Handsomely Hlus
trated. Second Edition. By PROP. JAMES LONG. In doth gilt, price 2s. bd., 
by post 2s. lOd. 

R a b b i t , B o o k of T h e . A Complete Work on Breeding and Rearing all Varieties 
of Fancy Rabbits, giving their History, Variations, Uses, Points, Selection, 
Mating, Management, &c., &c. SECOND EDITION. Edited by KEMPSTEB 
W. KNIGHT. Illustrated with Coloured and other Plates. In cloth gUt, price 
10s. bd., by post 10s. Ud. 

B a b b i t s , D i s e a s e s of : Their Causes, Symptoms, and Cure. With a Chapter 
on THE DISEASES OF CAVIES. Reprinted from " The Book of the Rabbit" and 
"The,Guinea Pig for Food,, Fur, and Fancy." In paper, price Is., by post 
Is. 2d. 

B a b b i t s f o r P r i z e s a n d P ro f i t . The Proper Management of Fancy Rabbits 
in Health and Disease, for Pets or the Market, and Descriptions of every 
known Variety, with Instructions for Breeding Good Specimens. By CHARLES 
KAYSON. Illustrated. In doth gilt, price Ss. bd., by post 2s. 2d. Also in 
Sections, as follows: 

General Management of Rabhits. Including Hutches, Breeding, 
Feeding, Diseases and their Treatment, Rabbit Courts, &a. FuUy Illustratea, 
Inpaper, price Is., by post le. 2d. 

JSachibit'lon Rabbits. Being descriptions of all Varieties of Fancy 
Rabbits, their Points of Excellence, and how to obtain them. Illustrated, In 
paper, price le., by post Is. 2d. 

R o a d C h a r t s (Reg i s t e r ed ) . For Army Men, Volunteers, Cyclists, and othei 
Road Users. By S. W.. H. DIXON and A. B. H. CLERKE. !NO. 1.—London 
to Brighton. Price Zd., by post 2id. 

R o s e s fo r A m a t e u r s . A Practical Guide to the Selection and Cultivation ol 
the best Roses. Illustrated. By the REV. J. HONYWOOD D'OMBBAIN, Hon. 
Sec. Nat. Rose Soc. In paper, price Is., by post le. 2d. 

S a i l i n g G u i d e t o t h e S o l e n t a n d P o o l e H a r b o u r , with Practical Binti 
as to Living and Cooking on, and Working a SmaU Yacht. By LiEDT,-C03i, 
T. G. COTHBLL, Illustrated with Coloured Charts. In cloth gilt, price 2s. bd., 
by post 2s. 2d. 

S a i l i n g T o u r s . The Yachtman's Guide to the Cruising Waters of the English 
and Adjacent Coasts. With Descriptions of every Creek, Harbour, and-Road-
stead on the Course. With numerous Charts printed in Colours, showing Deep 
water. Shoals, and Sands exposed at low water, with sounding. By FBANK 
COWPER, B.A. In Crown Svo., cloth gilt. 

Vol. I., the Coasts of Essex and Suffolk, from the Thames to Aldborough. 
Six Charts. Price 5s., by-post.5s, id. 

Vol, II. The South Coast, from the Thames to the Soilly Islands, twenty-
five Charts. Price Is. bd., by post Is. lOd. 

. Vol. III. The Coast of Brittany, from L'Abervrach to St. Nazaire, and 
an Account of the'Loire. Twelve Charts. Price Is: bd., by post le. 10a. 

Vol. IV. The West Coast, from Land's End to Mull of Galloway, in. 
eluding the East Coast of Ireland. Thirty Charts. PrieelOs,bd.,bypoatlOe.Vid. , 

Vol. V. The Coasts of Scotland and the N. E. of England down te Aid 
borough. Forty Charts. Price 10s. bd., by post 10s. lOd. 

S t . B e r n a r d , T h e . Its History, Points, Breeding, and Rearing. By HUGH 
DALZIEL. Illustrated with Coloured Frontispiece and Plates. In cloth gilt, 
price 2s. bd., by post 2s. 2d. 

Bt. B e r n a r d S t u d B o o k . Edited by HUGH DALZIEL. In doth gilt, price 
is. bd. each, bv post is. 9d. each. 

Vol. X. Pedigrees of 1278 of the best known Dogs traced to their most 
remote known ancestors, Show Record, &c. 

Vol. II. Pedigrees of 664 Dogs, Show Record, &C. 
S e a - F i s h i n g fo r A m a t e u r s . . Practical Instructions to Visitors at Seaside-

Places fer Catching Sea-Fish from Pier-heads, Shore, or Boats, principally by 
means of Hand Lines, with a very useful List of Fishing Stations, the Fish to 
be caught there, and the Best Seasons. By FRANK HUDSON. Illustrated. !n 
paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d. 

s e a - F i s h i n g o n t h e E n g l i s h C o a s t . The Art ol Making and Using Sew-
Tackle, with a full account of the methods in vogue during each month of the 
year, and a Detailed Guide for Sea-Fishermen to all the most Popular Water
ing Places on the English Coast. F. G. AFLALO. Hlustrated. In doth 
oUt, price 2s. bd., by post 28. 2d. 
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S e a - L i f e , R e a l i t i e s of. Describing the Duties, Prospects, and Pleasures of 
a Young Sailor in the Mercantile Marme. By H. E. ACBAMAN COATP Wirt, 

l/^osf^. V - ''• °""'''̂ ' •̂̂ •' ''•̂ •̂ •,̂ - I-^^t^9«.^S-ie^bt. 
S e a s i d e -SH-atering F l a o e s . A Description of the Holiday Eesorta on the 

Coasts of TJngland and "WaJes, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of Man 
giving fuU particulars of them and their attractions, and aU informaftoi; 
hkely to assist persons in selecting places in which to spend thefr HoUdays 
accordmg to their individual tastes. IUustrated. Twenty-second Year of 
Issue. In cloth gilt, price 2s. bd., by post 2s. lOd. 

S e a T e r m s , a D i c t i o n a r y of. For the use of Yachtsmen, Amateur Boat
men, and Beginners. By A. ANSTED. Fully IUustrated. In doth gilt, price 
Is. bd. nett, by post Is. Ud. ' •" "" 

S h a d o w E n t e r t a i n m e n t s , and How to Work them: being Something about 
bnadows, and the way to make them Profitable and Funny. By A PATTER-
SON. Hlustrated. . In paper, price Is., by post Is. Zd. 

Shaire, A n E a s y : The Mysteries, Secrets, and Whole Art of, laid bare. 
Edited by JOSEPH MORTON, Price Is., by post Is. 2d. 

S h e e p R a i s i n g a n d S h e p h e r d i n g . A Handbook of Sheep Farming By' 
W. J . MALDEN, Principal of the Agricultural CoUege, Uckfl^id. Illustrated. 
Cloth gilt. [i.}i tjiQ press. 

S h e e t Metal , larbrklng i n ; Being Practical Instructions for Making and 
Mending SmaU Articles in Tin, Copper, Iron, Zinc, and Brass. By the Rev. 
J. LUKIN, B.A. IUustrated. Third Edition, -/n paper, price Is., by poet 
Is. Id. 

S h o r t h a n d , o n Gurney's S y s t e m (Improved) , LESSONS I N : Being 
Instructions in the Art of Shorthand Writing as used in the Service of the two 
Houses of Parliament. By R. E. MILLER. Inpaper, prieels.,by postls. 2d. 

S h o r t h a n d , E x e r c i s e s in , for Daily Half Hours, on a Newly-devised and 
Simple Method, free from the Labour of Learning. Illustrated. Being Part 
n . of "Lessons in Shorthand on Gurney's System (Improved)." By R. E. 
MILLER. In paper, price 2d., by post lOd. 

S h o w Record , T h e . . Being Part I I I . of " The Breeders' and Exhibitors' 
Record," for the Registration of Particulars concerning the Exhibition of 
Pedigree sfock of every Description. By W. K. TAUNTON. In cloth gilt, price 
2s. 6d„ by post 2s. 2d. . 

S k a t i n g C a r d s : An Easy Method of Learning Figure Skating, as the Cards ' 
can be used on the Ice. In cloth case, price 2s. bd., by post 2s. 2d.; 
leather, price is. bd., by post 3s. 2d. A cheap form is issued printed on paper 
and made up as a, smaU book, price le., by post Is. Id. 

Sle igh t o f H a n d . A Practical Manual of Legerdemain for Amateurs and 
Others. New Edition, Revised and Enlarged Profusely IUustrated, By 
E. SACHS. In doth gilt, price bs. bd., by post bs. lOd. 

S n a k e s , Marsup ia l s , a n d B i r d s . A Charming Book of Anecdotes, Adven-
tinrea, and Zoological Notes. A capital Book for Boys. By ARTHUR NICOLS, 
F.G.S., F.R.G.S., &c. Hlustrated. In cloth gilt, price is. bd., by post is. lOd. 

S o l o 'SSrhist. A Practical Manual both for Beginners and Advanced Students, 
vrith Amended Exhaustive Code of Laws. - By C. J. MELROSE. In cloth gilt, 
price ie. bd., by poet is. lOd. 

S p o r t i n g B o o k s , I l l u s t r a t e d . A Descriptive Survey of a CoUection of 
EngUsh Illustrated Works of a Sporting and Racy Character, with an 
Appendix of Prints relating to Sports of the Field. The whole valued by 
reference to Average Auction Prices. By J. H. SLATER, Author of "Library 
Manual," "Engravings and Their Value," &c. In doth gilt, price Is. 6d. 
•nett, by post Is. lOd. 

S t u d Record, The . Being Part IL of " The Breeders' and Exhibitors' 
Record," for the Registration of Particulars concerning Pedigree Stock of every 
Description. By W. K. TAUNTON. In doth gilt, price 2s. bd., by post ^. 2d. 

T a x i d e r m y , P r a c t i c a l . A Manual of Instruction to the Amateur in CoUeot-
lug. Preserving, and Setting-up Natural History Specimens of aU kmds. With 
Examples and Working Diagrams. By MONTAGU BROWNE, F.Z.S., Curator of 
Leicester Museum. Second Edition. In oloth gilt, price Is. bd., by post Is. lOd. 
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T h a m e s Guide Book. From Lechlade to Richmond. For Boating Men, 
Anglers, Picnic Parties, and all I*l6asure-seekers on the River. Arranged oa 
anentirely new plan. Second Edition, profusely Hlustrated. In doth, price 
Is. bd., by postls. 2d. 

T o m a t o a n d F r u i t Gro^n^ing as an Industry for Women. Lectures given 
at the Forestry Exhibition, Earl's Court, during July and August, 1895. By 

- GRACE HARRIMAN, Practical Fruit Grower and County CouncU Lecturer. In 
paper, pricels., by postls. Id. 

T o m a t o Culture for A m a t e u r s . A Practical and very Complete Manual on 
the subject. ByB.C. RAVENSCROFT. IUustrated. In paper, pricels., bypostls.ld. 

TrE^ping, P r a c t i c a l : Being , some Papers on Traps and Trapping for 
•yermin, witli a Chapter on General Bird Trapping and Snaring. By W. 
CARNEGIE. Inpaper, price IS., by postls. 2d. 

T u r n i n g li'atfaes. A Manual for Technical Schools and Apprentices. A Guide 
to Turning, Screw-cutting, Metal-spinning, <fcc. Edited by JAMES LUKIN, B.A. 
Third Edition. With 194 Illustrations. In doth gilt, price is., by post id. is. 

V a m p , Hoiar t o . A Practical Guide to the Accompaniment of Songs by the 
UnskiUed Musician. With Examples. In paper, price 2d., by post IQd. 

'Vegetable Cul ture for A m a t e u r s . Containing Concise Directions for the 
Cultivation of Vegetables in small Gardens so as to insure Good Crops. 
With Lists of the Best Varieties of each ^Sort. By W. J. MAY Ulustrated, 
In paper, price Is., by post Is. 2d. 

V e n t r i l o q u i s m , Prac t i ca l . A thoroughly reliable Guide to the Art of 
Voice Throwing and Vocal Mimicry, Vocal Instrumentation, Ventriloquial 
Figures, Entertaining, &c By ROBERT GANTHONY. Numerous niustratlona. 
In cloth gilt, price Ze. bd., by post 2s. 2d. 

V i o l i n s (Old) a n d t h e i r M a k e r s : Including some References to those pf 
Modern Tmies. By JAMES M . FLEMING. Hlustrated vrith FacsimUes of 
Tickets, Sound-Holes, &c. In cloth gilt, price bs. bd. nett, by post be. lOd. 

V i o l i n Schoo l , Prac t i ca l , for Home Students. Instructions and Exercises 
•in VioUu Playing, for the use of Amateurs, Self-learners, Teachers, and 
others. With a Supplement on "Easy Legato Studies for the Violin.'* 
^ J. M. FLEMING. Bemy Hto, doth gilt, price 2s. bd., by post 10s. 2d. 
'Without Supplement, pri^ie Is. bd., by post Ss. ^ 

V i v a r i u m , The . Being a FuU Description of the most Interesting Snakes, 
Lizards, and other ReptUes, and How to Keep Them Satisfactorily in Con
finement. By REV. G. C. BATEMAN. BeautifuUy Ulustrated. In cloth gilt, 
price Is. bd, nett, by post Ss. 

W a r Medals a n d D e c o r a t i o n s . A Manual for CoUectors. with some 
account of Civil Rewards for Valour. By D. HASTINGS IRWIN. Revised' 
and Enlarged Edition. BeautifuUy IUustrated. In doth gilt, price 12s. bd. 
nett, by post 12s. IQd. 

W h i p p e t a n d Race-Dog, T h e : How to Breed, Bear, Train, Race, and 
ExMbit the Whippet, the Management ol Raee Meetings, and Original Plana 
of Courses. By FREEMAN LLOYD. In cloth gilt, price is. bd., by post is. IfW, 

' W h i s t , S c i e n t i f i c : Its Whys and Wherefores. Wherein all Arbitrary Dicta of 
Authority are eliminated, the Header being taken step by step through the 
Reasoning Operations upon which the Rules of Play are based. By C. J. 
MELROSE. 'With Illustrative Hands printed in Colour. In cloth gilt, price 5s.,. 
by post bs. bd. 

W i l d B i r d s , Cries a n d Call N o t e s of. Described at Length, and in many 
instances Ulustrated by Musical Notation. In paper, price Is., by postls. 2d 

W U d f o w U n g , Prac t i ca l : A Book on WUdfowl and Wildfowl Shooting. By 
HY. SHARP. The result of 25 years experience WUdfowl Shooting under 
aU sorts of conditions of locaUty as weU as circumstances. Profusely Hlus
trated. Demy Svo, cloth gilt, price 12s. bd. nett, by post 12s. lOd. 

W i l d Sport s In Ire land . Being Picturesque and Entertaining Descriptions' 
of several visits paid to Ireland, with Practical Hints likely to be of service 
to the Angler, Wildfowler, and Yachtsman. By JOHN BICKBRDYKE, Author 
of "The Book of the AU-Round Angler," &o. BeautifuUy IUustrated from 
Photographs taken by the Author. In cloth gilt, price bs., by post be. 4a, 
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W i n d o w T i c k e t ^Prlt lng. Containing fuU Instructions on the Method of 
Mixing and Using the Various Inks, Ac, required, Hmts on StencUlmg as 
appUed to Ticket Writing, together with Lessons on Glass Writing Japanning 
on Tin, &,e. Especially written for the use of Learners and Shop Assistants 
By WM. C. SCOTT. In paper, price le., by post Is. 2d. 

W i r e a n d S h e o t Gauges of t h e W o r l d . Compared and CompUed by 
C. A. B. PFEILSCHMIDT, of ShefiSeld. In paper, price Is., by post Is. Id. 

W o o d C a r v i n g for A m a t e u r s . FuU Instructions for producing aU the 
different varieties of Carvings. SECOND EDITION. Edited by D. DENNING. 
in paper, price Is., by post le. 2d. 

W o r k s h o p M a k e s h i f t s . Being a CoUection of Practical Hints and 
Suggestions for the use of Amateur Workers in Wood and Metal By 
H. J, S. CASSALL. FuUy IUustrated. In cloth gilt, price 2s. bd., by post 2s 2d, 

FICTION LIBRARY. 

D e c a m e r o n of a H y p n o t i s t . Tales of Dread. By E. SUPPLING, Author of 
" The Story Hunter," &o. With Hlustrations. In cloth gilt, price is. bd., bi) 
post is. lOd. 

IN PB^PAJRATION. 

THE I S e e EDITION OF 

Seaside Watering Places 
(23rd YEAR OF PUBLICATION). 

A Description of over 260 Holiday Besorts on the Costs of 
' England and Wales, the Isle of Wight, the Channel' Islands, 
and the Isle of Man, including the gayest and most quiet 
places, giving full particulars of them and their attractions, 
and all other information likely to assist persons in selecting 
places in which to spend their Holidays according to their 
individual tastes; with Business Directory of Tradesmen, so 

that Visitors can send orders.in advance of their arrival. 

Corrections, Directory Announcetnents, and Adver
tisements should notv be sent in. 

PROSPECTUSES F R E E ON APPLICATION, 

London: L. Upcott Gill, 170, Strand, W.C. 
p . T. 0. 



A Supplement s„,.ZTL,i,. 
NICHOLSON'S 

Dictionary of 
Gardening, 

Is in preparation, bringing this great work on the Art and 
Practice of Horticulture right up to date. This, is the finest 
work on Gardening at present existing, and the Suppleinent 
•—^which is magnificently illustrated—wiD. make it the newest. 

It is eacpected that, the -fl/rst portion will he ready 
at an early date. 

THE SEA SERVICES, 
A Guide to the Royal Navy and Mercantile Marine, 

ISrCHTDING 

PILOT, COASTGUARD, LIFEBOAT, LIGHTSHIP, 
WATER POLICE, A N D C U S T O M S SERVICE. 

By A. COWIE. 

Life Studies ie Palmistry. 
The hands of notable persons read according to 

the practice of IVIodern Palmisti-y. 

ILLUSTRATED. 

By IK A OXEHFORD, 

LONDON-: 

L UPCOTT GILL, 170, STRAND, W.G. 



PUBLISHED BY E. anc8 F. N, SPON, Ltd . 

Oltvn 4to, M l gilt, fancy cloth, 478 pages Letterpress alhd liS Bngravinga ^rice 7s ed 

POPUUR ENGINEERIN6: 
BEiNa INTERESTING AND INSTRUCTIVE EXAMPLES IN 

CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, CHEMICAL, MINING 
MILITARY, and NAVAL ENGINEERING. 

GRAPHICALLY AND PLAINLY'DESCRIBED AND 

SpeeiaUr Wr i t t en for those a t o n t to enter the Engineering Profession and t h e 
Scientific Amateur. "With Chapters upon 

PERPETUAL MOTION and ENGIKEERIMG COLLEGES and SCHOOLS. 
By F. DYE. 

SPONS' MECHANICS' OWN BOOK: 
A MANUAL FOR HANDICRAFTSMEN AND AMATEURS. 

Complete in One large Vol., demy 8YO, cloth, containing 700 pp. and 1420 Illustrations. 
Fourth Edition, 6 s . ; or half-bound,, French morocco, 7s. 6d. 

Contents: 

Mechanical Drawing; Casting and rounding in Iron, Brags, Bronze, and other Alloys ^ 
Forging and Finishing Iron; Sheet Metal Working; Soldering, Brazing, and Burning; 
Carpentry and Joinery, embracing descriptions of some 400 woods; over 200 Illustrations 
of Tools and their Uses; Explanations (with Diagrams) of 116 Joints and Hinges, and 
Details of Construction of Workshop Appliances; Bough Furniture, Garden and Yard 
Erections, and House-Building; Cabinet-making and Veneering; Carving and Fret-
cutting; Upholstery; Painting, Graining, and Marbling; Staining Furniture, Woods, 
Floors, and Fittings ; Gilding, Dead and Bright, on various Grounds; Polishing Marble, 
Metals and Wood; Varnishing; Mechanical Movements, illustrating contrivances' for 
transmitting Motion ; Turning in Wood and Metals; Masonry, embracing Stonework,' 
Brickwork, Ten*a-cotta, and Concrete; Roofing with Thatch, Tiles, Slates, Felt, Zinc, &c.; 
Glazing with and 'without Putty, and Lead Glazing ; Plastering and Whitewashing; Paper--
banging ; Gas-fitting ;' Bell-hanging, Ordinary and Electric Systems ; LiKhting; Warming;. 
Ventilating; Roads, Pavements and Bridges ; Hedges, Ditches andDrains ; Water Supply 
and ^^anitation ; Hints on House Construction suited to New Countries. 

SPONS' HOUSEHOLD MANUAL: 
A TREASURY OF DOMESTIC RECEIPTS AND GUIDE FOR 

HOME MANAGEMENT. 

Demy Svo, cloth, containing 957 pp. and 250 Illustrations, price 7s. 6d, ; or half-bound-
French morocco, 9 s . 

Principal .Contents: 
Hints for selecting a good House; Sanitation ; Water Supply; Ventilation and Warm

ing i I/ighting ; Furniture and Decoration ; Thieves and Fire ; The J-arder ; Curing Foods 
for lengthened Preservation; The Dairy; The Cellar; The Pantry; The Kitchen ; 
Receipts for Dishes; The Housewife's Rooin ; Housekeeping, Marketing; The Dining-
room ; The Drawing-room; The Bed-room; The Nursery; The Sick-room; The Bath
room ; The Laundry ; The School-room ; The Playground ; The Work-room ; The Library;. 
The Garden ; The Farmyard; Small Motors; Household Law. 

tondon: E. & P. M". SPON, Ltd., 125, Strand. 
Hew Tork.: SFON & CHAHBERLAIIT, 12, Cortlandt Street. 



DOG 
MADE BT 

SPR#\TT'S 
PATENT 

LIMITED 
A NON-POiSONOUS PREPARATION. 

Invaluable for Preparing the Coat for JEochibitio: 
SOLD IN TABLETS. 

DOG MEDICINES. 
Alteratiye Cooling Powders 
Aperient Tasteless Biscuits 
•Chronic Skin Disease Cure 
•Cough Pills 

, -Cliemioal Food 
•Chorea Pills (St. Vitus' Dance) 
Diarrhoea Mixture 
Distemper Powders 
^Distemper Pills 
J)isinfeotant for Kennels 
Ear Canker lotion 
Eczema Lotion 
Eye Lotion 
Hair Stimulant 

Jaundice or " Yellows " Pills 
Locurium OU (tatent) for Anins 

ITse 
Locurium Oil (Patent) i 

Human Use .(including GoTer 
ment Stamip) 

Mange Lotion 
Purging Pills 
Bheiumatic and Sprain Liniment; 
Eheumatio and Chest Founder Pi 
Tonic Condition Pills 
Vegetable Puppy Vermifuge 
Worm Povfders 
Worm Pills 

YOUR TRADESMAN OR STORES WILL SUPPLY YOU. 

Spratt's Patent Limited, Bermondsey, LoMon, S.L 
PAMPHLET ON CANINE DISEASES, POST FREE. 






